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PREFACE

This report is the result of the Area Studies undertaken

by the 79 participants of Stanford University's 1963

Second Level Institute for Elementary and Secondary School

Teachers of German, held at Bad Boll, Germany, under the

provisions of the National Defense Education Act, and under

the auspices of the United States Office of Education.

The report hereby presented does not pretend to be a

systematic scientific treatise on contemporary Germany.

None of our participants and none of their advisers are

cultural anthropologists. Nevertheless this report is, I

believe, a unique achtevement and speaks for itself, not

because of the facts reported, but because of the method by

which the facts were obtained. Our participants did not

listen passively to a series of academic lectures; they went

out into "the field", and talked informally with Germans of

every walk of life. The information thus collected about

German culture with a small "c" would have to be sifted,

evaluated, and complemented before it could be embodied into

a scholarly monograph entitled "Germany as it is". Collected

in only six weeks of field work and prepared for the press

in the week following this field work,the result of our

participants' endeavor pretends to be no more than what the

title suggests: .g_rplajly, As We Saw It.

Bad Boll, WUrttemterg, August 17, 1963.

F. 1W. Strothmann, Director
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Introduction. The most important problem facing the Church

in lest Germany today is the lack of contact between pastor

and people. Therefore the study group for religious life in

Gemany agreed to concentrate its efforts on the causes of

this critical situation and on the atteinpts that are being

made to find solutions. Discussions and visits naturally

had to be restricted to the 3tuttgart area, but it is hoped

that the sampling technique employed within a limited portion

of only one state, Baden-4Urttembera, has provided a reason-

ably accurate view of the problem of religious contact between

the Church and its membership.

Inasmuch as Baden-n.rttemberg is largely Evangelical, the

study group naturally had occasion to see more of the Evan-

gelical phase of religious life than of the Catholic. How-

ever, it may be said that many of the problems being dealt

with by the Evangelical Church are at the same time problems

prevailing in the Roman Catholic Church.

Historically the sociological basis of the churche:3 in Ger-

many is agrarian. The typical church haS been a village

church. For centuries the pastor had close contact with the

individual members of his congregation. He could conveniently

visit the villagers while they were at work or during their

limited hours of leisure and discuss with them their daily

problems. There existed a mutual dialogue between the pastor

and his congregation. This exchange of ideas was based on a

high degree of mutual confidence. This confidence was gen-

erated at least in part by the fact that the pastor was able

to help his congregation with many of their vocational prob-

lems. Because of the confidence placed in the pastor, the

members of his congregation could come to him in times of

personal crisisj at the same time the pastor was always wel-

come in the homes of the villagers. And because of the

respect people generally had for the pastor's views and advice



they also regularly attended church service.

fith the advent of the industrial age, the agrarian society

of the past began to lose some of its old character. The

. gradual change 17as suddenly accelerated by the events of

'orld ar II and the economic miracle of the post-war period.

Often the head of a family has loft the farm to work in a

metropolitan area where industry needs him to produce the

comforts of life, includin n:ecanical equipment for the

home and farm. He leavP:s the farming to his parents, wife

and children.

In many families it is not only the father who has become a

commuter, but also the grown sons. In some cases both father

and mother work in industry and often with a different work

shift. The children are left to take care of themselves.

They have a key to the house and they come and go as they

please, and so are known as the SchlUsselkinder (latchkey

children). Family life and religious practices within the

family have to a great extent ceased to exist, and a lack of

understanding and comradeship between the old and new genera-

tion has developed. The schools are teaching new concepts

which often are not accepted at home, and the problems of

the industrial workers are quite different from those of the

family.

Many families are leaving their farm homes entirely and mov-

ing to the cities. Here again religious contact is suffering

because the new housing areas have no pastors or churches.

Parishes first have to be established in these new settlements

before any religious lifc can be resumed. However, the time

lag between the establishment of a new housing development

and a church to serve it is. often a matter of several years.

4hen this is the case, other activities and interests will

1-ave replaced the former participation in the affairs of the

church.
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The war, which took the lives of so man:- men.of military

age, and the rapid rise of industry, which has lured the

heads of families to the industrial centers, have depleted

the active church conregation of most of the men and many

of the women between the a,c.,,es of 20 and 50. The pastors are

reoching chief17 only the school nhl1r11-en, who ":1-.7e gettirg

religious instruction in the schools, and the old and sick.

The important group in between is largely untouched by the

teachings of t]le church.

The lack of contact between minister and member has brought

with it a lack of confidence by the church member in his

pastor. Remoteness from religious counsel causes the indi-

vidual to live with his problems as long as he can and then

to seek a listener in whom he has confidence. This is usual-

ly not a pastor but rather a substitute in the form of a

friend. The absence of the informal dialogue between pastor

and penple has rendered the formal lessons of the pulpit

virtually meaninglc=ss. The result is that the :laople are

failing to find their way to the church. The Lehrkirche

(didactic church) of tradition has become a Leerkirche (empty

church).

lome of the conflict between pastor and parish stems from the

fact that the Church has always been, and still is, extremely

conservative. For centuries it has taught the people the

virtues of frugality and it continues to do so even in an age

when the economy depends upon spending. The people naturally

want to enjoy the material comforts that the Wirtschafts-

wunder has brought and that they themselves are producing on

the assembly lines. The younger people especially do not see

anything sacrilegious about the TV sets, refrigerators and

automobiles they create, but since their pastors are condi-

tioned to oppose the personal acquisition of such conven-

iences, the compatibility between Church and society is



rapidly disintegratine-. There are those who see the people's

growing comforts as a religion of materialism which is being

substituted for a true religion. On the other hJnd, some of

the leading theologians feel that the Church, by its very

opposition to material comforts is helping to establish such

a religion. Unless the Church breaks with many of its tradi-

tions, it is argued, and learns to meet the people more real-

istically, it is in grave danger of becoming obsolete.

The Church is not unaware of these disturbing elements in

German society. Many leaders are pleading for change. But

the basically conservative church organization is difficult

to influence. More realistic approaches to modern problems

are deeply needed. Some of the age-old traditions and atti-

tudes of the clergy will have to be discarded. In recent

years a few notable experiments and pilot programs have been

launched to seek solutions to the growing problem.

It is noteworthy that the eleventh Kirchenttz (Church Day)

held in Dortmund in 1963 dealt with the theme, "Mit Konflik-

ten leben"(Let us Live with our Conflicts). This title apt-

ly reflects the major problem of the Church and its members

in West Germany today. The titles of three recent books are

also revealing in this connection. They are cited here only

to emphasize that leaders are vitally concerned with what is

happening to the religious life of their fellow mem Reli-

ion ohne Entscheiduna (Religion without Decision), Hamburg,

1959; Kirche ohne Auftrag (orginally published in English

under the title, The. Noi.se of_391.emn_Ass.emblies, Doubleday),

Stuttgart, 1960i ProtestantJn ohne Kirche (Protestants with-

out a Church), Stuttgart, 1962.

Before we proceed with an account of our contacts with some

of the people, organizations and institutions that are deal-

ing directly with the religious crisis of Germany, we will

present a brief sketch of the Church as an organization, its



financial structure and its training proraill for the ri_nis-

try.

History Orrrarization and Finance. In Cerm-Lny today two large

confessions, the 7vangelical and the Roman Catholic, predomi-

nate. The Roman Catholic Church had been the universal Church

until it was split in 1517 by Luther's doctrines. latcr tkIP

Reformation each state practiced the same religion as thrYt of

the ruling prince, and anyone wanted to practice the other

religion had to move to another state. As a result the :q,,I,jor-

ity of the churches in Airttemberg today are Evangelical,

in Bavaria and the Rhineland, Roman Catholic, in Hessia,

Reformed Evangelical, etc.

jith the unification of Germany the ,.:aiser became the head

of the Evangelical Church, which was called the Staatskirche.

vihen Kaiser Iilhelm II abdicated in 1918, the $taatskirche

became the VolkEkirche.

A struggle of ideals in the German churches took place before

the Hitler regime ard the problems of the Church were inten-

sified by the Nazi ideology. The Roman Catholic Church was

more unified and stood together against Hitler, but the Pro-

testant groups, not being as unified, were weakened easily

by Hitler's "piece-by-piece" liquidation ($al.amitaktik) of

the various church groups. 7hen the Church finally rebelled

against Hitler's annihilation of the sick and mentally ill,

who were said to be useless to society, it was already too

late. After the downfall of the Third Reich in 1945 it was

shown that the Protestant Church opposed the Hitler regime

only in its latter years and That it was not without serious

guilt. The cltuttgart Proclamation of 1946 officially con-

fessed this failure and adopted the Church laws existing

prior to 1933.

After 'rforld Jar II the churches united so that they would noT



experience th_ sfe /roblems of divi:3-ion 'hich prevailed

before the war. Th? Prote3tant curche', unite under the

2vangelical Churci. of :-ormany and th:? qoman Catholic Church

rem.aind united, with it2 relations with Rome and the Vatican

remaining intact. Thc re,crional 7vangelical churches (Landes-

kirchen) were unite(1 in rl Couril of Churches. These churches

today are known as Volk2kirchen (People's Churches). This

means that about 9E, of the people declare membership. The

present strength is 511 '3vani;elical and 43 Roman Catholic,

with 27 , members of other mincir sects including Methodists,

normons, e :alvation Army, ::ennonites, Christian Icientists,

Unitarians, Moravian 7,rothers, etc. The Church is ideally a

church for the people, serving all the people, and is support-

ed by taxes collected for it by thr3 State.

Although the 3tate assists the Church in the collection of

taxes, it mu.st be em-rhasized that the Church is independent

of the State. It performs numerous services for the State,

but it is under no compulsion to do so. Because the nurch

is in a better position than the state to deal with problems

of social welfare, for exarnle, contractual agreenents are

reached. Thus the cltate finances the welfare worh -!rhich the

Church performs but which is the State's responsibility.

The German Church is a strong, independent organization with

considerable political influence and political party role.

Church party streiwth ii usually estimated in terms of the

relative strength of Catholic and Protestant church member-

3111p.

The 12,-vangelical Church in Germany is zoned into 29 Lp.des-

kirchen. 73ighteen of these are in ']e-,t Germany find eleven

are in thc alst. 7ach of these LandeL3kirchen is headed by a

bishop as its chief administrator, and he is assistd by a

council which is called th Oberkirchenrat. The bishop and



his ObrkirchonnLt meet to deliberate upon, rind to formulate,

church policies f,r the Landeskirche. They also deal with

the. major problem:,; that ,Jrise in the ar,rt of th:eir jurisdic-

tion.

The Landcskirchen ar,) in turn orp:anized into several regional

administrative units known as the Prdlaturen. The heads of

these Prälaturen, the prelate-3, are directly reoponsible to

thu bishop. Thu Frillaturen are further subdivided into units

of 25-30 pari3he, known as Dekanate and headed by deans.

TI-1 deans are rcJponsible to the prelates. The smallest unit

is, of courses the local parishs of which the local minister

is the administrative head. He deals with his respective

dean on administrative matters.

During the economic miracle the Church has steadily grown

richer. With its monetary resources it has been constructing

new church buildings and renovatinrf, or rebuilding old ones.

The new v:ealth is distributed to the moot needy areas. More

churchE:s have been built in the last 15 years than in the

entire period from the Reformation ±o 1945. But in sipite of

all the new construction of church, there is still a short-

age. Por example, of th: 1,436 'Lvangelical Church buildings

existing just before the last war in WiArttemberg, 774, or

well ov<Jr 50, were compltely destroyed or rendered unusable

during the course of the war.

There is also a critical shorta7c of pastor:_ for the new

churches 9.1d the institutions of the Church. Yiany were lost

on the battle fields during World 7ar 11. -]ightoen thousand

pastors now servo tbe dest Gen-Jan 7,vangelica1 Church, while

the Ronan Catholic Church ha:, 21,000 ordai;:Ied priests. The

Free Church has 5K pastors serving 1 ;- of the church-enrolled

::et German peopl(,. Church attendance varies considerably

from North to South. In some northern aree. fewer than 1(17

of the members attend service, wherca9 a3 many s 10v, attend
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in the South. The lar,ge percent not attendinif church causes

the pastors' efforts to be absorbed by only 1? 10,.; of the

members.

Baden- irttenber,-;, the largest of t?le I'inder in A::3t Germlny,

is motly '7,j.rttember.7 alone ha.; 19 3')0 _]vangeli-

cal Church congreutions with 2.5 million church 1::mbers and

1,600 Pfarrer (r:inisters), of whom 1,250 have sinle congre-

gations.

Tirttemberg has four Prdlaturen Reutlingen, Stuttgart, Ulm

and Heilbrona. The Landesbischof is assisted by the Ober-

kirchenrat of 16 persons, four of .p,hom are prelates heading

the four Prälaturen. They are in turn assisted by 50 Dekane

(deans) who are in charge of the Dehanate, or groups of 25-30

parishes.

The German Church, through the State, collects from its

members a tax amounting to - 10% of the personal income

tax. In Airttemberg the amount is 8('9. Although only 1 -

10 of the Church taxpayers actually engage in the activities

of the Church, almost all of the people submit to taxation.

It is possible to avoid the tax only by declaring oneself to

be atheistic. since most people want their chil'iren to be

baptized and confirmed by the Cliurch, and sinc;e they want

the marriae-,e ceremony and funeral services to be conducted

by the Church, they are reluctant to cease paying the tax.

Thre is also the powerful factor of prestige connected with

church membership. The tax amounts to about D 40.55 ner

capita per year. The principle of taxation for the Church

has been much discussed in Germany in recent years.

Income from taxes is not the only source of funds for the

Church. Offerings are solicited during church service and

special fund drives are organized annually. In addition, the

Church frequently receives substantial sums from well-to-do
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individuals for furthering one or another special undertaking.

To some people the 120 million Marks collect'A in WUrttemberg

alone in one ,Ijear se;;Ms to be a lot of money, but when one

considers the many different institutions which are being

financed by tis amount, it really is only a "drop in the

" SO to speak. nf -1/1
C- 5, J.. 'I. 1 LI 111 1.1. .1 9 I. 1 C..;

institutions for which the Church is responsible, there are

1,000 kindergartens, 700 homes for the sick, 20 rr).cseries

and 399 other homes for children0 i_dded this s the re-

sponsibility of supportin 59200 'Asters, 570 Diakone (social

workrs) and 39000 other co-workers. The furnishing of

27,000 beds is also necessary.

The Training of the Cleroy. Tn order to learn something about

the training of the clergy in the state of WUrttemborg the

group visited the EvanFelisches Stift (7vangelical House of

Studies) and the Roman Catholic Konvikt (Catholic Nouse of

tudies), both in Tijbingen.

The 7vangelisches :itift in Tii.bingen is a school and home for

protestant theological students where tutorials are offered

to supplement the courses of study which they take at the

Ttibingen University. Besides providing an academic atmos-

phere, the Stift promotes a feel'ng of close fellowship among

the students at the Stift. The-, not only live together at

the 9tift, but most of them also join one of the several

fraternities sponsored by the Stift, thus fostering friend-

ships that may often last through a lifetime of professional

relationship.

The students have an average of six hours per week of tutor-

ials at the Stift. Durinc: these hours they review and supple-

ment the material they study at the University. In the first

foqr semesters the University courses include studies of the

Old and New Testament and church history. The fifth and



sixth semesters continue thesL courses :ith add(A studies in

preaching and techino;, dogma and fthic,I. In the laJ.A two

semesters other practical coursc:s are pAdo, such n,s those

relating to confes,3ion To complement the more theoretical

studies, there i2 a Practicum 77hich gives the students help-

ful experience in understanding the various sociological

situations in which they as pastor will have to work. Tests

are given at the end of each semester and a comprehensive

test is given upon completion of the course work.

Each year thirty-six students arc given stipends which cover

room and board c.._iseg at the 9tift, Then stipends can be

renewed for the remainin:_; three or more years, making a pos-

sible 144 or mort_ studenti3 with stipendz:,0 The Stift also

houses other students ho have stipends but major in some

field other than theology.

In the past students were admitted to the Stift only if they

had attended one of the four seminaries in "qiIrttembor[7 (for-

merly Klosterschulen) as the last four years of tin:: Liymnas.ium

and had successfully passed the tests for their Abitur and an

additional test in religion. The extra courses required of

a pre-theological student were Greek, Hebrew, philosophy and

the Greek New Testament. At the present time students are

accepted from ordinary gypnasien as well as from the semi-

naries.

Very few of the Stiftler drop out. Perhaps the main reason

for this is that only about 309 of the students at the

seminaries continue their thologicni studies at the Stift;

that is, they drop out before they get to the Stift if they

are going to drop out at all.

The Stift is noted for its strong critical theological tradi-

tion. The excellence of the intensive instruction is attested

to by an incident concerninz some of the TUbingen theological
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students in their later studies. Kar] -2E'rth, the noted

-theologian, gave a semnar at Bonn Univ:;rsity and had more

applicants than he wanted. Hi.: gave a pr:,liminary test to

reduce the size of his seminar from 200 to 50, and of th_, 22

stud=ts from TIThingen who applied, all 22 ';.7:re admitted.

Famous personalities -,Jho have studied at the Stift include

Kepler, Hegel, Schlling, Hbldcrlin and D. T. Istrauss. The

9tift was foundr.id by Duke Ulrich and his son Christof in the

15309s. Prior to this time it had been an Augustinian

cloister dating from the 12th century.

The Katholisches l'_onvikt is housed in a Renaissance-style

building dating from the 16th century. It was originally

a FUrstenschule (schlool for the nobilit7) and lat.,.;r a Fran-

ciscan Monastary. The center of activity is the 80,000 vol-

ume library consisting mainly of theoloical and philosophical

works. The library also contains over 20 German bibles wilich

wore printed prior to Luther's translation of the bible into

the vernacular.

The Konvikt provides a home and supplerientary work for the

120 Roman Catholic seminarians attendinF the University of

Tlibingen. The mjority of the seminarians come from middle-

class families. Very few come from the upper class and only

105 - 15% from the farms.

Life at the Konvikt is quite liberal. nurch history is

taught like a critical analysis, and Catholic and Evangelical

seminarians get together often to discuss problems common to

both confessionF-2. After studying for two years the seminar-

ian takes an exam called the XTI_losThicum. Ho then sp,..mds

the next year living In a town of his own choice. During

this time, 40% - 50% of th:: seminarians often come to the

realization th:Jt they have no true calling to the priesthood

and discontinue their training. For those who continue, the
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next four semesters are spent taking theological cours,:s.

Their last year iL; -31pent at trie Bishop's Palace in Rottenbur;;

where they get the practical experience, in the form of -,

Yriesterseminar, n,.,3eded for the priestly life. An optional

summer program is also available to all seminarians. There

are four possible areas of work from f?.d.ch they may choose

1) a factory 2) a hospital 3) a childran's camp and 4) a

school. The objective is to become thoroughly familiar with

the problems of thes areas. The seminarians mv also work

in all four areas ii.-thin a period of four summers.

Upon the successful corpletion of all seminary life, the newly

ordained priest must take examinations during the next three

years and in hi-, fourth year of practice he must write a

thesis on some religious themc. During the fourth year of

practice he must also take a refresher course

Academy at Hohenheim.

ments a priest is

After completing thase

finally ready to assum the

of saving the souls of his congregatione

at the Catholic

many require-

responsibility

The Work of the Local Ministers. The local minister is the

centor of church activity for his congregation. In forrier

times it -;a3 relatively easy for him to keep in tuuch with

all of the members. He could live their experiences with

them and help them in the :3olution of practical problems.

Usually all of the inhabitants of the village were at th,_ same

tine the conurPtion. In a sense relios4ou9 life was a -,,artn -". -n_L -
1-'

of everyday life throughout the entire village.

For centuries aach village had been either Roman Catholic or

Protestant. The coming of many refugees and displaced persons

however, changed the pattern radically. A village with only

one confession suddenly had two. The newcomers of the other

faith sometimes encountered considerable hostility0 it the

same time the riration to the indutrial centers beenc

accelerated. Furthermore, numerous migrt=!nt aorkrs fror --;pain
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and Italy have arrived. The former religious unity and sta-

bility has disapneared. In some villages minor sects of thc

Freikirche (Free Church) have established themselves and have

also contributed to the disrupting of former religious harmonu.

The comradBhip between pator and people is no longer preva-

lent. In fact, some members of the Clqurch expect the pastor

to lead a life different from that of his congregation. Fe

is not supposed to smok:, for exg.mple, or go to the movies.

In some ways he is forced to live a kind of ghetto life.

Some of the above is also true of 3o11. l]oll is a community

that had for centuries been completely Evangelical. The 3tudy

group had the opportunity to tr-Ilk with both the -:2vangelical

and the Catholic pastors and to observe some aspects of reli-

gious life almost daily. In addition, Bad Boll is the head-

quarters for the Herrnhuter BrUderEemeine (Moravian Brother3),

and thus the study group experienced some contact with this

group. It is important to state that the loravian Brothers

can not be considered to be typical of the Free Church coalr-r

gations. Furthermore, while Boll is the case of an YJvangeli-

cal community that suddenly found Catholics as newcomers in

its midst, the same thing has hapnened elsewhere in reverc

and the problems have been similar.

In Boll one finds a typical southern German 1vangelical Church

housed in a Romanesque structure about 800 years old, Because

Boll is a typical community and because the congregation is

a typical congregation, the pastor faces typical problems,

One problem which every German pastor faces, be he Protestent

or Catholic, is the problem of time. He must, of course, have

enough time to prepare sermons, he must have time for baptisms,

weddings and funersls, and time to keep official records of all

these events. The Protestnnt pastor must, if he wishes to

fulfill his obligations as heed of the family, find time for

his wife and children. These are problems which are common



to ministers of the Gospel the world over.

The German pastor, however, has other concerns, some of which

he shares with his fellow ministers in other countries and

others which are peculiar to a German pastor alone. First is

the problem of school instruction. 7:Jvery pastor spends many

hours every week in schools, instructin,7 the children in the

doctrine of his church. 3ometimes his work is made lighter

becausa a few teachers are equipped to relieve him in fulfill-

ing this obligation; some,times he is able to find an assistant

with adequate trainimg to teach a few classes. But the re-

sponsibility, in the final analysis, falls upon the pastor

himself and makes its demands on his time. Coupled with the

school instruction are the confirmation classes and the

classes in Christian doctrine which young people are expected

to attend for two years after confirmation. The pastor must

also oversee the various church-related circles and societies

-- groups which corresnond to our young people's societies,

missionary societies, women's groups, children's activities

seminars and conferences where political, theological or

marital problems are discussed, and a number of other impor-

tant and worthwhile but also time-consuming activities. In

contrast to the typical American situation, the German pastor

has few members in his congregation with the training or the

desire to supervise these activities, even though the congre-

gation may number 3,000 members, as does the congregation in

Doll. In addition, an Tvangelical pastor must concern himself

with the administration of the local church. Much of his time

may be absorbed by committees for the planning and building

of new churches or the rebuilding of damaged old churches.

Doll has experienced the influx of refugees and displaced per-

sons which has changed the traditional pattern of church

affiliation in many parts of Germany and which has created

certain problems. The actual beginning of the small Catholic
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communities of Boll, Darnau 7Ind Eschenbrich d:ctes back to the

end of World II. In 1945 a group of Catholic refugees

arrived in this area which was almost entirely _v.tngelical.

The few Catholics who lived there 1)c:for3 this time went to

church in Gbppingen. Now thc Church, ever solicitous

for the welfare of her children, had to find a place of wor-

ship for the new arrivals.

At first services in Boll were held, novl and then, in the

Evangelical Church. Later a barracks was used and Mass was

celebrated on a wobbly table. Finally a shed and small farm

house were bought and convertcd into the present little church

and priest-house combination. The erection of this humble

little House of God cost DM 25,000. Th, labor was a donation

from the farmers of the small community.

At present the Catholic conE.regation of Boll has a membership

of 600. Pfarrer Möhler, thu present curate, is also in charge

of the congregations in DUrnau and Eschonbach. Diirnau has

450 members, most of whom are glassblowers. Church services

for them aie now also held in the Evangelical Church, but at

present a beautiful new church is being built which will, in

the nearfuture, serve as the parish church with its own priest.

Bschenbach has 230 Catholics who are rather lax in the practice

of Catholocism duo, to a large extent, to the influence of a

group of religious extremists in their neighborhood. A

Catholic church is badly needed in order to stabilize the

belief of these people and to counteract the distracting

influences. It is hoped that the time will soon come when a

Catholic church can be erected. The project has the support

of responsible church superiors and the land has already been

purchased.

Today the Moravians number 330,000 members throughout the

wrirld. Of these, 11,000 are in Europe. In Germany the
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Moravian sLct i... -,), part of thc, Free Church. Members are

urr4:cd to be active in other churchl, especially if there is

no iioravian church in the community. In this case, the

member divides his church tax between the Moravian church

and the church in which he is active, The Moravians have

congregations in Tast aTi wcil as .:1.:2-t Germany.

Since 1595 Bad Doll has ben distinguir;lid r't= -) health resort

because of its 'sulphur sprins. It was not until 1852, how-

ever, that it received spiritual rlignificance. In that year

Johannes Christoph Blumhardt ccAme to Bad Boll from Mbttlingen

in the Black For()st, whre he had been the activc loader in

a sTiritual avIkcning. His first association with a difficult

spiritual problem involved a young woman in Mbttlingen who had

ben perplexed for years by demonic forces. Blumhardt ap-

proached her and suggested that shQ-: pray to Christ for spiri-

tual healing. At first sho hr,d a temporary release. Suddenly,

however, she seemed to F.;row worse imytead of better. After a

year of intensive prayer on her own part and on that of the

congregation in Mbttingen skewas delivered. As a result,

many other miraculous hoalings followed--spontaneously, with-

out a ,;reat deal of propaganda. When the king of Wflittemberg

sold the Kurhaus (spa hotel) to Johannes Christoph Blumhardt

in 1852, Blumhardt moved to Boll. Here he, together with his

son and the young woman -oho had been healed, carried on his

work. Liany healings took place in Boll. Even today the

emphasis at the Kurhaus is spiritual and physical healing.

Th,. elder Blumhardt, :11c) had been associated with the y,-

gcm,:ino (Moravian sect) in libttingen, continued to work for

the group in Boll. The oct had existed as an independent

religious organdzition since its inception in 1467. Even then

this church had its own schools, which were among thc best in

Germany. When Luther becam;, active as tho protagonist of the
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Reformation, the BriiderEemeine, without becoming Lutheran,

took his side against the Roman Catholic Church. In 1722

Herrnhut founded the Erneuerte BrUderkirche, now known as

the Moravins. Zinzendorf, an early prophet, taught that the

ambassadors of God should go into all the world to exalt the

rnme nf nhrlst Pra_ educate ynuth in Christian doctrine.

The Social ]Vlinistry of the Church. According to the law, the

government is responsible for the care of atypical people.

In the case of peopie who must be incarcerated it assumes

this responsibility directly, but in almost all other areas

the government has delegated its responsibility to the Volks-

kirche, that is, the Evangelical and the Catholic Churches.

The present relationship between the Church and the State in

the area of social welfare dates back to Napoleonic times.

Even though the State from this time on has had legal respon-

sibility for the care of people needing special help, it can-

not procure the necessary persornel to manage the institutions

and carry on the necessary worK. There exists then a contrac-

tual agreement between the CJurch and the State, whereby the

Church actually does the work and tha State supports this

work financially. Aen individuals can pay for all or a pa_bt

of the care they are obliged to do so. The Volkskirche of

Germany, therefore, has the responsibility of caring for the

old, the sick, the maimed and the people with mental dis-

orders. In addition to this, the Church has more than 1,100

kindergartens in WUrttemberg alone. The work that the Church

does in these areas is called the work of the Inner Mission.

One of the specific problems which the Church faces today in

the field of the Inner Mission is the care of the aged. In

Germany, as in many countries, there is an increasing number

of elderly people each year who cannot take care of themselves

and who have no one to care for them. In WUrttemberg alone
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400 new beds mi,uit be made available every year.

The problem of alcoholism is also growing rapidly and is not

limited to any particular level of society. The Church has

specjal institutions where alcoholics eie supervised to see

that they abstain from liquor for a period of at lest six

menthe. Thee:: institutions jilet cannot cope with all the

problem drinkers thr:t exist, and the government has set up

aid stations. These stations, however, provide only a tem-

porary help and do not reach the inner conflict from which

the problem really stems.

Through the Hilfswerk (General Aid Program) the Church has

helped care for many of the refuees who have come to WUrttem-

berg since 1944. At the peak of the refugee movement 5,000

new people came into WUrttemberg every month. Since the

Berlin wall was erected in 1961 the number has, of course,

diminished substantially. A bettor understanding between the

refugees and the residents is aided by the conferences at the

Evangelical Academy at Bad Boll.

The Church also cares for the poor and assumes care for the

undernourished and poorly clothed in a partner organization

in the East Zone. Through the general welfare program the

poor and needy in every community are taken care of regardless

of creed or background.

The education and training of all the personnel in the

Church's institutions are undertaken by the Church itself.

Examin-Itions are in many instances given by the Church in the

presence of a government repres:mtative.

All that has been said of the Inner Mission work and General

Aid of the Evangelical Church can also be said of the Caritas

Verband (Chritable Organization) of the Roman Catholic Church.

In addition to the work of the churches there are other
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independent agencies working in the field of social welfare.

Three of tnese are the Arbeiterwohlfeht.(Workers Welfare),

the Parittische 4ohlfahrtsverband (United Welfare Organiza-

tion) and the Rote Kreuz (Red Cross). The Inner Mission of

the Evangelical Church does about 40% of the social work,

the Caritas Verband of th3 Catholic Church about 35%. All

remaining organizations account for the rest of the social

work performed,

The Volkskirche has a heavy responsibility in coping with the

many and complex probl,ams which exist in a divided land that

only 18 years ago lay in ruins. The Church is meeting its

responsibility in the ar.3a of social welfare in a capable

manner, and the general well-being of the country is a mani-

festation of this fact.

The study group had occasion to visit a Catholic youth organ-

ization, the At. Antonius Youth Home in Wernau on the Neckar.

The home is the administrative center of youth work of the

Roman Catholic Diocese of Rottenburg, which includes all of

Wurttemberg. In addition, it provides a place for additional

education as well as leadership training for the youth of the

diocese. It concerns itself with boys and girls from 10 to

25 yers old in all walks of life, with emphasis on the years

17 to 25. The early adolescent years are naturally self

centered, but at 17 to 18 years the altruistic sense of young

people seems able to respond. Up to age 18 the members of

the two sexes work separately, but after this they frequently

work together.

Youth work in the Roman Catholic Church really developed

parallel to the Youth Idovelqent cradled in Germany but it is

completely seprate mover:lent. The Youth Movement of Ger-

many came into being at the end of the 19th century. It was

a revolt of German youth against the authority and demands

of a Prussian type of Iparentage, which demanded th2,t young
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This movement was led by youth and had no goals other than

rebellion. The Roman Catholic youth work was founded by

clergy with two very definite goalsg 1) the devolopment of

the whole personality of the individual and 2) practical help

for living. Historically, its youth work can be said to have

begun with religiously active student groups in Cologne in

1612. But really intensive work was begun by Father Adolph

Kolping in 1846 in an effort D counteract Karl Marx's teach-

ings. He founded an association and homes for wandering

apprentices, so that they might have a home while on their

travels to gain new skills in their crafts. In 1938 Hitler

forced the Catholic youth organizations into hiding, and

during this period there (teveloped an interest in Holy Scrip-

ture on the part of the faithful youth. Early post-World

War II interest in the church organizations was high and

Catholic Youth Work became a confederation of some 22 groups.

Interest3within the organization are manifoldg boy scouts,

student groups, women's and girls' groups, the working girl,

men's and boys' groups, workers' groups, rural youth, en-

gaged couples' groups, leadership for parish youth, schooling

for youth representatives in business and industry, political

and social seminars, religious retreats, pilgrimages, vacrI-

tions, camping, travel, sports and yet more. 'Jhatever inter-

est and concerns youth is the concern of this leadership.

They have a saying "everything goes but SIN." :very activity

must be characterized first .?.nd foremost by Christian over-

tones. The member of a Catholic youth group must meet four

demands. 1) He must attend the Youth Llass. 2) He must

partake of the special Youth Holy Communion. 3) He must pay

his dues. 4) He must subscribe to and is expected to read

its publication. If he is unwilling to meet those demands,

he is requested to withdraw. This discipline is necessary

so that the influence of the youth groups may be felt in all
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walks of life.

The physical plant of the Jugendheim (Youth Home) was ori:Yin-

ally a building erected in 1905 for the purpose of housin7

Italian workers. It has bon expanded and r:mova-ted several

times during its existence. Todv it has a main building

which houses meeting rooms; rooms for staff, lay and clery,

a library; a book shop; guest rooms for 80 people a dining

room and kitchen served today by :Silesian refugee nuns who no

longer have a motherhouse. One wing houses a simple modern

chapel. A large act,ition provides space for the School for

Rural Youth, where five- to eight-weeks courses on all kinds

of subjects are given. This is also the seat of diocesan

leadership with a staff of four, including a chaplain who

represents the bishop.

Some Special ALproaches to Human Problems. German leaders in

religious life and social work are embarking upon a great deal

of experimentation in the effort to find a functional religion

for the changed society. Within both of the large confessions

there are hopeful signs of positive action. Special pastors

are trained for work in television, radio and press. Chap-

laincie have been founded for work with students, school

children, workers, hospital patients, etc. The study group

observed three widely different, special operations designed

to establish a sensible equilibrium between religion and

lifeg the Telephone Llinistry, the Evmgelical Academy and

the Sindelfingen Experiment.

The Telefonseelsorge (telephone ministry) of the 'Dvangelical

Church had its origin in various countries at the same time,

'Many men of God recognized the need for such an organization

and today it is active in 15 cities all over Vestern :urope.

The Council of Trent made it convenient for Catholics in
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confession to rctain their anonymity by separating themselves

from the priest with a curt::lin. The telephone ministry s,erves

the same need of people to obtain help in time of mental and

spiritual stress but at the same time to remain anonymous.

The nature of the problems of the people availing themselves

of the help of the telephone ministry are extremely varied,

the alcoholic, the homosexual, the unmarried mother, the

potential suicide can all find human undurstanding and help

without revealing their identity. After the initial contact

is made these people can often be helped to get aid from pro-

fessional people.

It is the essence of the telephone ninistry that there is no

moralizing, particularly at the beginning. The person is not

immediately reminded of the Ten Commandments or other social

laws that have been broken. It is already too obvious that

he has misaligned his life through questionable behavior. He

needs at this time human understanding rather than abstract

lessons in theology.

Even though the person in need of help may not be practicing

his religion or attending church services, the telephone min-

istry does not try to exploit his distraught state of mind to

gain him back to the Church or to stipulate any other condi-'

tion for giving the help being souuht. When the person feels

the need for more specific religious guidance the telephone

ministry is, of course, ready to help him.

One of the most significant movements that has developed since

World War II is the establishment of a network of Evangelische

Akademien (Evemgelical Acrtdemies). These academies are pem-

nent conference centers with a resident staff of clergymen

and le,y workers, where pople from all walks of life arc

invited to meet and dincuFls their vocational problems as well

as the Christian religion. The idert of the -._;vangelical
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Academy grew out of the experience of tL.e rise of Hitler vihich

in he eyes of the leading church people wfas duo to the fact

that there was no relationship between t]-Le faith of many

Christians and the field of professional zrid political affairs.

Religion seemed to be something for private lifa and people

were not too much concr;rned about moral standards in community

life and politics.

The basic idea of the Evangelical Academy movement is to over-

come this schism between religion and the practical problems

of vocation and politics. Th..: most striking thing for parti-

cipants in academy conferences is to experience the fact

that the Church is willing to listen to their problems before

speaking. The 'Tvangelical Academy proceeds from life to

doctrine and not from doctrine to life. It seeks out modern

man where he really is and it does not speak down to him. It

wants to hear his worries and questions in his struggle for

existence. The themes and discussions are devised to make it

possible for people to speak freely. This new auproach of

the Church opens the door to a great many people who have

completely lost contact with the traditional Church.

Eighteen of these Evmgelical Academies are now operating in

Western Germany. The Catholic Church has .11so started to

build such institutions. One is located in LT.unich and another

near Stuttgart. Th Bad Boll Academy, the oldest (eptember,

1945) and the largest, annually conducts about 350 conferences

for men and women in indust;y; for medical doctors, nurses,

typists, lawyers, teachers, farmers, public eldministration

officials, salesmen, apprentices, etc.

So the Church has a powerful a2;ency whi.ch is dealing in an

adequate way with the situation of modern industrial society.

The effect of the academy movement upon West German society

is considerable--one might even say -Olat the effect upon
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-.3ociety is de,.;per t?.,1'. upon the Church itself, .:-Iich is on17

beid_nninj to be influ.need by the obscrv.,.tions -.1-id 3xper-

iences tne c-,c_lerlies :T.ke in their encounter with mod,rn :!,en.

The Dad Boll acF,d-imw lins initited far-reaching efforts to

introduce the idc-L.,- .:nd nethods of acdemy work to the tr.:,di-

tional local churches. This is no eav task, as this in the

first 3)lace requires coura(Teous pastors P.-nd laymen who are

willing to leav the traditional paths of nurch life. Fur-

thermore, the use of academy methods on the local level

requires a number of structural changes in the framework of

the local congregation, =,nd finally a program of re-education

and training is necessr:ry in order to provide a great number

of co-workers.

Yet in the very heart of highly industrialized areas there

has been developed a fruitful cooperation between the Evan-

gelical Academy of Bad Bcll and the local churches. The

industrial town of Sindelfingen near Stuttgart represmts a

unique example of how the local church and the Church as

whole can work together to solve the problems of the Church's

dilemma in modern life. The Sindelfingen project is an .

attempt to apply the m,.:thods of the :ivangelical Academy to

the level of the local -warish. The churches aro employing

the conference approach to religious life. It is a success-

ful answer to the frc:quantly heard criticism that the work of

the Academy is of no value to the locnl congregation.

Up to the time of the first 'orld ,i.r, Sindelfingen was a

small rural town of four thousand people. The first large

factory built there was -the Daimler-Benz automobile

factory in 1916. Detwcen the two wars thiis small town deve-

loped into a thriving industrial center viith a population of

15,000 people. Durin World War II the fnctories and indus

trirl life wore destroy,A. Tiowver, they hrwe since been

rebuilt and today Sindelfingen is one of the richest indus- \
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trjal cities in aerT.an, pying th-:: highest per c'lpita tax.

Today, the industrial complex of Sindelfinp:m includes the

Daimler-Lenz factory with 23,000 employees, 'In IBT5 plant iith

3,000 employes, and a number of other fr:ctories employing

some 7,000 workers. The labor force in Sindelfingen includes

many refugees from the :-;ast, displaced persons of various

nationalities and many migrant workers from Spain and Italy.

Although the population of the city itself no numbers 29,000,

at the usual rate of one Yori= for every foux inhabitants,

it would require 130,000 inh.abitants to fill the job oppor-

tunities. Thc workin force now Lumbers 34,000, approximately

two-thirds of Thom are commutc:rs who come from 300 different

towns and someti-les travel a diF3tance of 50 miles each way.

This is the largest proportion of commuters in any city in

Germny.

The problems confrontinP; the Church in a situation such as

this are tremendous. 11-1ny new housing settlements have been

built and the city has outgrown its uld boundaries. The goal

of each settlement is to have its own church, school and busi-

ness district. The chief problems in these settlements are

to provide unified, harmonious living uld to attempt to arrive

at an understanding of the problems of their neighbors.

In cooperation with the 7,vangelical Academy in Bad Boll, the

clergy and lay people of Sindelfingen are attempting to solve

these problems. At BDd Boll Ta.gn.c.n, or conferences, for

80-100 people from the factories in Sindelfingen are held.

These Tagungen have tried to help the participants and by

contagion their fellcm %;orkrs to recognize tl problems of

the people and to teach them to live and work ogether as

Christians.
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One of thr- :-tttcnnted so]utions is the 13 ,1L;uchsdi(;nst (visitin,7

in str._ct a rr%n or yor,lan appointuJ to be

resoon'Jible for notifyin c'_ch f.Liily of ,tny ueetin

rctivity of thu 1oc-1 churc:I. Purthcrrloru, t3 p.oplc iso

notify th,:: pr...:;tor of !q,:yont., -tho ick or in -.21y

Since th. robler,L: in thee JLttlenints concern 1:oth th:: city

tho C.;lurch, boLL work 3Aiiur Lu sulvc

A Kirchengeminderat (church conrre,L7a1;ion council) composed

of tin DUrgermuister (mvor), repres:ntative civic leacftrs,

school official:3 ttnil city officir.ls, work tor!;ether for this

pu-r-no ,-1., formed to r'iscuss town politics, church

and humanita.rian proble,no and to listen to lectures on thuse

subject=3. Th,3 momlors arc not volunt,:urs, but arc 3elcct3d

from amon tho3e 7,ho ar qualified to 10 this kind of work.

Five groups of 20 -peopTh 1c)f:tvc met at the Academy and were

taufnt how to handle and lord discposions. T\go Tagungcn arc
IMM.

held each year for thc church administrators and laity. Cal-

endars nd programs for the year are printed and ditributed.

Thuse meetings have proved to be most successful,

Nine Hauskreise (frnily circics) have bc.en formed, consistin

of six to ten couples 3a,ch9 moot in their homes every t'::o

weeks. Bible study is prfLcticed without the assis-

tancc; of the pastor. IThible texts and various controversial

topics arc discased. Thue often le:,d to material for the

pastor in his srmons.

A Gasthaus in the -lack Forest :hich cnn '-',,ccomodatc 50 p3ople

is used for wek-end rOUp mtings. Me purpoc i to p:ive

those attendinF a prr,ctical experionc, in Christi-n living by

experiencing fellowship through ocia1 eveninc,s, hikes rid

[Toup discusion.s. uch topics aE; "Home and mily "Pro-

fusions," nnd c1icçLou Probltns" ,!iscuss3d. The alurch

seen in a dlfforent 1itht5 ouolili ofton

the Thible sore of ftnswer for the perplexities of



On tile whole, it would seem tht the kindergarten

teacher is free to implment her own program of instruction

or activity, To be cure, the teacher is trpt to be inL-iili;nced

by the ideas which sh,-; received in th(J 1-)ed:Igogical ins'Gi

tution which she attended, and in which she did her

apprentice-teaching. At 3oll, for instance, the kinde.2 :

garten teache-f io an I:vangelical Deaconess whc has been

trained at an Evangelical Mutterhaus (Eother-house), r.nd

her work naturLaly reflects this traini.ag. In any case, a

kindergarten teacher is required o keep rui exact record

of her program. In glancing at her recor-boo::q we noticed

certain items which were entered daily; religious instYfac-

tion, stories, songs, games, etc. The teacher also keops an

enrollment book in which she lists the child's naIe, his

birthday, religion, his parents' occupation, and the ra .

and ages of his brothers and sisters.

The activities that we observed ia the kin:terga:ccA

were very similar to those observed in kinderartens in

United States. Of particular interest to us, J.s teac11:22r

of German, was the fact that the teachers An

garten used only the dialect of the community :ihen

with their pupils.

2. Admission to the Elementary School

The elementary school in BOan-Wlirttemberg beginc oi

the second Monday after Easter. To be admitted to the fir-lt

grade, a child mlst be six years old as of December 31

the preceding year, should a child reach his sixth birtlidc

between January 1 and April 1, he will not necessaril:

to wait until he is seven to start school, The pf:Irellts ia

under such circumstances, request that the child 1-e gA:ve3-.

an oral test by tj2? principal and '6he first-grade teac:Ic:?,

If he passes this test, he may als) be ndmitted,
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Oberlehrer Wolfgang Liebers

Professor Viola Manderfeld

Pal2ticipants: Aldridge, B. Milburn

Co7eman, Clement J.

Dawese, Larry A.

Dickinson, Susan 2.

Frank, aobert G.

Hall, Grayce .L)

Humbert, Vernon C.

Johnson, William B.

vieert, Karen A.

Omodt, Carol

Ross, Nicholas J.

Schreiweiss, Sh:I.rley J.

Siemroth, Forrest A.

Sloan, Leon R.

Whitlock, Charles K.

Wittmeyer, Keith A.
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I. The German,Schc'ol System

The "school" in Grmaily iiai a tradition of approximate-

ly one thousand years. kmong the earliest schools were

tf.ose estftblished for the education of the clergy and

members of the medical profession. By 1700 some of the Ger-

man Ldnder (states) had already established a "z.choel

system", but education, in r,eneral, was still largely

limited to the aristocracy and members of the wealthier

merchant farnilies. By 1800, however, an elementary school

education was a common requirement in all states and since

1930 children are re4uired to attend school until the age

of 14.

After World Var II many teachers were dismissed (at

least temporarily) for political rea.sons. This placed a

heavy burden on thoseteachers who continued to te-tch - a

burden, in many instances, still obvious today. There

are many communities that lack not only teachers but ade-

quate classrooms as well.

Since 1949 the states have again become responsible

for schools and educational or cultural affairs. There is

no Federal Ijinistry of Education in Germany or even a

Federal Office of Education such as we find in the United

States. The constitution of eacd state states that the

educational system shall be under the supervision of the

state itself. The constitution further states that the

persons entitled to rear a child ht3ve the right to decide

whether or not the child shall receive relie7ious instruction.

As in the past, religious instruction continues to be part

of the regular curriculum of the schools of the various

states.

The right to establish private schools is also guaran-

teed by law, but such schools must meet the requirements
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set up by the Kultusministerium (Ministry of Cultural
Affairs) of each state. Private schools, however, also
have the right to exclude religious instruction from their
curriculum.

The structure of the school system in Germany is far
more complex than that of the United 5tates. To be sure,
children between the ag:3 nr tliree and six may attend a

kindergarten, as is commonly done in the United States.
At the age of six, children enter the Volksschule (elemen-
tary school), which has an eight-year program,as has its
counterpart in the United States. The German Volksschulel
however, is divided in'co two parts: the so-called Grund-
stufe (grades 1 to 4) and the Oberstufe (grades 5 to 8).
And whereas all pupils must attend the Grundstufe, some
pupils leave at the end of the 4th grade to attend another
type of school. As a matter of fact, at the end of the
fourth school year all pupils take an examination which
determines whether or not they may leave the Volksschule
to attend a Höhere Schule, which in turn prepares for
the Abiturienten Examen and subsequent admission to the

university. In other words, the decision to start the child
on a program which leads to a higher profession must still
be made at the very early age of 10 or 11.

Pupils who continue their e ducation in the Irelksschule

for another four years (grades 5 to 8) usually complete

their school work at the age of 14 or 15. They then enter
upon a three-year apprenticeship in some business or trade.
They must, however, at the same time, attend a Berufs-
schule (vocational school) for three years while serving
their apprenticeship.



II. The Pupil

1. Pre-Sci-lool Eduction.

The kinderarten is an in(Jtitution whicLI we have

adopted from the 'i-ermans, which provides an opportunity

for the young child to learn to live and play with other

children until such time as he is ready to enter the

elementary school. In Bflden-WUrttemberg the child may

attend kindergarten frcm the age of three until he enters

the Volksschule at the age of six. If too many children

are already enrolled in the kindergarten, the child is not

accepted until he is older. However, the problem of being

overcrowded seems to resolve itself since all children

do not attand regularly. In the town of Boll, for instance,

84 children are enrolled in the kindergarten but approximate-

ly only sixty attend each day.

Thc public kindergarten is supported by the community

itself. In Boll, the parents pay a monthly fee of 6 Marks

to send their children to the public kindergarten. On the

other hand, if they so desire, they may apply for per-

mission for their child to attend a private kindergarten,

such as the one established under the auspices of the

Evangelical Acadamy at Bad Boll, a neighboring village.

This kindergarten charges a fee of 15 Larks per month.

The number of hours spent every day at the

kindergartan may vary from one community to another, as well

as from one year to another. No regulations [_;overning the

number of hours or days exist. From Monday through Saturday

the children in Boll attend kindergarten from 8 a.m. to 11

a.m. and from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. The kindergarten is, how-

aver, closed on Wednesday and Saturday afternoons; and

attendance is not 3ompulsory. School holidays are of course

observed bilt the summer vacation is usually a bit shorter

than that of the elementary school.



On tiO whole, it would seem 1.;1-mt the kindergarten

teacher is free to implPment her own program of instruction

or activity. To be euro, the teacher is nnt to be in:l'Inced

by the ideas which sh,) received in thu Dedago3ical insi-

tution. which she attended, and in wilich she did her

apprentice-teaching. At Boll, for instance, the kinde.

garten teacher is an j2vange1ical Deaconess who has been

trained at an Evangelical Mutterhaus (mother-house),

her work naturally reflects this trainiAg. In any case, a

kindergarten teacher is required o keep P.n exact record

of her program. In glancing at her recorfl.-boo::, we noticed

certain items which were entered daily1 religicus instruc-

tion, stories, sono, games, etc. The teacher also kecps an

enrollment book in which she lists the child's naTie, his

birthday, religion, his parents' occupation, an( the rr_

and ages of his brothers and sisters.

The activities that we observed in the kiniterga

were very similar to those observed in kinder.,.artens in

United States. Of particular interest to us, Js teacvi:22r

of German, was the fact that the teachers An -t.e

garten used only the dialect of the community 4hen dea1 fi7;

with their pupils.

2. Admission to the Elementary School

The elementary school in ..Bden-Wurttemberg beginc:

the second Monday after Easten To be admitted to the fir-4t

grade, a child mu_st be six years old as of December 31 of

the preceding year. Miould a child reach his sixth bi_rtIld

between January 1 and April 1, he will not necessaril:

to wait until he is seven to start school. The parallts ia

under such circumstances, request that the child giveT.

an oral test by t1-3 principal and he first-grade teacc::.

If he passes this test, he may als) be r;dmitted,
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If a pupil is six years old but does not seem to have

reached the usual physical and mental maturity for this age,

he is also given an oral test. Should he fail the test, he

may be sent to a special school (Uonderschule) for remedial

work. This, however, is usually not done until after the

second year of attendance, unless such a special school is

located in the immediate vicinity.

Within ten weeks of admission to the elementary school,

the pupil is given a physical examination, including a

hearing and a sight test by a school physician, who is also

an official of the state. The child must also furnish

evidence of smallpox vaccination, diptheria innoculation,

and polio shots. The parents of the child are also required

to fill out a health questionnaire in which they must record

what illnesses the child has had, the age at which he began

to walk and talk, whether he has a bed of his own, etc.

3. School terms and work schedules.

The elementary school year is the same length, and

observes the same holidays as-the aranasium year (pg. 78 )

The average school week consists of six school days:

Monday through Saturday. The number of class hours a pupil

has per week is determined by his class. Girls usually

have two aMitional class hours per week for instruction

in sewing and cooking. 13elow is a chart showing the

number of hours spent in class each week:

Class Hours spent_221: week in class

..2.41.2.
Girls

I 18 2e
II 20 22

III 24 26
IV 26 28
V 28 30

VI 29 31
VII 30 32

VIII 30 32
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The sebool-day in Boll begins at 7:30; and classes

run until 12:10 with a recess period from 9:15 to 9:30.

During the recess, both pupils and teachers usually have

some sort of snack. In fairweather this "second breakfast"

is generally consumed out-of-doors in the school yard.

Classes then continue until 12:10, at which time pupils go

home. Because the big meal is eaten at noon, it is felt

to be important that the pupil be at home to eat his dinner

with the entire family. One or two afternoons a week a boy

or girl will very likely have to return to school for physical

education or home economics. With the scheduling of the so-

called solid subjects in the morning9 there is no doubt that

the most profitable Dart of the day is used to its fullest

advantage.

We were very much interested in the fact that the amount

of hcmework which a teacher in the elementary school may

assign is specified: Grades I and II may be assigned no

more than 45 minutes of homework per evening; III and IV,

one hour; V, VI, and VII, 90 minutes; and grade VIII may be

assigned up to two hours of outside work. No homework is

assigned for the weekend, for the child should have an

opportunity to spend Sunday with his family without the

burden of school assignments.

4. Si.ze of classes and pupil-teacher ratio

We found that the size of classes varied greatly, as in

most school systams. In the town of Boll, for example, the

seven classes were divided in the following manner:
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Class (School Year) Number of Pupils

I 38

II 46

III 48

IV 43

V
43

VI

VII 24

VIII 25

Grades II III, aad IV show a certain consistency in
1

numbers. At the end of the fourth school year a goodly

number of pupils leave the elementary school and enroll in

a so-called Höhere Ichule in the neighboring city of

Göppingen. Consequently there is a sudden drop in the size

of the class. And because the elementary school at Boll

had a total enrollment of only 259 pupils, it could claim

the services of anly seven teachers. As a result, grades

V and VI were combilmd in one classroom. It is generally

agreed that grades VII and VIII not only demand more

attention in class but also are required to do more written

work, which in turn makes heavier demands on the teacher.

Accordingly, a combination of grades V and VI was regaraed

as the best solution.

The number of teachers which a school in Baden-WUrttem-

berg is allctted by the state is determined by the total

enrollment in the school. For every forty pupils, the state

is willing to provide one eacher. On the basis of its en-

rollment, the Volksschule in Boll could really only demand

six teachers. Therefore the village regarded itself as

fortunate in securing the services of seven teachers, an

extra teacher, as it were, fo: the 19 additional pupils

(over 240). As can readily be seen from the numerical

distribution above, this 40 to 1 ratio is largely theoreti-

cal. The school does, however, have the assurance of one
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teacher to every forty puoils, no matter how much the

number of pupils in each cl-,ss may vary from the norm of

40.

5. The Curriculum

Although our observations in German schools while

in session have been somewhat limited as to number, fre-

quency and locale, we believe that we have seen enough

German elementary schools to enable us to make at least some

limited comparisons in the area of curriculum with the

elementary school, both rural and urban, in the United

States.

Let us compare the cross-section of the German

Volksschule which we have observed with the kmerican ele-

mentary school as we know it. In making such a comparison,

we shall attempt to stress the areas that are essentially

different in actual content and Purpose.

For the most part, our observation3of the Volksschule

have been limited to the state of Baden-WUrttemberg and more

specifically to the district of Göppingen. We visited seven

Volksschulen in this area and we believe that they are

representative of this section of Germany. We had the

opportunity to visit and observe classes in several schools

in Berlin, and also had the additional opportunity of hearing

a discussion of the school system by Dr. Klotz, a school

official of West-Berlin.

Our information on the schools of East-Derlin was

gained from a lecture by Dr. Pagel of West-Berlin, a film,

and comments from various teachers with whom we discussed

the subject.

It might be appropriate to begin by presenting the

program of study for grades one through eight in the



elementary schools of Baden-Warttemberg. The comprehensive

chart on page 43, which shows the program of study, is

comparable to the programs of study recommended by the

various state departments of education in the United States.

For purposes of comparison, the various subjects, which were

originally listed in (ri-aan9 have been translated into

English. In some instances a precise translation is not

possible because of cultural differences in the subject

matter itself.

Several general observations that can be made about

the German program of study are:

a. Religion is taught for at least two hours a week

beginning in the first year, whenas in the United

States religious instruction is excluded by law from

the public schools. In some American schools, however,

released time is allowed for this instruction in some

other location thael the school itself.

b. The number of hours of the child's school week

progressively increases from eighteen hours a week

(plus two hours for the girls) in the first year to

thirty hours a week in the eighth year.

c. The girls start with two hours of sewing in grades

I and II, In the third grade this is increased to

three huurs and remains the same throughout the

following years of education.

d. Heimatkunde, which we have labeled "social studies",

is not broken down into specific subject-matter

areas until the fifth year. Until that time one is

concerned primarily with the child's immediate en-

vironment and the particular region in which the

school is located. The pupil becomes acquainted with

certain aspects of science, geography, history, hygiene.

music, etc.



THE PROGRAM OF STUDY

Schedule of hours and classes for grades

1 - 2 - - 4 - in Germany

Die Grundschule

1

Subjects

Class

Boys(

I

Girls

41.0110

Class II

Boys Girls

2 to 3 hrs.

Class

Boys

III

Girls

Class IV

Boysi Girls

3 hrs.

_ _______

Religious
Instruction

2 to 3 hrs. 3 hrs.

German LanguagE
Local Geograph
Music
Art

............._

8 hrs.
5 hrs.

3 hrs.

1 9 hrs.
'

5 hrs.

____

9 hrs.

5 hrs.

10 hrs.

6 hrs.

Arithmetic 4 hrs. 5 hrs. 5 hrs.

Home Making 1 hr. 2 hrs. 3 hrs. 3 hrs.

Summary of
hours per
week

.

1819 19-20 20 21

I

24

1

27 26

.
...--

28

t
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It was thought that a comparison of curriculum and

time allotment2 at one particular grade level might be of

particular interest. Grade III was selected only because

the writers had their most precise information concerning

the curriculum of the school in Baden-WUrttemberg at this

level. The program of study for grade III shown on page 46

of this report, and informaien gained by interviewing one

of the third-grade teachers in Boll were used in compiling

the facts for this comparison.

A brief summary of this comparison shows several sig-

nificant differences between the two sample curriculums.

Arithmetic appears to be given a greater amount of time in

the schools of Baden-Wirttemberg than in the United States.

Limited observations would tend to indicate that the pupil

at any particular grade level in Baden-WUrttemberg "performs"

in arithmetic at a level that is somewhat more advanced

than the pupil in Minnesota.

Another noticeable difference is that the pupil in

Baden-Wiirttemberg is given more time in the study of his

own language, particularly in conversation and composition.

The subjects of social studies, science, health, music,

and art are combined in the first four years in the Baden-

Wurttemberg schools under the sl.bject title Heimatkunde.

Considering these as a group, a greater amount of time is

devoted to these subjects in the Minnesota schools. This

difference, is largely due to the attention usually given

to the area of creative activities in the American school

system. In the United States this area includes a variety

of projects such as dramatics and the use of various art

media, often correlated with the language or social studies

field of study.
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Two further differences should be stressed: a) The

public school pupil in Minnesota is not given religious

instruction in school nor is he released during school

hours to receive such instruction. b) The girlq have no

instruction in needlework. In other subjects we observed

no great differences. One subject which does not appear

regularly in either prop:ram is the study of foreign

language. It is true, however, that in both Minnesota and

Baden-Wilrttemberg a foreign language is taught in some

elementary schools.
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A COldPA.RI3O:1 OF (i-R.:,-DE III CURRICULTJ

Baden-Warttelaberg, J-ermany and Llinnesota, U.S.A.

i

Baden-WUrttemberg, Germany
Recommended 'urriculum

(approximate)

State of Einnesota, U.S.A.
Recommended Curriculum

(approximate) i

Subject Hours per Year
ased on 234 Days

39 weeks of
24-26 Hours

Subject Hours per Year
Based on 175 Day
5 1/2 Hour Day

Reading

Arithmetic

German

Conversation
and

Composition
Spelling
Writing

Social Studies

(Heimatkunde)

Creative .-.....'. .

Activities (Art)

Music

.1:nysical Education

Religion

(Girls)
Needlework

117

195

1156

i 234
391
39 f
....

,/ 195
i

391

32.1

78

78

936 Hours
(Boys)

78

1014 Hours
(Girls)

Reading

Arithmetic

English

Conversation
and

Composition
Spelling
Writing

Social Studies

History
Geography
Science
Health

Creative Activities
(Art)

Music

Physical Educaion

Opening and Closing
Exercises

146
117

1461

189

59
87

59

964 Hours
(Boys and Girls
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A few additional observations that ihay be of interest

a. A particular subject frequently is not taught at

the same hour from day to day. Therefore adjust-

ments have to be made in the scnedule to accomod-

ate the subjects tath.lht by special instructors-

(Pachlehrer) of religion, needlework, and physical

education.

b. Foreign language study is an integral part of the

West Berlin elementary school curriculum. It is

interesting to note that more than 90 pe-2 cent of

the pupils elect English as a second language.

c. In East Berlin there seems to be a definite stress

on science, and on Russian as a second language.



Schedule of hours and. classes for grades

5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - in Gurmany

Die Obcrstufe

MY.

1Subje I C164,s6 V. I Class VI I Class VII

Subjects Ioys Lirls BoYJ Girls Boys I Girls

Religious
Instruction 3 hrs.

German
History
Civics
Geography
Nature Study

3 hrs. 2 to 3 hrs.

Class VIII1

Boysi Girls!

2 to 3 hrs.
1N1111111

12 hrs.

Arithmetic 5 hrs.

Art

Music

General Home
Economic

Houskeeping

13 12
hrs. hrs.

14
hrs.

13
hrs.

15 12
hrs. hrs.

5 hrs.

2 hrs.

2 hrs.

5 hrs.

2 hrs.

5 hrs.

2 hrs.

Summary of
hours per week 28 29 29 29 30-311 30-

Elective Subject

Sports and games I 2 hrs.

IChorus 1 1 hr.

English or Frenc 3 hrs.

1 hr..
Mmillimml114

3 Lrs. 3 hrs. 3 hrs.
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6. Materials of Instruction

A distinction is made in German schools between

"learning" and "teaching" materials. The former are general-

ly described as those materials which are regularly in the

hands of the pupil, as opposed to such materials as maps,

globes, films, etc., which remain part of classroom

equipment.

The most important :naterials of "learning" are, of

course, books, and we were pleased to learn that since 1960

all textbooks used in the elementary schools of Baden-

WUrttemberg are being furnished free of charge to each school

child. The cost is borne by the community; not the state.

However, lesser materials, such as paper, notebooks, pencils,

etc. must be purchased by the pupil himself.

The selection of textbooks for class purposes lies in

the hands of the classroom teacher and the principal. How-

ever, they may choose only from among those texts which

have been found acceptable by the Kultusministerium in

Stuttgart.

The other item of particular interest to us was the

socalled Filmdienst (educational film service). We learned

that every district office of education makes available to

every elementary school a large number of educational films

on every conceivable subject. In addition, there is also

state educational affice which will furnish upon request

any number of special films of an educational nature.

Slides, records, and tapes of all sorts are, of course, also

available.
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7. Testing in the Volksschule

A testing program f the sort so commonly found in many
of our elementary schools in the United States does not

seem to exist in the Volksschule. The teachers are familiar

with intelligence tests, and apparantly they are occasionally

given, but to the best of our knowledge there is no testing

--in our sense of the word--of such skills as reading, verbal

and mathematical aptitude, etc. On the other hand, examin-

ations often do play an important role in the school life

of the German child, for a good deal of his future depends

on his success in passing an examination at certain points
in his school career.

In the course of the fourth grade the child reaches his

first crc,Jroads, for this is the juncture at which he may

transfer to the Gymnasium (preparatory school for the

university). He must, however, pass a series of examinations

before he is permitted to transfer. If he fails to pass

during his first try in the fourth grade, he is given another

opportunity to take the examination in the fifth grade.

Occasionally a pupil may delay taking the examination for a

year because of lack of maturity.

The first series is called the Vorprilfung. (preliminary

test). All children in the fourth and fifth grades in the
entire state of Baden-WUrttemberg are required to write
these examinations. They are issued by the Kultusministe-

rium without previous announcement to the children. This is
done in the hope that the child will be at ease in taking

the examination and that his achievement will be fairly
accurate. The examination consists of two dictations, two

sections dealing with lrithmetic, and one composition

written under test conditions. No more than one part of

the examination is taken on any one day. The entire
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examination is completed within a period of three weeks.

The Vorprilfung is written before Christmas and is administered

and corrected by the fourth and fifth grade teachers.

In February the second series of examinations, called

the AufnahmeprilfunE (entrance examintion) is administered

by the Gymnasium. Only those fourtn and fifth graders, who

regi3ter at the 1;ymnasjum they wlsh to attend, mny takr thig

examination. The LaLnallEari4un,7 is ahorter than the previous

series in that it consists of only one dictation, one section

on arithmetic, and one composition. The pupils go to the

Gymnasium they plan to attend in order to take this second

examination.

The scores of both series of examinations, the Vor-

Erillana and the Aufnahrltai4lariE are totaled, the former

counting for one-third and the latter for two-thirds. Those

pupils who get better than a grade of 3 (see below) are

admitted to the Gymnasium without additional testing. Should

a pupil get less than a 3 in any one area, he is required to

submit to an oral examination. All pupils who get at least

a grade total of 4 (including oral) may enter the Gymnasium.

Those who fail the examination may take it again the following

year provided they have not yet rertched the age of twelve.

The only other state-wide testing occurs in the eighth

grade, when all pupils take an achievement test issued by

the Kultusministerium. The only aim in giving this test is

to gather statistics and to exercise some control over the

level of instruction. It in no way influences graduation

from the Volksschule.
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8. Grades and Heport Cards

In the first grade no grade n..ports as such are issued.

However, the teacher records a general comment in the

KLagalls. (report card booklet) about the pupil's ability

and .achievement in all areas. .13einning with the second

grade, the pupil receives grades twice a year, once in the

fall, usually in November, and again at Easter, when the

school year coma; to an end. The teacher gives two series

of grades, one series for achievement, and one series for

conduct and co-operation.

The achievement grades range from 1 to 6 as follows:

1 sehr gut (very good)

2 gu4. (good)

3 befriedigend (satisfactory)

4 ausreichend (sufficient)

5 mangelhaft (deficient)

6 ungentigend (insufficient)

The two non-academic grades, one for conduct and one

for co-operation range from 1 to 4 as follows:

1 sehr gut (very good)

2 gut (good)

3 noch befriedigend (barely satisfactory)

4 unbefriedigend (unsatisfactory)

In order to pass from one grade to the next the pupil

must receive an average grade of 4 or better. Should he

receive a 6 in two major subjects, he must repeat the class

work of the entire year, regardles of his grade average.



The grades are entered on a relport card which is in

book.form and includes all eiF,:ht years of school. The

following is a reproduction of one pagesufficient for

one semesterof this booklet. Not the number grade,

but the words "sel,r gut", "gut", etc. are cntered on this

page. The teacher, the principal, and the father of the

child are required to sign the card.



Name of Grade School: Boll

Class:

Conduct:

-54

County: Gbppingen

School Year 19-- Semester 1.

1111..7111111m.,1111111110.11.11.111410.11,

Co-operation:

Achievement in sub:1221f

Religious instruction: Arithmetic

German

Reading

Composition

Grammar

Spelling

Penmanship

English/French+

History

Social Studies

Geography

Boll, 'tale

Teacher:

(stamp)

Parent's signature:

, 19

Geometry

Nature study

Chemistry and
Physics

Drawing and
Painting

Music

Physical Educ.

Handicrafts

Sewiw;

Home Economics

Principal:

.010011.110.

+elective, when offered

only -



9. Discipline

In the schools visitcd, 4G:t degree of discipline currant

in the classrom varied with each teacher. The same comment

would, of course, have to be made about discipline in the

American classroom. However, we felt that, in comparison

with the Amrican pupil, the German pupil showed, in general,

a somewhat greater degree of courtesy and respect for his

teacher. On the other hand, the notion that many of us had,

that discipline in the schools of Germany would be strict

and formal proved to be a fallacyv-at least in the schools

which we visited.

III. The Teacher

1. The Training of the Elementary School Teacher.

A. Schools.

Before World War 19 teacher training took place in

a Lehrerseminar. This was a type of Höhere Schule which

accepted students at the end of six or sevea years of

Volksschule. Ir other words, the Abitur (cf. p.82 )

was not an entrance requirement. It was a professional

school with a six-year program of studies. Methods

classes and educational psychology were among the courses

included in a techer's training, as well as courses in

the various academic fields. In addition, regular

elementary school classes were made availablo, to enable

the prospective teacher to get actual classroom practice

before he left the Lehrerseminar. Since World War It

prospective teachers attend Pddagogische Hochsc'hulen,

which are special schools for the training of teachers.

At present there are seven such teacher-training schools

in Baden-Warttemberg. One of these enrolls primarily
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Evangelical students, two primarily Catholic students,

and the remaining four enroll students of both

denominations. In order to be accepted at a teacher-

training institution, the candidate must have paG,gei

the Abitur or Reifurgunp.

B. r 1 ni ng

Before describing teacher-training, some mention

should be made of the earlier education of the students.

Candidates are accepted from the iymnasien, in which

they already have completed 13 years of rather rigorous

education. Their education in general subject matter

is considered to be completed, and their training in

the pLiaLagialleh221122hulen consists primarily of pedagcg-

ical courses. Thus many of these prospective teachers

will eventually teach classes in a system which they

themselves have attended only for the first four years.

No charge is made by the asilLamillji12111,21111211

flr the cost of training, in order to induce more young

people to go into teaching. The student is responsible,

however, for his own living expenses, including room

and board. In some instances, stipends to cover the

cost of living are made available by the state to par-

ticularly gifted students who are in need of such financial

aid.

At some schools the training period today lasts only

four semesters, as Baden-WUrttemberg. This is,

however, only a temporary measure to insure a sufficient

number of te.achers for the basic needs of the elementary

schools in the state, The law actually provides for

six semesters of teacher-training, and the requirements

will have to be met in the near future. In some other
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states the training period is already six semesters in

length. 0ourse requirements include the history of

pedagogy, pedagogical methods, psychology, etc. In

addition, every candidate must choose one subject-

matter field in which he will be examined. Both oral

and written examinations (.1:21.t.2......e.p.Eipsiz.ang) come at

the end of tne training period. In Baden-Wirttemberg the

new teacher is called a apapllar,ILLiaLILLELL for

his first two years, after which time he must pass a

second series of oral and written examinations (Zweite

DienstRrallnE), which are of a more practical nature and

include questions on school law as well as an pedagogy.

During his first two years of teaching9 the young teacher

is frequently and regularly "observed" by the Rektor

(principal) of the school; and at the end of the two-

year period he must teach three classes in the presence

of a three-man examining board, one class of which he may

choose, whereas the other two are specified by the examin-

ers. In addition, an krbeitsbericht,. or report of class

work, is required. At the end of his second year of

teaching, after submitting his krbeitsbericht and passing

all of the required examinations, he becomes a regular

teacher, in other words, a civil servant.

C. Placement.

The new teacher does not apply for his first teaching

position, but instead is assigned by the state. He is

required to remain in this position for at least two years,

before he is permitted to apply for a position at another

school. Thereafter, the teacher is expected to remain at

least five years in a school before requesting a transfer.

When a teacher learns of an unfilled posjtion to which he

would like to move, hewrites a letter of application to

the Kultusministerium.
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D. Continuing Education.

There are no requirements that a teacher must

continue his training or take additional work after he

has passed his -.;weite DienstjEglana. Teachers are

expected io keep up with current developments in

education, however, through conferences, profeional

journals, and various short courses, which are made

available in Baden-Vffirttemberg at the state academies

in Calw and Comburg. These short courses are :ilostly

of three or four dayss duration, and the cost is borne

by the state.

2. Methods

In this report we should like to consider educational

methods as we observed them in the several elementary

schools that we visited We can perhaps judge the German
,best by asking

educational methods/how well they seem to serve the ends

that American elementary education has set as its goals.

This would assume, of courqe, that the objectives of

German elementary education are' identical to thos of

American elementary education. And to simplify- our

problem, we shall assume that the American elementary

educator has set as his goals the acquisition of the

basic skills (the three R's) and, through the use of

certain classroom procedures, at least, some small under-

standing and appreciation of the so-called "democratic

way of life."

on the basis of our visits we believe that we have

good reason to say that the elementary teacher in the

state of Baden-WUrttemberg is concerned with the same

basic skills as the average elementary school teacher

in the United States. 7e found that the basic skills
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were usually well correlated with actual family and
home situations9as well as the problems that are

basically inA6rent in the life of. an ever-widening

social cowunity.

The elementary schools of Baden-WUrttemberg are
provided with many modern visual aids, and a large
variety of realia is used. On the other hand, the

classes are usually larger than we would tolerate in the
United States, and this in itself would call for special
methods in contrast to procedui.es suitable for or, at
least, commonly pursued in teaching a smaller group.
But we felt the most marked contrast to be the absence
of a) small group work b)so:Icalled "sharing-time,' and
c) creative projects, individual or group, that are
essentially the work of the children themselves.

The method usually employed in the history and
geography classes was a sort of lecture" method; that is,
the teacher told the story of Mohammed or commented on
the importance of the Danube, and then asked the pupils
questions which tested their remembering and their
understanding of what he had said. And even in the upper
elementary grades - where the number of pupils in each
class was definitely smaller - the teacher was still the
cor9tant focus of attention. PLgain and again we saw the
recitation method in use. In history the pupil was
always expAted to give a certain answer from the text
book or one that he had previously heard expressed by
the teacher.

We saw no evidence af an educational method that
would encourage critical judgment or independent thinking.
We saw no group reports, no group discussions and no
exchange of ideas between classmates. We did, however,
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speak with oneElementary principal who expressed the

opinion that "lock-step" education was disappearing.

He stated that he saw the basiC role of the teacher

as that of a "resource" person and guide rather than

as an "instructor".

In brief, the classroom methods we saw reflected,

in our judgment, a philosophy of education that pre-

supposes a body of knowledge important enough for pupils

to memorize to enable them to return certain predetermined

answers to the questions of the teacher. The American

school system in genera] would, to be sure, acknowledge

much of this to be true and necessary, but would also

we believe, tend to regard as even more important an

effort to get the pupil to think for himself, to ask

questions and to find his ovm answers, even if they

must necessarily be of a tentative nature. In pursuing

such a philosophy of education the teacher becomes a

guide and a consultant rather than the authority.

3. 0ourise1ing'

In discussing the subject of counseling with some

of the teachers in the schools which we visited, we

learned that it was handled for the most part by the

classroom teacher. Vie were told that pupils who need

help are apt to go directly to their teacher, rather

than to the principal of the school. This may be due

to the fact that the teacher remains with the same

group of pupils for a two-, if not for a three- and

even a four-year period. This continued association

would seem to make for a very intimate relationship

between pupil and teacher.

Special counseling departments, such as we often

find in the larger elementary schools in the United
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States, do not, as far as we have been able to learn,

exist in schools in Germany. In this connection, it

may be of interest to note that the words ficounseling"

and "guidance", in the sense in which we use them, have

no German equivalents.

4. Salaries and Pensions.

In addition to the information supplied in the

report on Secondary Schools, we should like to men-

tion several other financial benefits provided for

teachers and their families in Baden-Wurttemberg.

a. A teacher is a civil servant since he is hired

by the state. As such he receives upon retirement a

pension which is 75% of the annual salary earned at

the time of retirement. (A teacher must retire. at

65; he may retire earlier for good and sufficient

reason.)

b. In case of death after retirement, the teacher's

widow is-entitled to a pension which amounts to 60%

of the pension formerly drawn by the teacher himself.

c. When possible, the community -- and this is true

only of smaller communities -- provides apartment

houses for the teachers. The rents in these buildings

are very reasonable (65-80 DM per month). 'These are

known as DienstwohnunLcn (apartments for people in

service).

d. If the teacher is assigned to substitute for a

sick colleague in another community, the state also

pays for costs of food and transportation. This is

termed TrennunEs,entschadjunE.

e. If the teacher is transferred to another commun-

ity, his moving expenses are paid by the state (Um-

Emskosten). Moreover, the teacher's expenses in

connection with trips taken with his class (Ausf1ii..0.)
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are also paid by the school.

f. In case of illness the teacher also continues to

draw his salary for a comparatively long period of

time.

5. The Teacher ahd his Position in the Community.

As far as we were able to determine, the general

attitude of the co=unity toward the teacher is defi-

nitely one of respect. In fact, we were told that

the elementary school-eleacher -- in a smaller commun-

ity -- ranked with the physician, the minister, and

the pharmacist. He ise,ccepted as a person of educa-

tion and knowledge by other members of the community;

and the teacher, in turn, enjoys his position and is

eager to maintain it. We were also told that the

social position of the teacher tics improved greatly

since World War I. As in all professions, increased

requirements in educational and professional training,

in addition to the higher salaries which have been

paid since that time, have unduubtedly been strong

factors in adding to the general prestige which the

elementary school teacher enjoys today.

Iv. Administration and Supervision

The average person probably takes very little notice

of administrative policies (baring the course of his school

life. We as teachers, however, were very much interested

in learning all we could about administration and super-

visory procedures in a foreign school system. As casual

visitors in a fairly large number of classes, we were

unable to observe any administrative or supervisory

pressures in the classroom. This was perhaps all the more

surprising since many of us had envisioned a rigid hier-

archy of control from the upper echelons down to the

very thought and movement of the pupil.
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However, from our observeltions and our discussion

with both teachers and pupils we have learned that the

strict controls we were looking for do not exist. Each

teacher has great freedom of choice and decision in

carrying out his responsibilities. This is particularly

true of regularly emloyed tcachers who have passed their

second DienstnrufunE. Even on the basis of our limited

observations we have reason to think that the freedom

which the average teacher in the German school system

enjoys is usually well-deserved and employed to the good

advantage of both the puoil and the community.

Some elementary school teachers assured us that this

so-called academic freedom had always been present in the

German school system. Others expressed the fear that this

new democracy" was being overdone in the classroom. They

questioned the wisdom of letting the child become the focal

point about which everything revolves. They felt that it

might be more prudent to retain a bit of the age-old Ger-

man virtue of respect for authority.

As actively engaged members of a school system, Are

were, of course, interested jn learnin8 as much as we could

about the actual body of officialdom that administers the

educational policy of the state. The following outline of

the so-called "administrationu may be of interest to the

reader:

Ständige Konferenz der Kultusminister (Permanent Conference

of the Ministers of Cultural Affairs, established tn. 1949):

The respective Ministers of each German state hold mnthly
meetings to discuss educational problems affecting Germany

as a whole. Although this group is not authorized to pass

legislation binding on the states, these moetings do

foster a continuity of purpose and action that would other-

wise be lacking. It might also be noted that attempts
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have been made to set up a Federal Ministry of Education.

However, comments which we have heard from both parents

and teachers lead us to believe that such an agency has
very little chance of materializing in the near future.

1. Kultusministerium (Hinistry of Cultural Affairs):
This is the top-ranking school administrative body. It

consists of the paltasmini.steK, apoointed by the legisla-

ture of the state and dependent on the DL,litical majority

in the "government" of the state and a bcdy of officials

(civil service) who are on permanent tenure and do not
change with the "government." This Ministry of Cultural
Affairs is in supervisory charge of all the schools of

the state, but it can and does share this responsibility

with cd-)cational offices near or on the local level.

The administrative work for the state is then channeled

from Stuttgart to key cities in four major areas in the
state: Stuttgart for Northern Wilrttemberg, TUbingen for
Southern WUrttemberg, Karlsruhe for Northern Baden and
Freiburg for Southern Baden. These four administrative

areas are still further divided into districts. The

elementary schools which we visited were all in the

District of GOppingen, which has some 60 elementary

schools under its supervision.

2. Oberschulrat (Supervisor): He is appointed by the.OMI ..M1MIM.
Ministerium from among the various applicants for the

position. He is the official regularly sent from the

District Office (Goppingen) to observe and give help and

suggestions to the new apprentice-teachers. He is also a
member of the examining committee (along with the Rektor

and the member of the Kultusministerium) which administers
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the Zweite Dienstpriifuni4, etc.

3. Rektor: He also applies for his position and is

then appointed by the Ministerium from among the various

applicants. He is the administrator of a school with at

least seven certified teachers, or of a special sch3o1

(Sondersc .1e) with at least five classes. The Rektor

is responsible for the smooth and effective operation of

his school. He must also teach approximately 22 hours a

week, so it is obvious that his duties are not of the

same scope as those of his Araerican counterpart, the

principal. One can only assume that a large number of

administrative matters are handled at a higher level.

4. Konrektor: He is the official substitute for the

Rektor in a Volksschule with at least 14 teachers. He

carries a full teaching load of 30 hours per week.

5. Oberlehrer or Oberlehrerin: This designation means

that the teacher has been instructing at the same school

for at least two years.

6. Lehrer and Lehrerin: Teacher.

7. Hauptlehrer: The administrator and the teacher of a

three to six class Volksschule.

8. Schulhelfer: This is a student teaching-assistant

who has completed a three months' training course.

9. Aushilfsiehrkraft: This is a part-time teacher,
04,40 1 ... ffl.es

usually in the field of physical education, kindergarten,

youth leadership, etc. Because of the lack of sufficient

teachers, married women or semi-retired teachers are

often employed part-time, particularly in tiv: non-academ-

ic areas.

It is not within the realm of this report to consider

or to interpret any of the administrative mandates or
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suggestions that originate in the p4tusministprium..

Nevertheless it seems appropriate to list at least two

areas in which administrators and teachers in the various

schools in Baden-Wilrttemborg do receive guidelines:

1. A pilduggalm (Course of Study) is published. (Cf.p. 69)

Many suggestions and topics are listed for each grade

level together with some suggestions for procedure.

From this plan each teacher is expected to work out a

course of stuo4 which is particularly appropriate for a

particular community.

2. An UnterrichtspEebuch (Lesson Plan Record) is

required of beginning teachers. This consists of units

of study planned well in advance and followed up by

daily lesson plans. It should include not only the

material to be presented, but alsothe method of pre-

sentation, as well as the desired objective for every

period of instruction. All of these plans and records

are presented to the Examining Board at the time of

the Zweite-DienstaganE.

The ')icture that we have tried to present here is

that of a type of administration and supervision of the

schools in-Baden-Tirttemberg which is based on a policy

of local control within a framework suggested by a

centralized authority, the Kultunministerium in

Stuttgart. No single organization is empowered to

establish administrative policy for the whole of West

Germany, but there is close co-operation among the

various states in promulgating the national cultural

welfare. The Bund (Federal Government) has given fln-

ancial assistance in all spheres of cultural life.

V. The physical Plant

The following is a description of the school

buildings which we saw when we visited West-Berlin
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and the seven towns in the district of Gbppingen. Because

these communities differed in size, the observations may

represent the differences between urban and rural schools

as well as other differences. The buildings will be de..

Ecribed according to style, construction, general appearance,

and equipment.

Some of the school buildings which we visited were_

quite old, but others were modern. For example, the new

school at Jebenilausen, only recently opened, is very modern

and even has a centrally-locatE,d courtyard with a large

number of steps, which can be used as a small stage.

On the other hand, the Hans-Reuter School for Vocational

Training in West-Berlin, is not quite as modern in style,

but it does give a feeling of newness as well as function.

In contrast to these school buildings, the building which

houses the Volksschule in Boll is quite old, but the constrac-

tion of a new, modern building is to be started in the near

future. In general, the schools which we visited gave an

impression of being sturdily.bUild with omphasis,.on the

practical.

Because we are not a group of architects, only a layman'a

view of the construction can be given. None of the build-

ings wai of wood. Brick walls coated with stucco seem

to constitute the common type of building construction,

although the walls of the new school at Jebenhausen ae

of poured cement. Nowhere did we see the tiled walls so

typical of the new American school buildings, and nowhere

did we see hall lockers--perhaps because the students

stay in the same room all day. However, a few of the new

schools are aaid to have such lockers.

Good use of daylight is made through the use of larger

windows. The rooms are usually sufficiently large to

accomodate perhaps as many as 45 pupils. Because of the
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good use of daylight and the size of the rooms, one does

not feel cramped unless the class is unusually large.

There is, all over Germany, a shortage of school

buildings as well as of teachers, Thisole were told,

is due occasionally to a shortage of land, which can

be used for a school building and school grounds. It was

reported, in one instance, that although the community

wanted to build an additional school, the farmers refused

to sell any of their land.

A large number of small schools rfIther than a small

number of large schools seem to be the rule in communities

which we visited. But as in the United states, the cne-

room rural school house is rapidly becoming obsolete.

Some of the facilities common to the American school

were missing or found inadequate by American standards.

For instance, we found no cafeter*as in the school buildings,

but in Germany, the pupils go home for the noon-day meal,

and the school building does not need to have a cafeteria.

Some schools have a collection of books from which the pupils

my borrow, but we saw no school libraries as we know them

in American sch:)ols. While some schools have a gymnasium

of their own, other schools use the community gymnasium.

Sometimes the principal does not even have his own office.

We noted some interesting differences in comparing the

equipment in the classrooms which we visited with our own

classroom equipment. Most of the classrooms which we saw

had desks and benches which seat two pupils. This arrange-

ment undoubtedly saves space, and no discipline problems

seemed to arise because of the seating arrangement. By

American standards there was, on the whole, much less black-

boal:t space, but the blackboards were often mounted on

tracks and could be lowered and raised, something many

an American teacher dreams of.
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Fluorescent lamps are the usual source of artificial

lighting in the new buildings. In keeping with prudent

spending, these fixtures have no unnecessary reflectors

or shades.

In summary, we might say that the schools which we saw

seem to be sufficiently well-equipped and well-constructed.

The major problem is one of building more schools.

VI, Extra-curricular Activities

Under extra-curricular activities we should like to

group excursions (AaLaila.), hikes (imIlEm111), and

festivals (P.ste). The term "extra-curricular" is some-

thing of a misnomer, for in the German schools such activ..L.

itiesAaave quite a specific educational purpose, and are

actually regarded as "intra-curricular".

This fact is clearly shown by the de.scriptions and

specifications (length and number of excursions per year,

for example) contained in the handbooks of the departments

of education of the state of Baden-WUrttemberg.

The importance of excursions, hikes, and festivals

as a part of the child's education may. best be illustrated

by a quotation from the Bildungulanfür die Volksschulen

in Baden-Württemberg (cf. p.

The elementary school aims to cultivate within the
framework of a popular education the concrete and
intuitive thinking which is enriched and clarified
in its contacts with people and things. (p. 6)

The striving towards a genuine school community or
fellowship is encouraged through festivals and
holidays, sports and hikes, as w.V.1 as sojourns in
youth hostels and Schullandheime. The more success-
ful the school is in bringing these activities into a
proper correlation with worthwhile local customs,
the stronger will be its influence upon society as a
whole. (p. 12)

-I-

a building in the country, provided by the state for the
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use of classes, to be used for two-week Deriods in which

school-work is contillued. The pupi:is often regard these

periods as the high point of their schooling.

Of the three types of extra-curricular activities

previously mentioned, the Wanderunp (hike) is perhaps

the most characteristic of Germany, where hiking has

always played a practical and sentimental role.

The hike may be a two-day affair, but is generally

limited to one day, and to a half-day in the first and

second grades of the elementary school. Under Leibes1

ilLang. (physical education) in the Baden-WUrttemberg hand-

book we find the following recommendauions:

1) First and second school years: short hikes.

2) Third and fourth school years: half-day hikes.

3) Fifth and sixth school years: half-day wad
one-day hikes.

4) Seventh school year: one-day hikes.

5) Eighth school year: one-and two-day hikes.

In the elementary school in Boll each class has one yearly

outing. In addition, grades five through eight have four

major hikes. The number of short hikes seems not to be

specified, but varies according to the wishes of the

teacher, and is invariably co-ordinated with the class-
.

room work, most often, perhaps, with nature study.

A hiking day in areas such as Boll presentsno problems.

In cities, however, it is not unusual for the class to use

some means of transportation - street car, bus or train -

to get safely beyond the metropolitan area.

The children often carry knapsacks, provisions, balls,

songbooks, etc. Flowers, insects, animals, stones, and

special features of landscape may be studied as the pupils

hike or stop for rests.



One of the desirable features of such a hiking day

is the closer pupil-teacher relationship which is apt

to develop. The value of these hikes, both from the

socio-oducational and the health standpoint would be

difficult to exaggerate.

An Ausflug (excursion) is not always clearly

distinguished from a hike, but in this discussion we

shall consider only the prescribed yearly excursion

in the Boll area. The excursion--always a learning

situation--is a trip to a point of interest where the child

broademhis horizon and increase his knowledge. For many

a child this may be his first trip away from his own

village! The excursion to more distant places, taken

by the older pupils, especially by those in the eighth

class of the Volksschule, are indeed highlights of a

pupil's school year and often of his entire life.

Costs are at all times kept at a minimum, so that no

pupil is excluded because of financial difficulties. This

again is a point of difference between American and German

school activities. Who does not know of instances where

American school children were unable to take part in

school functions due to lack of money or proper clothes?

This could hardly be imagined in the German elementary

school.

These trips away from home also have great educational

values. Again costs are kept at a minimum--the cost per

night at a youth hostel is about twenty-five cents, the

food is inexpensive (a portion may even be brought along

by the pupil), transportation is reasonable, because all

trains have special rates for pupils, and admission to

museums, art galleries, and theaters is available at

special pupil rates.

Although such excursions may be academic in nature--
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even with classes during the morning --there is always

ample opportunity for the pupils to play games, to go

on hikes, to sing ,-ongs and to amuse themselves in every

conceivable way. Even pranks may be the order of the

day - or of the night.

When two groups are visiting the same hostel or

home, there is still more opportunity for fun and frolic,

for interchange of ideas, and for growth of personality.

Teachers often comment on the fact that they have

come to know their pupils far more intimately on such

excursions than in the classroom. A camaraderie often

developes between pupil and teacher that would be

extremely difficult to achieve inside the walls of the

school.

Festivals are a characteristic feature of German life,

and inevitably form a part of the school life also. Festi-i

vals may be organized for religious, political, social,

athletic or educational purposes. Some are organized by

the schools themselves, although the majority are not

school affairs per se, but include the school childrbn as

participants or audience.

Some festivals are entirely local in character, some

regional, and indeed national, if not international.

Boll's Kinderfest (Children's Festival) is one in

which the school children play a major part. The par-

ticipation depends upon the individual teacher and..bis

class, but the spirit of competition and the fun and

pride of taking part in the festival makes it almost

inevitable that all children participate in the affair.

There are competitions in sports-events, singing,

dancing, music, and short plays of various kinds. The

educational character of the Children's Festival is
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clearly seen in the close connection between classwork

and the activity of each class in the festival. A class

may, for example, perform a comic or a serious version

of the story of William Tell which the pupils have

studied during the current year.

One of the most popular types of festival is the

aporgeSt.. This forms an integral part of the health

program, and provides dramtic evidence of the value of

good training and physical well-being. Sometimes the

apstaEL is purely local in character, but national

sports events also oacur regularly in Germany. Both

individual and team (or class) participation and compe-

tition are emphasized. Prizes are often of an educational

rather than a materialistic nature; books, for instance,

are far more often given as prizes than money or gold

trophies. A certificate of merit provides a means

of recognition that can be hung in the student's home

or in the classroom. Teaul'ork is considered important,

thuugh not excessively emphasized. Nearly every class-

room, however, proudly displays the certificates it has

won in the previous year of competition.

Music festivals are common throughout Germany,

althuugh as extra-curricular school events they occur

less often than sport festivals. Schools encourage the

pupils to attend musical performances, however, as part

of their education. The Landschulheim in Marquartstein,

Bavaria, for instance often hires a bus to take a group

of its students to attend performances of the Munich
opera.

In summary, we may say that extra-curricular events

in the German school system appear to have a much closer

relationship to the regular classroom work than in the
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American school aystem, and th.lt it is of particular

interest that such a teru as "extra-curricular" is not

current in the German language.
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Introduction

During our nine weeks in Germany we were able to viJit--

individually and a groupsecondary schools of all types

in atirttemberg, in Berlin, and to some extent in Munich.

Seeing these schools and observing the teaching, we were

able to form in the following report a fairly complete

picture of German secondary education.

After talking to German teachers and students, our group

feels that the majority of Germans today--especially the

young people--are searching for morally valid and taa-

gible goals, for values and concepts to which they can sub-

mit themselves without running the danger of becoming abused

as under the previous, Nazi regime. The vast majority

of the German youth seem to realize clearly that the pre-

sent tensions between East and 'Jest are not a national

struggle for power in the.traditional sense, but rather

a struggle between whole ideologies and systems of values.

And it is clear to most young Germans that this struggle

involves not only the physical existence of man but also

his spiritual existence. This aspect of the present East-

West struggle seems to take precedence over all others-.

even over such legitimate demands as that of a united

national community; and full realisation of this fact is

the most important political and moral insight demanded

today of the German youth by their educators.
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1. The Gymnasium

Our report may properly begin vitli the Cymnasium, since

this elite branch of the C:erman secondelry school system is

the one in which most of the future leaders of the nation

are now being trained, Contrary to earlier procedures, the

Gymnasi.um is now no longer limited largely to the children

of the relatively well-to-do. Each child is now entitled

to attend the school of his and his parents' choice, pro-

vided only tho,t he can demonstrate the mental capacity requir-

ed to complete the course of study leading to graduation.

The social and financial standing of the family is no longer

a deciding factor, since the state provides financial sup-

port for the education of every child. An especially gifted

pupil who can receive no financial support whatever frow

his family is allotted an additional 100 to 200 DM per

month by the state, is given the necessary money for re-

quired class trips, or is able to obtain private scholar.

ships.

Entrance into the Gymnasium must be made at the beginning

of the school year after a strenuous' and comprehensive

written and oral examination administered at the comple-

tion of the fourth year of the Vo.lksschule or elementary

school. Though parents receive aid and advice from the

teachers and director of the Volksschule, they alone have

the right to decide whether their child shall .continue in

the Volksschule and ultimately go to a vocational school,

or whether he shall enter a Gymn.asiu and thus prepare him-

self for later study at a university. Because the first

year at the Gymnasium is considered as a probationary

period, children who have been sent there against the ad-

vice of their teachers are carefully watched and, if neces-

sary, transferred,to a curriculum better suited to their

abilities. Only 16% of all school children attend a rmnastim.
t N.0 .1, .,
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Once accepted at a ap_n.asium, the pupil embarks on a state

approved, carefully plamed course of study which is so de-

manding th;vb there are many drop-outs during the following

nine years. A second careful screening takes place at the

end of the sixth gymnasium year (Untersekunda). The clai,s

is given an examination to determine who may complete the

remaining three years or Ob.erptufe (consisting of Obersekund,

UnAeryriraa_, and 0-'112.).

There are three main types of gymnapiml: (1) the classical-

language school, which emphasizes Greek and Latin; (2) the

modern-language school, which emphasizes Latin, English,and

French; and (3) the mathematics and sc2,_ince school, which

places primary emphasis on these two subjects of study.

Religion is a required subject in all schools; it is taught

for two hours a week during each of the nine years. Instruct-

tion is given separately for Catholics and Protestants. A

child may be excused from religion only at the request of

both parents (or of the child's guardian); in addition, if

the child is twelve or older, he must also make the request.

A religious service is often held at the beginning and at

the end of the school year. Students are also given an

opportunity, at least three times during the school year,

to receive the sacraments.

A typical nine-year course of study, with some 220 days of

ihstruction per year, includes the following (see table on

next page).
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In the modern levnguge :chools, Enlish is usually begun

during fie first year at the amncisiup (Sexta), Latin in

the third yeeli (Qurta), and French in the fifth year

(Obertertia). As a supplement to classroom work, foreign

language plays re proalAced to _7,ive the student an additional

I:ieans of improvinr; knowledge of the language, the liter-

ature, and the country where the language is spoken.

The Abitur--the comprehensive final examination given at the
end of the ninth yem.' at a Cymnasium--serves both as an

entrance examination to the university and as a prerequisite

to many other careers. It is the final step in a long series

of events. After several days of written and oral examina-

tions in each of the required subjects, with emphasis on the

stadent's chosen major field, the final decision is made.

If the student fails, he can repeat the ninth year and

attempt the Abitur again. A second failure cannot normally

be made up. Except in most unusual circumstances, the stu-

dent then has no choice but to change his original plahs

and embark on a program thr:t does not require the same in-

tensive preparation as the Abitur.

2. The Mittelschule
.. a .4. .

!fter four years at the yplIcpskchule the pupil may choose,

instead of the pymnasium, the less delnanding

This consists of a basic 6-yer program (ages 10-16) leading

to a level of general education that is prereaaisite to .

training for the "average" professions ouch as administra-

tion, trade, comerce, and donestic economy.

The course of study at the qttelschule differs radically

from that of the correspondin3' years bot:-] at the Volksschule

and at the Gymnasium. nu3ber of subjects are compulsory

for all students: Gennf"v:, religion, history (with sooi-

ology), geography, mat7-lematico, natural science, art
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(drawing), and phy:.:ical education. Deginning with the first

year a foreign language must be taken; a second foreign

language may be started in the tird year, time perinitting.

Other electives iaclude sortho,nd, manual traininc.; (for boys),

and sewing, cookin, and home oconouics (for girls).

The six-year iattelschule prom culminates in an examina-

tion called t7le ZiJ,tlere Reife. Tlost students do not go on
1 a ... . . a

to highr education, althoun it is possible to enter special

technical schools for three additional years. Approximately

10 of children in t::-IAJ a.r.e group attend the nittelochule.

Transfer into a gErIne2,sium is possible, but it usually results

in the loss of a year and is therefore not common.

3. The Berufsschule
- .14 - -, J,..,....,16... --

If a student does not transfer to a Gxmnasium or Mittd1s01w10-

he remainJ at the Volksschule for the full eight-year program.

!,-b the end of this period he mist prepare himself for a trade

through three 1-ears of attendance at a Berufsschulo (voca-

tional school), or at a Berufsfachschula (specialized pro-

fessional sc;lool) or a FachsQule (special salool). Of these

three years, two and a half are spr-t in practical "on-the-

job" training as an apprentice, uLder the supervision of a

master workman in the particular trade. During the remain-

;Ialf year the pupil continues his on-the-job training

for 32 honru a week, t.,,nd 8 I,nurs a week (eit7-1.er one full day

or two hfIlf days) nre spen-G in the clfIssroom at the Derufs-

schule.

Before the punil begLns his oh-the-job training, he and his

parepts muJt oign a Lphryertra.g, (aQprentice contrapt) with

the master viorkman. This contract binds the pupil to spend

a full thrge ycarri with the smile master. The first three

months are a Probezeit (trial period), Even after this

period, however, the aplIrentice caii change his mind and choose
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another trade if he finds that the first one is not suited

to his interests and abilities. In signing the contract

the master workman agrees to provide the training needed

and to watcn over the character and health of the appren-

tice. The apprentice, in turn, agrees to apply himself

te his work, to attend school regularly as required and

to keep a Werkstattswochnbuch (weekly journal of work at

the shop). The master workman checks this book each week.

For his share in the work, the apprentice receives an

Erziehungsbeihilfe, i.e. a monthly sum to assist him finan-

cially during the training. This amounts to 75 IRduring

the first year, 85 DMduring the second year, and 100 M

during the third year.

If, on completion of theVolksschule (at age 15), the puipil

is uncertain of the type of trade for which he would like

to prepare himself, there is in most cities a local Arbeits-

amt (employment office) from which he can obtain aid and

advice. There he can request ArbeitsberatunE(counseling)

which includes interviews, aptitude tests, and the like;

and he can also receive information about various fields

of work which he might best enter.

When a pupil enters the Berufsschule, he has already signed

his Lehrvertrag and thus selected the type of work which he

wishes to do and the master workman under whom he wishes

to be trained. In the school he receives theoretical

training which covers technical guidance, calculations,

and design. More general counles include German, social

sciences, and religioh. Common classes are sometimes held

for related occupations where the backgrounds needed are

similar, and instruction is adjusted to the specific pro-

fessional requirements.

For the apprentice, vocational training ends with an exam_

ination given by the pertin,:nt industry, trade, or agricul-

tural group. Each of these vocations ha a_ --:anination
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committee made up of three mter workmen Li2ister.) and

two journeymen (Gesellen). The examination is not a

function of the state but is rather a rrsponsibility of

the particular committee together with the Berufsschule..

if the pupil completes the examination successfully, he is

promoted to GesellQ (jurneyman)and receives an appropriate
certificate.

4. Private and Parochial Schools
" ....A. a" " ."

Private and parochial schools play only a minor role in the

German educational system. They are relatively few in

number, the majority of them being in the heavily CcLtholic

areas of Germany--BavP.ria and the Rhineland.

Independent schools are required by law to submit to the

Ministry of Education of the state in which they are located,

a plan of study and a statemert of educatianal goals. In

order to receive state approval they must satisfy the stan-

dards of study which the state sets for all schools. In the

case of the independent filmnasion, this requirement is rein-

forced by the fact that students at all schools must take

the same final state examination (the Abitur).

Recently the German people voiced their objection to the

fact that parochial schools are tn part state supported

on a per student basis. Though a majority concurred in this

opinion, the situation has not been changed. Partial state

support for Catholic parochial schools was guaranteed by

a concordat signed with the Vatican in 1933, and both parties

still recognize and acnept this nreoment.
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5. The School Deg and Year
11.,..111...

Mbst secondary schools in Germany operate under a system

of six half-days a week, Classes begin at 7:30 or 8:00 a.m.

and continue until 12:15 or 12:45 p.m. This half-day con-

sists of five 50minute periods plus a 20-minute recess

between the 2nd and 3rd periods and a 5 minute break between

other periods. During the recess, often called the "socond

breakfast", students may eat Brbtchen and other items

which they have brought with them. In addition, various

beverages (milk, chocolate, soft drinks) can usually be

purchased at the schooL All students are required to spend

this recess outdoors, weather permitting. Supervision

is very limited. ilost teachers take advantage of the re-

cess to meet in the faculty room, eat their own "second

breakfast", and visit with their colleagues,

In the larger cities many parents who work a 5-day, 40-hour

week, with Saturday off, have urged that the Saturday school

sessions be abolished. Though this step has not yet been

taken, pome educators believe that it may come about in

the near future.

The school year in all states except Bavaria begins after

Easter. in Bavaria it begins during the first week in

Selotember. Though there are som educators who would like

to see the Bavarian calendar introduced elsewhere, the

other states have thus far refused to abandon the tradi-

tional school year.

The scllool year consiuts of 36 to 40 weeks, divided about

as follows:,

(1) Easter vacation, usually 10 to 14 days,

after which the new school year begins,

as mentioned above;

(2) Pentecost vacation, usually 5 days;
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(3) Summer vacation, usually 5 to 6 weeks;

(4) Fall vacation, 10 to 15 days,optional depen-

ding on the type of community and the local

need for extra workers at this time;

(5) Christmas vae,..ion, 14 to 18 days;

(6) injividura holidzvs, about 6, depending on

tie particular :Irea (Ascension Day, Corpus

Christi, All Saints' Drty, Reformation Day,

Day of Humilition and Prayer, Founding Day

of the Republic).

This gives an wulual total of 220 to 238 days (actually

half-days) of school, and 75 to 95 days of vaction.

Stated in other terms, there are annually some 1150 class-

room hours. This compres rather closely with the Amer-

ican averae of some 1100 classroom hours per year.

Recently som changes have been made in the starting date

of summer-vacation. Insted of beginring everywhere at

the same tim, this now stril.rts in northorn Germany during

the second or third week of July, and in southern Gcrmany

during the third or fourth week of July. The purpose of

this change was to avoid h7,ving large numbers of families

in both north and south br,!zin their summer vacations on

exactly the same date, thus over-burdening railroad, high-

way, md other facilities and simultaiaeously withdrawing

a large poTt of tile labor force from work.

6. Extracurriculr Activities
- 41. ...L....a...to ...IL. a. a.

J aa,. a ... I. -

Unlike his counterpart in America, the Geman student does

not 1-ive much time for extrcu-fricular activities. The

Gynnasium student attends classes for 33 or more hours a

week; in addition to this he has homework wIlich requires

12 to 30 hours of his time np.ch week.
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Perhaps the most populr etivity is particiption in Sports,

such as swimmins, soccer, baskfalball, volleyball, and gymnas-

tics. Aside from sports, extracurriculf:Ir activities also

take the form of clubs (Arbeitaceeinschc-Itten). Although

each club his a faculty sponsor, the students are the ones

who decide which projects they wish to lmdertake. ks in

America, there :),re clubs for dramatics, art, science, music,

and any other worthuhile activity in which students are

interested.

The student councils at German schools are pauch like those

in America. Each class chooses a representative, and the

representatives meet with tePchers to discuss school prob-

lems and to propose new ideas. In addition, they plan class

trips and festivals. A special project undertaken by many

councils is the support for one year of a family in East

Germany.

7. General Services
..1.11

6.436. 11

1. Librory. Extensive librries like those te-c:hich

Americans ra.e accustomed do not seem to exist in

Gerrna schools. There are tec,cher librr,ries con-

taining reference works and materials for class

preparRtion, and there are student libraries contain-

ing a small collection of books necessry for speci-

fic courses. Students have no time to use the lib-

rary during school hours, but it is open after

school for t'lose who need it. Looks Cri) r:lso be

obtined from to public library. The otte fur-

nishes funds for school libraries, but in some in-

stances students vlso contribute towards the pur-

chase of new books.

2. Health Services. Schools are not expected to treat
1....ar .6...J.S1

student illnesL;es. A drug supply and first aid

materials are uvailable in the school, but there is
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no school nurse, A priv,te physicim is retained who

may be called in emerge.ecies. Little instruction is

given in body care and disease

are modern, but a common towel

fountains are in evidence

Drevention. Washrooms

is used. 'N'o drinking

Student Counselin. student counseling is not gener-

ally considered to be the responsibildty of the school.

:(_) tests are given ltice those with which Americans are

familiar, but advising facilities for vocational coun-

seling are available t!irough the Hinistry of the In-
terior. All teachers are required to take a course in

psychology as part of their training, and they can give

advice and counsel where necessary. One teacher is

designated as leader of a group of students for several

years, and it is his remponsibility to become acquainted

with his students an.d to file reports on their indivi-

hJ progress toward maturity and social adjustment.

Student files are avAlable as a besis for advisory

assistance to the stUdent>1.

Audio-Vieual Aids. Extemive use is made of audio-4.11. a. ...lot. it

visual aids. There are no audio-visual directors as

such, but eacil deprizaent cares for its own particular

maturials, Science laboratories are well equipped, map

supplies are good. Record players, film stripe and

slide projectors arc f:weilable and used to good advan-

tage.

in the

by the

*0

Excellent use was m71e of models and drawings

Berufsschule. We were particularly impressed

use of t2le blackboard. .711ile blackboard space

small compared to tht ave.ilble in the United

States, the board work Was

lines and judicious use elf

relev'Int m'teri-ls. Gle,so

well done with orderly out-

colored chalk to point up

CsoS in tho hnlls displayed

student work or science and industrial materials.
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Vie viuited three schools in Göppingen, two amnasien and

a BeryfssAhule. In -nese three schools we saw the con-

trast between old and new clearly illustrated. The Hohan-

staufen-GTanasium, a school for boys, is an excellent exam-

ple of a new school in Germeny today. Built within the

past five years, it boasts the most modern architecture,

design, and structural materials, as well as equipment and

facilities, which go to make an efficient school. The

building is of concrete and glass, and its clean rectan-

gular lines are imprer.Jsive. As in many of the newer schools,

classrooms are in a wing of three stories, with the rooms

leading off only one side of a corridor and the other side

of the corridor consisting of windows. Gymnasium, science

lrthoratories, and arts and crafts rooms are in anOther wing.

Regular classrooms are large, light, and airy, !equipped

with table-type desks for two, with movable chairs. Most

of us were impressed with the chalk board, which was folded

so that the ter:cher could write an both sidep. and which

could be raised and lowered at will. The disadvantage of

this arinngement is that it provides little board space at

any one time; board work for large numbers of students is

thus not possible. The laboratories and gymnasiums were

well equipped. None of the schools we visited had a foreign

language l,:lboratory, even the new building, though the

director told us that there were recorders available for

foreign language teachers. Both of the Gymnasien were

justly proud of their music rooms with Steinway grand pianos

and high-fidelity equipment.

The MOrik..e-.Gymn..as.ium for girls is a 60-year-old building

which was originally planned for many fewer students than

now attend it. In showing us the building, the director

pointed out that areas whic'h had formerly been attic store-

rooms were now being used as classrooms; this had made
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supplellentary hebing necessary, since the centri heting

system was not adequate. In spite of its fge the IVrike-

Gyypium is in good repair and is kept up in rm exemplary

manner. Recently, entirely new biology, physics, and

chemistry labore.torieo have been instraled. Automatic

window blinds to darken the rooms for showing moving pic-

tures or slides are a feature of the new chemistry labora-

tory. The home-making laboratory contains an electric and

a gas stove, sinks, work tables, and an electric refrigerator,

The sewing rooms have only treadle type sewing machines.

The director pointed out that the gymnasium facilities for

the students were far frem adequate, with poor dressing

rooms and no shower facilities. Both the Hohenstaufen and

Mörike_Gymnsi-3,n had adequate covered and open play areas.

The Gop9inglen,Geweyufssch1e was interesting in that

the four-story structure originally was built as a factory

at the end of the last century. It wao later converted

to a s6hool, and as enrollment increased, two sections were

added, the latest one datinE, from 1957. Classrooms for

lectures and discussions are not appreciably different from

those at the Gymnp,sien. Since this is a vocational school,

however, it hrls workshops with all the latest equipment to

prepare students for their chosen vocations. Partionlarly

impressive are the blacksmith shop, the metal shop, the

autoilobile repair shop, and the cooking and baking room.

The only section of the school in which we saw girls was

the hairdressing school. This is well provided with all

the equipment of an esta7ljshed beauty salon.

Things we did not see In our t.,urs of these schools were

auditorium, well-equipped libraries and reading rooms,

and individual lockers for students. (Parts of some class.

rooms served as cloakrooms). Another thing which we missed,

but which is unnecessary in these schcols because of the
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Engineers with a university education (2121,92ingenieure)

can also become teachers at a technical or trade school

after they have had pedagogical tra6ming and practice teach-
ing for two years at an institute of voc-tional education.

They are strongly encouraged to choose a career in teach-

ing and thus help alleviate the current shortage of teachers

in this area. Because of this shortage, mechanical and

electrical engineers with only a trade or technical school

education (F.aclischulinpnieure) can also become trade or

technical school te-Thers after two years of vocotional

practice and completion of two years at an institute of

vocational education.

Even though, as this brief review has shown, German techers
receive many different types of education, they are well

trained for the subject matter, level, and type of school

in which they plan to teach. During our visits to many

different types of schools in several different localities

(Berlin, Wfirttemberg, Bavaria) we found thF,t, almost with-

out exception, the teachers were well-prepared in their

subject matter and knew how to present it effectively.

11. Teacher Placepent
. Ali...4.101.1011.01..1,11116.4EA

Teacher placement in Germany differs greatly from that in

the United States. This difference appears most clearly

in the fact that the teacher in Germany is an official

appointed by the state. As a result, placement is based

essentially on the needs of the entire state. Though the

teacher may indicate a personal preference, he will be

placed where his services are most needed.

There arc four main stages through which the teacher may

advance during the course of his caroer. The first three

are as previously described--Studienreferendar, Studien-

assessor, and Studienrat. The fourt#, and for most
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one-third of the cost of the building. The state also

contributes almost 50 of equipment costs. In the past,

vocational schools were subsidized by industry with

additional assistance from the government; the tendency

today is for the government to take over most of the finan-

cial obligations of such ochools. ;Palle there is still

some support from business and industry, the coot is largely

borne by the stte. Private vocational school must pro-

vi.de their own financing.

In the Gymnasien, much the same conditions prevail: the

stte is assuming more and more of the costs of operf:.tions.

It must be kept in mind that all teachers are employed by

the state. Anychange in position from city to city is

subsidized, even to the extent of providing moving expenses.

Sometimes a community will provide a building for school

purposes. By and 1..',Jrge, the annEv:kien receive approximately

three-fifths of their financial support from the state.

School costs are figured on a yearly basis. A detailed

budget must be prepared and submitted to the finance min-

istexof the state; payment is made from the state treasury.

The per capita cost of education, as determined in a study

made in 1952, was a follows:

Volksschulen 279 DM
_.

Mittelschulen 509 DM

Gymntasien 2412 DM

It should be kept in mind that in most instances only about

15% of boys and girls attend the Eymn:.sien. The increase

in per capita cost is quite similar to tht in other coun-

tries.

In a brief discussion of finance it is quite impossible to

cover adequately the many ramifictions of a complex school

system. If one can generalize, it faight be said that the

states are payinc more and more of the oOsts for all edu-

cation. Tuition (ScAp.liAlq.) is a thing of the past.
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10. Teacher EducationWYO. M Ova., O.
at.

In considering tho to.eic of teacher educ-tion, we must

again bear in mind tho groat difference between the Ameri-

can and the German school systems, especially at the secon-

dary school level: in .Emerica, a single school for all--

the high school; in Germany, a sharp separation between

two types of schools--the Gyyinum on one hand,and the

Berufsschule on the other. The differences between those

two types of schools in Germany lead naturr:lly to equally

sharp differences in types of tv:I.cher education.

To qualify as a gyyln.sium teacher, tho candidate must him-

self be educa.Led in a pypnsium and successfully complete

the Abitur or Reifeyrgung (maturity examin.tion). He

then attends a university for rt least eight se:iesters,

where he takes two or three major sutjects (those which he

expects to teach) as well as philosophy and pedagogy or

psychology (called together the frislospp.hikuirt) plus, in

some states, political science. During vacations he spends

one four-week period as observer and practice terIcher in

an elamentary school, and -'..nother four-week period in a

Gymnasium. He then writes afodrly long acadamic essay

(wissensch,tlftliche Abhandlung) in one of his najor fields.41UASO
This is followed by the first state examination (wissen-

achaftliche.prgung) in all his major subjects and in the

Philosophikum. If he wishes, he may continue for tm more

semesters, write a dissertation, pass a doctoral examina-

tion, and earn the degree of doctor of philosophyas many

apnasium teachers do. After passing the first state

exa'aination the candidate receives the title of Studien-

referendar and ::Yttends a teacher's seminar for two years.

During the first year he studies pedagogy, psychology,

methods, and school law, and he has -eight hours a week

of practice teching. During the second year he concen-

trates more heavily on pr.p.ctice tee,ching, under the
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supervision of experienced teachers, for as much as four-

teen hours a week in his major subjects and at all levels

(lower, middle, upper) of the Gymnasium. He then takes

the second state examination (the 2aggische PrAfung.),

receives the title of Studienacisesso,' and becomes a

licensed Gymnasium teacher. After five years of success-

ful teaching he becomes a Studienrat, a title which brings

him respect in the community, a good salary, and tenure.

All this requires ability and intensive study.. As a Gym-

nasium graduate, the candidate was in the top 12% of the

German youth, academically speaking. In his studies at

the Gymasium he had to be knowledge-oriented rather than

grade-oriented, since he knew that otherwise he would not

be able to pass the high requirements of the Abitur, cover.

ing all the main uubjects of the Gypipp,sipp,. The university

studies were likewise concluded by the extensive state

examination, covering the two or three majors and the

Philosophikum. This examination is both written and oral;

it lasts for more than 20 hours if two majors have been

taken, and for more than 30 hours if three majors have been

taken. For example, if the candidate offers both English

and French as foreign languages, he is expected to speak

English and French fluently, to know the development and

structure of the language (Old and Middle English, Old

French), and to be well-read in the literature, especially

that of the modern period. He is also expected to spend

at least three months in the country where the language is

spoken.

The education of a vocational school teacher is in some

respects similar to and in some respects quite different

from that of a Gymnasium teacher. If the candidate wishes

to become a teacher in a trade or technical school (Gewerb-

schule) and to teach mechanical engineering, electrical
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engineering, architecture, or building trades, or if he

wishes to become a teacher in a school of commerce (Handels.

schule, Apyfmannische Bergsfachscp_ule, or Wirtschafts-

schule), he must: obtain the Abitur; practice for two

years in the trade or in commerce; study for eight semesters

at an institute of technology (Techniscpe .1tockaschule),

completing it with a state examination; study (as Studien-

ref.crendar) pedagogy and do practice teaching for eigh-

teen months at an institute for vocational education

(Berufskddagogisch Institut); and then take the second
0, r.

state examination and become a licensed teacher with the

title of Studierasseosor.

For the prospective teacher of home economics or agri-

cplture, the requirements are lighter. It is enough if

heham passed a Mittlerejpife examination (after comple-

tiw, of a Mittleschule or the first six years of a Gyipl.

nasium) or a trade school examination (Fachschulreife).

After this the prospective teacher of agriculture must:

have three years of practical experience in agriculture;

study agriculture for five semesters; take the entrance

examination for an institute of vocational educationvstudy

there for four semesters and complete the state examination;

and then do practice teaching for one year in order to

become a licensed teacher. The prospective teacher of

home economics must: be trained in home economics for four

years; take the entrance examination for an institute of

vocational education; study there for four semesters; pass

the state examination; and then do one year of practice

teaching. Because of the lower requirements, the status

of the home economics and agricultural teachers is also

lower. They are not considered to be civil servants

(Beamte) like other teachers, but only as employees.
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Engineers with a university education (2121mingenieure)

can also become teachers at a technical or trade school

after they have had pedagogical trad.ning and practice teach-
ing for two years at an institute of voc-tional education.

They are strongly encouraged to choose a career in teach-

ing and thus help alleviate the current shortage of teachers

in this area. Because of this shortage, mechanical and

electrical engineers with only a trade or technical school

education (F,achuhuljx&enieure) can also become trade or

technical school teci.chers after two years of-vocotional

practice and completion of two years at an institute of

vocational education.

Even though, as this brief review has shown, German techers
receive many different types of education, they are well

trained for the subject matter, level, and type of school

in which they plan to teach. During our visits to many

different types of schools in several different localities

(Berlin, Warttemberg, Bavaria) we found thccl,t, almost with..

out exception, the teachers were well-prepared in their

subject matter and knew how to present it effectively.

11. Teacher Placement

Teacher placement in Germany differs greatly from th.at in

the United States. This difference appears most clearly

in the fact that the teacher in Germany is an official

appointed by the state. As a result, placement is based

essentially on the needs of the entire state. Though the

teacher may indicate a personal preference, he will be

placed where his services are most needed.

There are four main stages through which the teacher may

advance during the course of his caroer. The first three

are as previously describodStudienreferendar, Studien-

assessor, and Studienrat. The fourth, and for most
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teachers, the final stage is that of Oberstudienrat,

attained after further years of successful teaching. Some

then go on to a fifth stage, that of Oberstudiendirektor,

roughly comparable to the position of principal at an

American-high school. Unlike his American counterpart,

however, the Oberstudiendirektor continues to teach six

to twelve hours per week.

The following table indicates typical teaching loads and

class sizes:

Gymnasium

Younger Studienrdte

Older Studienräte and

Obserstudienrate

Oberstudienrdte

25 hours per week

20.'22 hours per week

6.12 hours per week

Mittelschule

Up to 50 years of age 28 hours per week

Up to 60 years of age 26 hours per week

Up to 65 years of age 24 hours per week

With very few exceptions, the teacher instructs in the

fields in which he special4 ed at the university. Accor-

ding to our estimates made during school visits, the

average class consists of about 25 pupils.

12. Teacher Salaries

Because the teachers in Germany are government employees,

they are paid according to a salary schedule sot by the

state in which they teach. Each state has a slightly

different salary schedule, but in general the differences

are slight. All of the information given about teacher

salaries in this report pertains to those teachers employed

in Baden-Wurttemberg.
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At the present time the wages of tho laborer, both skilled

and unskilled, are increasing at a faster rate than are the

salaries of teachers. In the past the High respect accorded

the teacher has derived partly from tis relatively high

earnings. It will be interesting to'see what changes in

attitude will take place as this gap narrows. It appears

that the German secondary teacher still has a social pres-

tige higher than that of his Americm counterpart.

In figuring a te'lcher's salary, three tables must be used.

Table Number One shows the base salary for the different

levels of jobs at the various years of experience. A teach-

er receives no increase in salary for additional sdhooling,

but is paid rather on the basis of the position he holds.

After the 26th year of teaching the salary is no longer

increased. In practice, however, a twleher has usually

stopped up into several higher job levels before his 26

years are up. Years of military service as well as years

spent in prison comps are accredited in most cases. Tab1e

Number.Two adds benefits for dependents and cost of living.

The area whore a teacher lives is designated by an Area Code.

"S" designates an area of high living costs, "A" an area of

average living costs, and "B" an area of low living costs.

Table. Number Three shows additional supplements given ac-

cording to the age of the teacher's children. In general,

the older the child, the higher the supplement, unless the

child is self-supporting. In figuring a teacher's salary,

the appropriate figures from each of the three tables should

be added together. The schedule is the same for men and

women

pa.to the salarz.Rroups_ in Table One.:

Salary Group 9 . Certain technical teachers in Berufs-

schulen, ArufcTachschulen, and 7ach-

schulen These are usually skilled
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workers who do not have the necessary

academic preparation to be qualified

teachers,

Salary Group 9a -Same as group 9 except for special cases

that have been approved by tho Pinaz

10 - IfspRplchrorinnen at B

E.P.2.2-11.9.11.-rer41.n9..n for

Crafts arid. gymnastics.

Tecliela....1i2.11S.2 at
and advanced level F

Tpa-Regular Gyilv,Riuzi.. to

Mitt,219spule teachers (who have passed a

ZRRtA.U24:Ellna)
Oberlehrerinnen at Berufsschulen

Oberlehrexinnen for home economics, han0i-
crans and. gymnastics.

achnische 212,21'121y2s. at Lelgsschulen,

Berufsfachschulen and Fachschulen
*Scat

229.124Lche2p3p2r.1911Rar at government aca.

demies of fine arts, engineering schools

and advanced level Fachschulen,

Salary Group

Salary Group

eruf229.11.91.q.P...

home economics, handi-

engineering schools

achschulen.

achers.

Owens ...41...4.4.411le a.101.0....

Salary Group It- Educational Counselors.

Fachoberlehrer at engineering schools,

advfmced level Fr.chschulen, and government

academies of fine arts.

Oberlehrer in Gvmnasien.

Certain HandelslehreT._
9

Dilfsschuloberlehrer.

Iiittelschuloberlehrer (who have a Zusatz-

EXILing.)



Salary Group lla Ascistant principals of smaller secondary

schools.

Principals of smaller Hilfsasschulen.

Principals of smaller Mittelschulen.

Salary Group 12 - Directors of smaller secondary schools.

Principals of larger secondary schools.

Salary Group 13 - Directors.

Dozenten.

Salary Groups 14

and higher Directors of large secondary schools

plus higher officials in the secondary

school system and government officials

connected with secondary education.

Pensions: Upon submission of a special request, a teacher

may be pensioned at age 62; otherwise he is automatically
pensioned at the age of 65. His retirement pay is 75% of

his highest pay during his teaching career. Payments toward
retirement are not withheld from the teacher's pay.

Health Insurance: A teacher is not required to participate

in a hospitalization plan, but he may, of Course, join any
plan or purchase insurance on an individual basis.

Sick Leave: In case of illness, full salary is continued. J. ftJftabWA16.6..MS *Mk*

for a reasonable length of time. If the teacher is unable

to return to work and has attained the positian of Studierl-

rat, arrangements are made for him to receive a pension.

Because of the lack of a common basis of comparison, it is

difficult to ascertain whether the German secondary teacher

receives more or less pay than his American counterpart.

The German receives more take-home pay than one would think

at first glance, because no retirement deductions aTe taken
out of his paycheck. If one dared to generalize, it would

seem that perhaps the German teacher is able to get a bit

more of living out of hies pay than the American teacher.



TABLE ONE (Page 1) - Base Salary Scale (M per month)..
Salary Year of Service
Group . . . . . .

1/2 3/4 5/6 7/8 9/10 11/12

.
. . . . . .

9 548771 574.50 600.231 625.96 651.69 677.42

9a 565.97 595.36 624.75 654.14 633.53 71292
10 614.92 650.44 685.96 721.48 757.00 792.52

1Qa 646.77 684.74 722.71 760.68 798.65 836.62

11 757.01 794.98 832.95 870.92 908.89 946.06

lla 818.26 856.23 894.20 932.17 970.14 1008.11

12 820.71
1

863.59 906.47 .949.35 .992.23 1435.11

13 900.32 943.20 .986.08 1028.96 1071.64 1114.73

13a 927.33 .975.10
1

1022.87 1076.64 1118.41 1166.18

13b 948.11 lowaa 1053.45 1106.12 1157.79 1211.46

14 988.54 1042.44 1496.34 1150.24 1204.14 1250.04

14a .993.42 1050.99 1108.56 1166.13 1223.70 1201.27

15 1119.59 1178,39 1237.19 1295.99 1354.79 1413.59

15a 1224.94 1286.19 1347.44 1408.69 1469.94 1531.19

16 1287.43 1357.25 1427.07 1496.89 1566.71 1636.53

H1 .988.54 1042.44 1096.44 1150.24 1204.14 1250.04

H2 1224.94 1286.19 1347.44 1408.69 1469!95 1531019

H3 1476.05 1549.55!1623.05 1696.55 1770.05 1843.55
!
,



TABLE ONE (Continued)

13 14 15/16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
ONWO

o 1 1 . . . 4

703.15 728.88 754.61 780.34 806.07 831.80 857.53

742.31 771.70 801.09 830.48 859!87 ,889.26 ,918.65

828.04 863.56 899.08 934.60 .970.12 1005.6.1- 1041.16

874.59 .912.56 .950.53 .988.50 1026.47 1064.44 1102.41

.984.83 1022.80 106007711098.74 1136.71 1174.68 1212.65

1046,08 1034.05 1122.02 1159.9911197.96 1235.93 1273.90

1077.99 1120.87 1163.75 1206.63 1249.51

1

1292.39 1335.27
1157.60 1200.48 1243436 1286.24 1329.12 1372.00 1414.18

1213.95 1261.72 1309.49 1357.26 1405.0311452.80 1500,57

1264.13 1316.80 1369.4711422.14 1474.81 1527.46 1580.15

1311.94 1365.84 1419.7411473.64 1527.54 1581.44 1635.34

1338.84 1396.41 1453.98 1511.55 1569.12 1626.69 1684.26

1472.39 1531.19 1589.99 1648.79
1

1707.59 1766.39 1825.19

1592.44 1653.9 1714.94 776.19 1837.44 1898.69 1959.94

1706.35 1776.17 1845.99 1915.81 1985.63 2055.45 2125.27

1311.94 1365.84 1419.74 1473.64 1527.54 1581.44 1635.34

1592.44 1653.69 1714.94 1776.19 1837.44 1898.69 1959.94

1917.05 1990.55 1064.05 2137.55 2211.05 2284.55 2358.05
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13. Parent-Teacher Relationshipp.
004.4 ./...0

The German school system provides the parents with various

opportunities to discuss problems with the teachers and/or

to become better acquainted with the faculty. The director

of a Gymnasium, for example, has one hour set aside daily

for conferences with parents. In additian, each teacher

in a amnasium sets aside one hour a week for conferences,

called plt_ernarechstuncle.

Schools have an Al1(;emeincLE1Aerme_s_prachsstunde twice a

year. This is time set aside for all parents to visit the

school and talk with the teachers.A ceMplaint made about

this program was that those parents who lleeded to

participate, i.e., those whose children were having the

most difficulties, were usually the parents who failed to

attend. This problem is, of course, found in other coun-

tries as well.

Another phase of parent-teacher relationships is the Eltern-

beirat. This is a committee of parents delegated to re-

present the entire parent group whenever problems or com-

plaints ariee. This committee may also help in planning

AusflUge (school excursions) or similar activities.

Many of the schools issue orientation booklets to each new

student. These booklets must be read and then signed by

the parents. This helps the parents understand what is

expected of the children, and t) realize their responsi-

bility in helping the school achieve its goals.

Parent-teacher programs vary among different sdnools. Never-

theless, our general observation was that the German school

system has done a great deal to create a healthy atmosphere

between parents and teachers.
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14. The BerlirOcholagem

Because the Berlin School System differs in a number of ways

from the systems in West Germany, it warrants description

in a special section of this report. The total educational

system of Berlin includes the following: the Kindergarten,

the Berlin school proper (including Berufsschulen and

Berufsfachschulen); the higher technical schools of engi-

neering and institutes of equal rank; the 13.2Elin-EALlaz;

and institutions of university level.

Children attend the Grundschule for six years and then4....6+
enter one of the three branches of the secondary stage:

1. Praktische,Schule. Grades 7, 8, 9 plus an

optional 10th year according to the wishes

of the student or parent.

2. Technische_Schule. Grades 7-10, leading to the

Pachkolleg.

3. Wissep.schaftliche Schule. Grades 7-13, leading

to the university.

The percentages of children attending the three branches

are approximately as follows6

50% Praktische Schulp_.

30% Technische Schule

20% -- Wis.senschaftliche Schule

In the Wlssenschaftliche Schule, approximately 45% (9% of

the total age group) pass the Abitur which qualifies them

for entrance into a university.

Kinderaarten. This is not to be confused with the ordinary

Kindergarten, where the children are cared for when they

are not yet in school. It is intended primarily for those

children who have reached the end of their sixth year, but

who, for various reasons (physical or mental), have not

yet entered the Grundschule.
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Grundschule. It is in the Grundschule that we first.1. "..00. S. .mr. .,0 .
notice a marked difference between the Berlin and West

German school systems. Contrary to the practice in West

Germany, all Berlin children attend the Grundschule for a

total of six years. During the first four years all pupils

take the same subjects. A division of subjects begins with

the 5th year, at which time the pupil must being the study

of a foreign language, and choose either English, French,

Russian or Latin. This introduction of compulsory instruc

tion in a foreign language is found only in the Berlin

school system. After completion of the 6th grade, pupils

enter the higher branches which they have chosen. There

is in Berlin no branch corresponding to the Mittelschule

of West Germany.

Secondary6 Schools. Pupils who have successfully completed

the 6th grade of the Grundschule advance directly to one

of the three branches of the secondary schools. Entrance

examinations like those in most of West Germany are not

required. The choice of the secondary school branch is

made by parents (with consideration also given to the

wishes of the child) after consultation with the elementary

sdhool administration. The pupil is "on trial" for a period

of six months. If this period shows that the wrong choice

has been made, the child must transfer to another branch.

In order to make sueh transfers feasible, the curricula of

the three branches are kept fairly similar during the 7th

and 8th grades. Late developers can transfer not only from

the 8th grade of the practical branch into the 9th grade of

the.Jtechnical branch, but also into the 9th grade of the

academic branch.

Functions of the three secondary school branches:
...A. 444 AtaM.44.1,416101......4...-64-6/4..s.. .1a,J11 . . ...1.4.44. 4...(

(1) Practical branch. Here the pupils are prepared

mainly for apprenticeships in the crafts and

trc.des.
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(2) Technical branch. Tho purpose here is to channel

the pupils (after four years) into the engineer-

ing schools and into intermediate posts in ad-

ministration, commerce, and social services.

A planned future goal of this branch is to

qualify pupils to attend the high technical
schools.

(3) AcadftiO*btanch., This is the branch which pre-

pares pupils for entrance into the university.

However, it is also possible to enter the

university from the technical and practical

branches by making use of certain facilities

provided in the system.

Germpn-American Compunity School. Berlin has an elementary

school, still in the pilot stage, consisting half of German
and half of American pupils. Both languages are used as the
medium of instruction.

0o-educELtion, Co-education is the norm reher than the

exception in Berlin, in contrast to West Germany. It begins

in the Grundschule and continues throughout the entire
system. To meet the desires of parents who object in prin-

ciple to co-education, separate classes may be established

at the secondary level.

Teacher trainin.E. There are four tv:Tes of teacher training

in Berlin: (1) for the teacher with one special subject;

(2) for the teacher with two special subjects; (3) for the

academic teacher; and (4) for the commercial and crafts

teacher. (See Table IV on next page)
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15. Trends in the German School

It has been said that educPAion can be viewed aa a pendulum,
ever swinging to and fro. It is fascinating to contrast the
present American beat, "today lenient, tomorrow strict,"
with the modern German rhythm, "yesterday strict, today
lenient." The post-war German trend is clearly one of
greater freedom, more individuality, and less regimenta-
tion. Hitler's senseless waste of the German youth instilled
in the Germans a fear of centralized education which will
prevail for years to come. Today one finds no talk of
uniform educational requirements and practices, nor any
expression of a desire for them.

In Gemeinschaftskunde (social studies) there is increasing
stress on tolerance, understanding, and universal love for
all peoples. The German of today is striving through guid-
ance and counseling in the school to teach understanding
and brotherhood, both at home and abroad. This trend is
reflected in group studies, in school tours, and in chari-
table projects. It is evident in wall placards and in
school texts. Consider, for example, the following passages
inoattod in a text under the heading "Zum Nachdenkee
(approximately: Food for Thought):

"1. 16,000,000 Jews and other people were

destroyed through Hitler and his fanatical
followers."

"P. For 100 to 200 years the slave trade was a

profitable business. In America the Negroes

yore sold like enttle on the open market. As

a result of the American Civil War, the slaves
were freed. We must still fvee the slaves in
Africa."

One might conclude that a reconstructed Germany is veering

aharply from strict discipline in the school towards a



more tolerant, lively, animated classroom in which greater

individualism and love of one's fellow man will ultimately

develop. The instructors have not only the courage to

recognise past mistakes, but also the foresight to propose

remedies for the future. Such attitudes have produced,

and will continue to produce, an educational system quite

different from that of past decades.

16. Conclusion: A quanuarth the American ..11.2'..EhSchool.

From our report it can be seen that German secondary schools

differ in many ways from the Amrican High School: in the

more ambitious goals and higher selectivity of the Gymnas.ium;

in the more modest goals of the Mittelschule and Berufs-Aaaa
schule; in the importance of private and parochial schools;

in the school day and year; in the role "assigned to extra-

cuxricular activities; in the provision of sueh facilities

as libraries, health services, and student counseling;

in buildings and equipment; in school finances; in the

education and placement of teachers; in their salaries

and work loads; in parent-teacher relationships; and in

general trends.

Criticism of American secondary schools frequently includes

the remark that German secondary education is superior, and

the high quality of the German Gymnasium is cited as a case

in point. Yetas we hope our report has shownsuch a

comparison is not legitimate. The quality of the German

Gymnasium is indeed admirably high; but it educates less

than one-fifth of the total school populatian, and it has

the function of turning them into the intellectual elite

of the nation. The American High School, on the other hand,

educates--in effectthe entire population; it is at once

Gymnasium, Mittelschule., Berufssctiule, and advanced Volke-

schule. If there are superior features of the German

GzInastam which can be introduced into the American High
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School without changing its basic nature of "school for

all the people," then we shouldstrive to introduce them.

But if acceptance of these features would turn part of the

high school into a amnqsium, we should not introduce them

until we have first asked and answered a number of funda-
mental questions. Do we want a separation of pupils, as

early as the 5th grade, into a small percentage that will

go on to higher education and a large percentage that will

not? Educational values are certainly gained for The small

percentage thus separated; but are other values--personal

and civic--perhaps lost through this separation, and lost

for both groups? If the American High School loses certain

educotional values through its refusal to segregate a chosen

few for advanced training., are these values not perhaps

regained through that unique educational institution, the

Awrican college?

In our report we have not attempted to answer questions such

as these. We have instead tried to provide the descrip-

tion of German schools, which must first be made clear before

such questions can oven he asked.
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IV. Famine und Beruf

Germans at Home and at Work

German Referant: Frav. Vikarin Christa Springe

Faculty Advisen MAss Gisela Luther

Participants: Allen, James M.
Gordon, Fannetta N. ( Mrs.)

Greninger, Gordon H.

Gunderson, Robert C.

Hollinger, Lelia i. ( Mrs.)

Jones, Crystal A. ( Mrs.)

Joseph, Charles

Loewenstein, Arthur H.

McAuley, John

Melvey, Gordon L.

Mortimer, Vivian ( Mrs. )

Olson, Deanna R.

Schiller, lailbert K.

Schmeling, John P.

Smith, Lenore F.

Zemelis, Gertrude G. ( Mrs.)
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A. Organization. The group visited industries, administrative

offices, and families Zor interviews. The necessary

contacts had been established by Frau Springe before the

group arrived at Bad Boll.

The following places were visited:

1. City Hall of Boll

2. Wirttembergische Metallwarenfabrik ( a metalware

factory) at Geislingen.

3. A cabinetmaker!!t5shbp.ier_Balll

4. A farm in Bad Boll.

5. Four families in Boll.

6. A young people's home in Gbppingen.

7. A home for the agedin NUrtingen-Oberensingen.

8. The county hospital in Göppingen.

B. Aims. The purpose of our area study was to acquaint

ourselves with the conditions under which German men and

women work, and how their work is related to the life of

the individual and the family. It was to show us the

changes in the structure of the German family and how

they are closely related to current developments in the

German economy.

The following report is an attempt to describe our

observations.
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C. Reoorts on the Interviews.

1. Visit to the Rathaus in Boll; Interview with the

mayor, Mr. BbttIe.

Purp.2.22.: To obtain statistical data on Boll, to

learn about the administration of a small town, and

to find out how the people of Boll live and work.

Boll is a small community of approximately 3,500 people,

one of 60, in the Kreis (county) Gbppingen, Wurttemberg.

It is situated about 40 km southeast of Stuttgart. Under

the administration of Boll is Bad Boll, the site of a

well-known spa which was founded in 1595 when mineral

springs were discovered as the result of extensive

diggings in search of salt. Included in the population

of Boll are over 1,000 refugees and 100 workers from

other countries.

The community of Boll is governed by a mayor and a city

council. In a small town such as this, national political

parties have practically no influence on local affairs.

There are, from time to time, groups of voters, such as

workers, church members, or farmers, who form a

temporary political alliance to achieve a common purpose.

Through this democratic system, the mayor is elected

first for an eight-year term and can be elected to a

twelve-year second term. The present mayor, Mr. Bott13,

fihished Mittelschule ( for definitions of education

terminology see report on secondary schools) at sixteen

in Göppingen, worked in lesser administrative positions

in civic offices, including Boll. When the previous

mayor retired, Mr. Bottle counted on his experience and

training to win his election. The town council

(Gemeinderat)is composed of 12 male citizens. Women could

be elected into it but never have been so far. The mayor
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is president of the council and has a vote. The principal

tasks of the council are the administration of the schools,

community zoning and building, street repair and construction,

watur supply, water drainage, and community finances. The
twelve councillors convene once every two weeks and more often
in urgent cases. The citizens of Boll may Submit their

suggestions and requests to the council at any time. Once a

year, a public session is held with the townspeople. Other

administrative personnel of Boll, beside the mayor, include
a tax expert, a police registrar, one official in charge of

the administration of the state health insurance and social

security, charity work, aid to refugees, etc. The town pays

a salary to a.nurse who takes care of emergencies and pays

regular visits to the sick. All citizens are entitled to

this service without charge.

all does not have its own newspaper. An official mimeo-

graphed bulletin comes out at regular intervals.

The mayor has liberal offiee hours so that every citizen

may be abl-?, to see him.

The town hall is a very modern building erected only nine

years ago.

Financialauects of the town administration. Boll has an

autonomous administration but, not unlike municipal govern-
ments in the United States, relies heavily on the Land

(State) WUrttemberg for financial support. For instance, the

Land which, in turn, is independent from the Federal

Government in matters concerning education, will absorb

approximately 50 to 600 of the cost of erecting a new school,

and in so doing will assume a certain degree of control and

supervision over the project. The federal government gives

financial aid for other projects such as the construction of
roads.

," , Ahig+540OeSS, .4,41...>N*4 .04,, 91404,, ^.67,14.'W
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The annual budget of Boll amounts to approximately 1JI. 900,000.

Most of this is ear-marked for current expenses, only

approximately DM 200,000 is available for special projects.

The town's tax income is from the following sources:

a. DM 700,000 from real estate

b. DM 200,000 from business

c. DM 4,000 from miscellaneous sources, such as

a tax on the possession of dogs.

d. DM 9,000 for the maintenance of a volunteer

fire department, collected from non-

members of the department.

Subsidies from the Land amount to DM 300,000. Another source

of income are the forests owned by Boll. They cover an area

of approximately 250 Hektar (one Hektar equals approximately

2.5 acres), which are tended by a forester and his assitants.

Boll is not a wealthy community because the tax income from

industrial sources is ocmparatively low. Approximately 900

of the Boll residents work in nearby Gbppingen. Of thoscl

employed right in Boll, approximately 350 work in four small

factories, 20 in two contracting firms, 20 in two cabinet-

making shops, 10 for two plumbers and electricians, 20 in

various shops (butcher, baker, etc.), 350 in other occupations,

including farming, at the conference center of the Protestant

Church ( Evanaelische Akademie ), and at the spa.

A cross section of occupations reveals the following average

monthly incomes;

mason DM 650.--

office worker DM 900.--

teacher DM1200.--

mayor DM1600.--

a farmer with

20 Hektar of land DM1600.-- to 1800.--.
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Housing. Even in 1963, eighteen years after the war, there
is a need for more housing in Boll, a fact which is easily
explained by the sharp increase in population described above.
Boll has approximately 1000 households in 600 houses. An
apartment consisting of two rooms, kitchen, and bath rents
for approximately UM 200 a month. A one-family dwelling

consisting of four rooms, kitchen, and one bath costs
DM 120,000 to 130,000, including the lot (DM 30.-- to DM 40.--
per square meter). Rents in older houses are fixed by law
and average DM 70.-- a month.

All homes have running water and are connected with the
sewage system. Every family has a radio, many a television
set. Refrigerators and electric washers are becoming more
and more common in rural households. The newly built dwellings
have central heating, in the older ones, individual coal or
oil stoves are used.

Farmincr. We were told that the Boll farmers, as most German
farmers, are not specialized.but rather diversified farmers.
They market some of their crops, but a large part goes for
their own subsistence. Vegetables, potatoes, wheat, barley,
oats, fruit, and fodder are the main crops. Chickens and
cattle are to be found on most farms. Work horses are still
to be seen in the fields, but most farmers own or share a
tvactor. Cows or oxen are now seldom seen pulling wagons or
plows. The larger, more expensive pieces of machinery (combine
etc.) are shared by several families or can be rented. Farms

are 'cecoming modernized, and the trend in Germany, too, is
for bigger, specialized farming.

The typical farm in this area has its land scattered in

small parcels far apart from one another. Many of these small
farms therefore do not lend themselves to modern farming

techniques. This is the reason why many small farmers lease
all their land to bigger farmers and seek employment in the
industries.
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Farmland is not expensive. While land zoned for housing

sells for DM 30.-- to 40.-- per square meter, farm land

can be had for DM 1.-- to 2.--. Since many Germans feel,

because of past experience, that real estate is the safest

property, it is obvious that farmers do not sell property

at such a low price. Farmland cannot be sold for purposes

other than farming at higher prices.

Recreational facilities. Mr. Bottle, the mayor, showed

a real concern for the cultural life of his town. He has

many plans for the broadening of opportunities for adult

recreation. He mentioned his hopes for the utilization of

the new school building as a small cultural center during

evening hours - a place where the adults of the community

will be able to come together for participation in musical

activities, to read, to sit together and talk, to listen

to lectures, etc.

All this would be in addition to the recreatic.nal

facilities already available. He mentioned that Boll has

several clubs ( Vereine). The sport club has 250 members,

the music club 100, twenty-five of whom play musical

instruments, while the others enjoy singing together. We

were fortunate enough to hear the members of this music

club at a party in a Boll inn when the band and the men's

choral group performed .for us. It was interesting and

gratifying to see so many people so deeply concerned with

and so talented in music in such a small town.

Other groups are two hiking clubs, th swim club which has

many members, a shooting club, and one whose members

specialize in the raising of small domestic animals. (Klein-.

tierzUchtverein)

Because of the nearby mountains, the citizens of the

community have some limited access to skiing, but the snow

X.,e, 4,s4i. 1'; =4.1.7-4,,,,s-647,ZMIKS;fiZAREMESN"



does not las:t long enough for extensive skiing.

We aaked Mr. Bottle about the availability of evening

entertainment for teenagers, and what they.do for their

amusement. He said they did not have too much outside

of dancing, movies, and the various clubs. There is some-

times dancing in the cafes, and some also go to Gbppingen

for evening fun. This presents a problem, however, if they

do not own automobiles, because the last bus to Boll leaves

Gbppingen at 11;00 P.M., and taxi fare is not inexpensive.

There are dance courses offered in Boll in which young

people can learn to waltz, tango, and ao other modern dances.

Mr. Bbtt ::. said folk dancing was declining in popularity,

except for that taught the younger children in the schools.

From observation of the community, we became aware of a

camaraderie among the townspeople in the evenings. They

seem to enjoy just sitting in the cafes together,

conversing as they drink their beer. They also enjoy

singing spontaneously together and know lilerally scores

of folksongs.

Churches. Until the end of the war, Boll was almost

completely Protestant. However, many refugees who settled

here after 1945 are Catholic, and a small Catholic church

was built immediately upon the arrival of the first ones.

The Evamelische Akademie has been very helpful in bringing

to Boll not only religious activities but also other re-

lated cultural activities. In addition, approximately one

hundred boys of Boll are active in church-sponsored youth

programs.

While attending' Sunday services in the locaJ_ churches here,

we have felt ourselves welcome to participate.
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Schools. The elementary school in Boll is over 100 years

old. A new school is planned but not yet being built. The

mayor is very interested in the design of the new building
and wants it to be attractive and efficient and at the

same time homey so that the children will not consider

their school an institution of stern unfriendly character,

but rather an integral part of their lives. Instead of

long straight corridors which have a sterile, laboratory-

like look, he would like to see an occasional jog here and
there where an arrangement of books or artifacts could be
placed.

The mayor hopes eventually to see aamualam and a
Berufsschule in Boll.

Prolects_forlature qemelop_ments: The mayor told us that
project No.1 was the installation of a sewage disposal

plant which will cost approximately DM 1,500,000.--. The
town's sewage system was installed only a few years ago,

during the present mayor's first term of office. The other

important project is the erection of a new school building

which is estimated to cost approximately DM 2.7 million.

A 5,000-volume library is in the blueprint stage.

Financial aid from the Government can be expected for this.

2. Visit to the WUrttembergische Metallwarenfabrik

lypin,.a metalware factory in Geisliggerttembero:
Interview with the Personnel Director and a member
of the Betriebsrat ( Employees' Committee)

Purpose: To learn about working conditions in a large

industrial plant.

The WIVIF has its main plant in Geislingen, a medium-sized

town in WUrttemberg. The company started as a small work-

shop with thirteen employees in the 1850's. The railroad
repair shop at Geislingen, on the major railroad between
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East and West, drew many workers to this area, from whose
ranks the WMF :recruited its work force. In 1963, it has

7,800 employees, of whom 6,000 work in Geislingen, 1000 in

branch factories in neighboring communities, 800 are sales
personnel. 40 percent of all employees are women. Of the 300
employees under 18 years of age, only 150 are unskilled
workers. They are under the care and supervision of their
foremen (Meister) and the social worker ( WerksfUrsorarin).
The other 150 are apprentices working in the special school-
workshop under a Meister and 18 instructors who are re-
sponsible for their training. They are required,to go to
school one day each week. Their apprenticeship takes three
years.

WMF produces flatware, as well as tableware and kitchen

utensils. Their products are of silver, stainless steel,
enamel, or silver-plate. There is also a glass-making

department where all glass is blown and cut by hand.

The administration of the plant is typical of German

industry. The following drawing illustrates its organizationg

Management

: technical administrative :

represented
4.

I_

Personnel Director , i 1 Betriebsrat

-----7:-

represented by
I

1

Employees

We were pleased to be given the opportunity to talk to a
representative of both the Personnel Department and the
Betriebsrat.
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As is common practice in German industry, a definite

distinction is made between white-collar and blue-collar

workers (Amestell:te and Arbeiter) or, as the Personnel

Departments classify them: persons receiving salaries or

wages respectively (Gehaltsempfänzer and Ionnemlanger).

Differences in social status still exist to some degree.

Besides, the 141.ste11ter has certain privileges which the

Arbeiter does not enjoy. While an Arbeiter can be given two

weeks' notice of dismissal, an Aluestellter must be given

6 weeks' notice, effective only on the last day of each

quarter year. 'This regulation is binding on both employees

and employers, however.

The state health insurance (Krankenkasse), at WMP, was

replaced by the company's own health insurance plan

(Betriebskrankenkasse)which ic state-approved and operates

in exactly the same fashion as the official state insurance.

The Personnel Department is in charge of its administration.

It provides medical, surgical, and dental benefits, and

hospitalization. All workers earning up to approximately

DM 700.-- a month must be members of this plan. The company

pays 50 per cent of the dues. The employee's share amounts

to approximately 5 per cent of his income. Medications

prescribed by the doctors are free, except for a nominal

administrative fee charged by the pharmacy.

In case of illness and inability to work, an Avestellter

receives his full salary for six months. After that period,

he receives sick-pay (Erank!ngell), amounting to 65 to 70

per cent of his gross salary. No deductions are made from

this. An Arbeiter receives nothing during the first three

days, and full pay thereafter for six weeks, of which 90

per cent is paid by the Krankenkasse and 10 per cent by the

employer.
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The company also has a health center (Gesundheitshaus) on

its own grounds. A doctor employed by WI/IF examines all

newly-employed so that they may be given appropriate jobs,

he takes care of emergencies, and administers minor therapy.

In general, German workers earning up to a certain income

carry a retirement insurance, similar to our Social Security.

Anautellte are covered by the Invaliden-Versicherung.Men

retire at 65 and women at 60, or earlier if they become

incapacitated, and receive a pension amounting-to approxi-

mately 80 per cent of their average income until they die.

The company adds a little to the pension of a long-time

employee.

All employees may eat a warm meal at noon in the dining

room of the company's very attractive Union (Gemeinschafts-

haus). Approximately 2,000 meals are sold there every day at,,

the nominal price of DM 0.80, approximately 50 per cent of

the actual cost of the meal.

Asked about the average wages paid by the company, the

Personnel Director gave us the following figures: a skilled

worker must earn a minimum of DM 3.03 per hour, but actually

earns DM 5.00 and more. The absolute minimum wage agreed

upon between labor and management, in the group of unskilled

labor, is EN 2.17, but actually runs DM 2.60 to 2.70. It

was pointed out to us that the wages paid by WMF are not

"social wages" (Soziallohn)but are based upon the individual

employee's efficiency (Leistungslohn). The specific social

situation of the individual employee (such as number of

children, responsibility for disabled family members, and

special hardship cases) is reflected by the taxes he pays.

All employees are by law entitled to a vacation:

under 18 years:

19 to 25 years:

26 to 30 years:

31 years and over;

30 days

15 days

18 days

21 days.

L f44. 4." 4,,
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It is worthy of note that these benefits have long been

common practice in Germany and are not, as might be suspected

inspired solely by the shortage of labor which has prevailed
for the past nine Nears. Only 0.4 per cent of the German

work force is at pl'esent unemployed. The German industries

are trying to counterbalance this labor shortag,e by employ-

ing.Jforeign workers, 663,000 foreigners are now working in

Germany, approximately 300fluairily Italians, work at WMF.
Nevertheless, several hundred thousand jobs remain vaca.nt.

An important social benefit enjoyed by WMF employees is the

low-interest loans granted for the building of new housing-

a contribution to the alleviation of the housing shortage.

WMF allows its employees to share in its own profits.ld:Ir6eeat

years, the company has been able to pay them up to 80 per:oeht -

of their individual monthly earnings at the end of each year.

The Betriebsrat is a committee of 21: five Amestellte and

sixteen Arbeiter. Committee members are elected by secret

ballot to a two-year term. They represent the employees in

contract negotiation3 with the firm. According to a law passed

in 1952 which settles certain basic questions of labor-

management relations ( Betriebsveramungsgpsetz), the

Betriebsrat must be re-elected every other year. The number

of members depends on the size of the company. They do not

have to be members of unions, but they usually are.

2a. The German Labor Unions; Discussion witll Mr. Riedel -and

Frau Springe, both experts in labor problems. ( A

Visit to the DGB Union, which had previously been

arranged, unfortunately had to be cancelled.)

Before 1933, there were three clearly visible trends in

German trade unions: Marxist, Liberal, and Conservative -

Christian. With Hitler's seizure of power came a subjugation

of German unions. Hitler combined both employers and employees

V ,A.- v
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in one organization, the Deutsche Arbeitsfront,in order to

control them more effectively. Union leaders who were not
willing to surrender their unionV interests to the political
aspirations of the Third Reich were imprisoned or murdered
in concentration camps. Many fled Germany or went underground
to work against the regime.

1945 was the "Year Zero" for German labor unions in a

democratic society. After long and bi+%er discussion, a single
union organization, hipAeltsgewerkschaft, was chosen in 1948
as the most effective. In this organization, the Deutscher
Gewerkschaftsbund (DGB), are combined sixteen separate

industries. Examples are the metal industry and the chemical

industry. These sixteen unions are all autonomous, but they
are not all equally strong. The names of some are preceded
by the initials I.G.= Industriegewerkschaft (industrial union).

The sixteen unions which compose the Deutscher Gewerkschafts-
bund are:

Industriegewerkschaft Metall

Gewerkschaft Offentliche Dienste, Transport und Verkehrr...,.,or ,n
Industriegewerkschaft Bergbau

Industriegewerkschaft Chemie, Papier, Keramik

Gewerkschaft der Eisenbahner Deutschlands

Deutsche Postgewerkschaft

Industriegewerkschaft Bau, Steine, Erden

Gewerkschaft Nahrung, Genuss, Gaststätten

Gewerkschaft Holz

Industriegewerkschaft Druck und kapier

Gewerkschaft Handel, Banken, Versicherungen

Gewerkschaft Gartenbau, Land- und Forstwirtschaft

Gewerkschaft Leder
1111111.411........

Gewerkschaft Erziehung un.d Wissenschaft

Gewerschaft_Kunst

Gewerkschaft Textil und Bekleidung
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Besides the Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund with its 6,378,000

members, there are several other organizations which promote

and protect the interests of their members. The Deutsche

AnaestelltenFewerkschaft (DAG) represents white-collar

workers, who may also belong to the union representing the

industry in which they workaif they so desire. The DAG has

451,000 members at this time. The Deutscher Beamtenbund (DBB)

represents officials of the German government, that is,

permanent, salaried officials occupying a osition of trust

which is above a certain level of income and responsibility.

The DBB has 700,000 members. Another group is the Christliche

Gewerkschaft Deutschl,ands (CGD) with 40,000 members, which

emphasizes the pursuit of goals more in accordance with the

ideals of the Christian religion. The Evangelical Church has

not encouraged the CGD, for the Church is not in favor of

any formation which divides workers into groups based upon

religious beliefs alone. Instead, the Evangelical Church .

emphasizes the penetration of Christian philosophy into the

labor force as it is now organized.

Each union in the Deutscher Gewerksch.aftsbund (DGB)

negotiates separately with the employer. Here the unions'

position is weakened by the fact that 1) not all the workers

are members and 2) that the unions do not have the solid

backing which is often necessary for sucessful negotiations.

The wage agreement made between employer and employee is

ratified by the Federal Government and is binding on all

parties. The fact that non-members receive the fruits of

union efforts has been a sourcF of bitter controversy.

Union dues are determined by the employee's wages. The more

he earns, the more he pays. For most German workers, this

amounts to DM 8to DM 15 per m)nth. In other words, the wages

for one hour's work per week go to the union.



Existing legislation provides for equal pay for men and women

engaged in the same 74ork. Carrying out this legislation is

a different matter, however. In many cases ways are found to

pay women less then men. An employer may persuade a female

worker that her work is somehow different from that performed

by a male worker whose place she is taking. At WMF we were

told that women workers were given lighter tasks to perform

and that this accounted for their lower pay.

Every union member is provided free legal counseling by his

union. If the emoloyee feels that his work deserves an ad-

justmeat in pay, and if his employer refuses, the employee

may bring suit against the company. An example was given of

a female crane-operator who moved up to the work formerly

performed by a highly paid man. Her employer refused to pay

her more; consequently she sued. The case has not yet been

decided. Bringing suit in this manner may damage the employee's

chances for continued employment in the company.

There is no established governmental machinery to intercede

in employer-union bargaining. The West German Government has

absolutely nothing to do with negotiations and does not

assume the responsibility of arbitrating in strikes. There is

no injunction which can be used to-force workers to return

to their jobs for a "cooling-off° period. But the employer

and union may, if they wish, call in a government commission

as mediator.

The two most powerful unions are the Metal gorkers' and the

Miners'. The successful campaigns of these two unions for

higher wages and better working conditions have affected

other fields, for other industries have more or less followed

suit. While as many as ninety per cent of all employees are

tightly organized in their own separate group, the Arbeitgeber-

verband, only about one German worker in three belongs to a

lobor union, or about six million out of a total labor force
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of 18 million. Farmers and female workers are the most

difficult to oi'ganize. Women have been encouraged by the

churches as well as the unions to take an active part in

matters that affect tteir employment, for example, to be-

come members of the Betriebsrat of their company (an elected

committee representing, employees).

Much of the progress that has been made in higher wages and

better working conditions can be traced back to the efforts

of the German labor unions. Good sense on the-part of

employers has also been an important factor. As an example

of wage increases in the past ten years, these figures may

be given: a metal-worker in 1953 earned about DM 2.50 per

hour. In 1963, he is earning DM 4.30 per hour, an increase

of more than 70 per cent.His purchasing power, however, has

increased only slightly. 2roductivity has not kept pace with
the increase in pay, that is, wages have increased much

faster than production. Mr. Riedel felt that this was not

inflationary, however; and that the high prices in German

stores are caused by other factors.

In the.past few years in West Germany, there has been about

one strike per year, and, in general, the union involved

has won the strike. Our union speaker pointed out that no

one -:3ally "wins" a strike. Lost production and lost wages

are really never made up. In the event of a strike, each

striking worker who belongs to the union receives financial

assistance from the union in the amount of 50 per cent of

his usual pay. There is no definite time limit on this

assistance.

It is interesting to note here that in the Federal Republic

of Germany, teachers belong to a union, the Gewerkschaft

Erziehung und Wissenschaft, and that everyone considers

this to be quite normal, proper, and the professional thing
to do.
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3. Visit to a:.cabinetmahrls_shopin Boll.

Purpose: To find out how a German craftsman lives and

works.

Mr. B's furniture shop is located near the center of Boll.

The simple structure was erected fifty years ago by the

present owners father, a cabinetmaker who worked a small

farm on the side. At that time, no electricity was available;

consequently, no power tools were used and the rooms were

lighted by kerosene lamps with mirrors behind. them. Since

this period, the structure has been remodeled to provide

more space in what is still an overcrowded shop. A small

display window is located at the front of the building facing

the street, where the stable was formerly located. There are

living quarters on the second floor. The shop is made up

of two rooms; one houses the large power tools and the other

the hand tools, benches, presses, and assembly equipment.

There are open storage facilities for raw lumber at the

rear of the shop.

In Germany, nobody may excercise a craft or maintain a shop

unless he has been trained in his particular trade or craft

thliough the traditional apprenticeship system which dates

back to the Middle Ages. According to Mr. B., it is this

careful training of the German craftsman that has made it

possible for him to survive all economic crisis and changes.

Lven in the Common Market, the German craftsman, according

to Mr. B., has nothing to fear from his European competitors

because he produces high-quality work. In 1945, the U.S.

Military Government proclaimed the liberalization of all

trades and crafts. The crafts have since succeeded in re-

establishing the former system of training.

Mr. B. has been a master cabinetmaker since 1937, and as a

master is entitled to train apprentices. An apprentice
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enters the trade at the age of 14 to 15, after eight years

of school. He serves in this status for three years. His

day begins at 7 A.M. and ends at 6 P.M., averaging a forty-

hour week. He has 1/2-hour coffee-break at 10, an hour for

lunch and a half-hour rest period at 3 P.M. At one time, the

apprentice had to pay the master for his subsistence and

training, but today he receives a stipend of DM 65 per month

for the first year, DM 100 the second year, and DM 120 for

the third. This is paid by the master. The apprentice is

covered by both health and accident insurance. The apprentice

obtains training in all phases of the production. He must

spend one half day a week in trade school for formal

training. To ensure that the apprentice receives instruction

and practical training in all phases of production, he

spends som time in a training work-shop maintained by a

professional organization.

After successfullycompleting the required three-year period,

he submits to a board of eximiners a sample piece of

furniture (GesellenstUck) and does some work in the shop

under supervision, and, after passing this examination, is

elevated to the rank of journeyman (Geselle).

The training period for the journeyman lasts five years,

during which time he develops his abilities to such

proficiency as will qualify him for the rank of Master.

At the end of his training period, he takes an extensive

examination, both theoretical and practical. If he fails

it, he is permitted to repeat it twice. He must be 24 years

old before he may take his final examination. Upon receiving

the Master rank, he is qualified to establish his own shop.

One of Mx. B's employees, who is also shop-foreman, has

served twenty-five years in this shop, having failed his

final test three times. Journeymen who are trained in mass

production factories prove to be undesirable in the small
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shops, because they are not proficient in all phases of

furniture making.

The standard wage of a journeyman is usually DM 3.20 per

hour. Mr. B. pays a little over this. One journeyman who

has served five years receives DM 3.50 per hour. For over-

time, the employees receive their normal hourly pay. As a

journeyman, he can expect a top wage of DM 4.-- per hour,

with a forty-four hour week.

Mr. B. specializes in cabinet and furniture making. An

interesting cr,ntrast is his twenty-five year old son Willy.

He had eight years in elementary school. Afterwards, he

served the 3-year apprenticeship, and then worked for his

father as a journeyman for two years, after which he studied

at a special technical trade school for two years,

concentrating on the following subjects: occupational

education, expert craftsmanship, retailing, and drafting

(plans and blueprints). At the end of this period, he took

both the Master's and Technical test. Where the average

journeyman must wait until he is 24 years old to take this

test, Willy took it at twenty-three because of his additional

training, but this is unusual. The test required him to

construct a dining-room cabinet, which took 200 hours to

make. The oak wood and other materials he used cost him

over DM 1600.--.

Willy has several advantages as a result of his training.

He can earn more money, and he can return to the technical

trade school as an instructor in his craft. People with

his training are in constant demand. Of the 120 who started

in his class, only 60 passed the first-year test and 32

completed the entire course. As Masters, they can expect

salaries of 700 to 800 per month, and of course, they can

start a business of their own.
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Mr. B. has a new employee in his shop with a Master's 2ank.

His starting salary is DM 3.20 per hour, and his hours are

the same as the journeyman's. While Mr. B. showed great

pride in his craft, he pointe&out that young people now

are more interested in learning trades having to do with

modern machinery, such as the job of automechanictetc.

Mrs. B., too, has a role in this business. She takes care
of the accounting books, taxes, wages, telephone calls,
and mets the customers. In mentioning taxes, Mr. B. point-
ed out that he must pay a four-percent tax on his income.

The specialty of Mr. B's shop is straight- line furniture

mostly of modern design. If a special design is used for

a customer, no duplication is made of it. The customers

are welcome to come into the shop and observe while their

furniture is being made. A three-year warranty provides free

repair of furniture, but Mr. B. will not repair furniture
that is factory-zmade. His favorite work is "built-in"

furniture, such as we saw at the Evangelische Akademis. No

upholstering is done in his shop. An average price for a

good bedroom set is DM 1800 to 2000, consisting of two beds,

two bedside tables, one closet, one chest with mirror, and

two chairs.

The kinds of wood used depend on desired quality and design.
Wood may come from a tree in the neighborhood, blown down

by a storm, or it may be imported from various parts of the

world. About twenty different kinds of wood are used,

including walnut (imported from the U.S.), oak, ash, linden,

and American redwood. Plywood has become very popular. It
is veneered in the shop with large presses. We saw some

formica tops in the shop:. With the exception of furniture

hardware and special lathe-turned parts, all sections that

make up any piece of furniture are manufactured and assembled
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in the shop. The furniture is then finished with varnish

or lacquer. A spray unit is used and the initial finishing

is done outside to eliminate the dust problem. More expensive

furniture requires laborious hand-rubbing to acquire a

special gloss. Mr. B. spent one week polishing a bedroom .

set, and he pointed out that young craftsmen no longer have

the patience to do this tedious task.

One el' the two rooms that make up the shop houses the

industrial-sized power tools. This includes the bench saw,

a planer, a band-saw, and a belt-sander. The other room

contains the wood presses, hand tools, a large variety of

clamps, work benches, and small power tools. There is a

large stove in the middle of the main shop room. In this

stove sawdust is burned to heat the shop and the upstairs

apartment.

Mr. B. enjoys the patronage of 250 regular customers. He

has served people from as far away as Stuttgart and Munich.

No effort is made to solicit additional business. If any

surplus pieces are on hand, they may be disposed of on the

open market by a retail outlet maintained in the larger

cities for these furniture crafts. Mr. B. pointed out that

the furniture-making craft is not at all in comotition

with large manufacturers. He feels that the demand for

handmade furniture will always prevail as long as people

want quality workmanship. It is quite eveident that his

establishment will enjoy prosperous existence as long as the

people support this type of craftsmanship.

4. Visit to.a farm nin Bad Boll

Purpose: To visit a large farm where young farmers are

trained, and to see how a farm family lives.

The German system of education and labor provides a plan

whereby a man or woman may receive training in agriculture,
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as in any other occupation, to progress from apprentice to

journeyman to master of agriculture. An apprentice begins

his apprenticeship upon leaving the elementary school at the

age of 14. He works for two years in training with his

parents and one-half year with some farmer. During his

apprenticihip, he must attend aft,agricultural school one-

half day every two weeks during two winters. A girl attends

this school the same way:for one winter. The first year, the

apprentice receives a minimum of DM 75 to 80 per month, the

second year he earns DK 100, and the third year DM 120 to 130

per month. When his apprenticeship is over, he becomes a

journeyman, and after an additional five years of experience

he is eligible to take the Master's examination. This

examination is administered by the German Government. In the

area of Boll, it is administered by an authority in Göppingen.

The examination tests the applicant's theoretical knowledge

of farming, and his mastery of practical agricultural

techniques.

A Landwirtschaftsmeister is permitted to train apprentices,

but first must be approved by a government cOmmission which

inspects his farm to determine whether it is a suitable place

for such training. A Meisterin may take a position as trainer

of female apprentices at someone else's farm in case the

resident wife already has too many responsibilities.

In WUrttemberg, the centuries-old practice of dividing the

family farm among the heirs has resulted in small, scattered

farm plots. To reduce or eliminate the inefficiency which

necessarily accompanies this condition, the German governmant

has created an arbitration agency which is available to

farmers to help them consolidate their farm lands. This

redistribution, program, known as Flurlzereinigungy has not

made much progress in Boll as yet. A simple majority of

farmers is needed to set the program in action. Most of the
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owners of large farms are in favor of redistribution, but

most owners of small farms are not, for they usually farm

on a part-time basis-while earning most of their income in

the city. The farmer whom we visited was more fortunate than

many others, because all his fields lie within a radius of

one kilometer. Owners of small farms which no longer provide

a sufficient income nevertheless want to hold on to their

land for the security that it gives them.

Vacations are becoming increasingly more possible for German

farm families. In many communities, there are persons who are

qualified to work in the place of the vacationing farmer and

his wife. The Protestant and Catholic Churches have

organizations which make vacations possible for farm women

in special rest homes, because the mortality was exceedingly

high among these women.

The German farmers feel that they are not sharing in the

general economic boom of their country. The so-called "Green

Plan" of the Governmegt was instituted to help them. Germany j.

imports large quantities of farm products which would under-, .

sell thr-) German products if the Government did not put a

protective surcharge on the real price of these products.

This amount is cashed by the Government and used for subsidies

under the "Green Plan". Our fanner told us that the farmers

in this area receive for each litre of milk sold a subsidy

of four Pfennig from the Federal Government and one Pfennig

from the Land Baden-WUrttemterg

The farm we visited is run by a widow and her newly married

son. The farm buildings were erected in 1870 and are owned by

the Brethren of Bad Boll, a religious congregation. The

woman has lived on the farm for 36 years. Her husband died

six years ago. The farm has 34 Hektar (approximately 85

acres) of land which are leased by contract every twelve years.
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In case of death of the lessee, the lease privilege is given

automatically to the children. Only inefficient farming

could cause an occupant to be required to quit the leased

farm, because there are laws protecting his interests.

Required payments are made every three months. Once a year,

on June 1, the lessor inspects the farm to determine whether

or not it is being run properly. 2he lessee is also obligated

to maintain the fertility of the soil, the lessor to maintain

the buildings.

The son has trairied three male apprentices so far. The

mother is a trainer of female apprentices. She is currently

training two girls in addition to the new daughter-in-law,

originally a city girl who has completed one-half year with

another family. She will study with her mother-in-law for

two years and hopes to become a trainer of apprenticeeherself.

This is an &lmost vital requirement for the present-day farm

since hardly any farm help is available. The apprentices live

and eat with the9family in the house. A typical day begins at

5 A.M. for the men who have the milking and feeding chores.

Electrical milking machines are used. Everyone has breakfast

at 7:30 and works until 1130. After lunch, they work from

1 P.M. until a late afternoon break at 4:30 P.M. after which

various ohores are done until 7 P.M.

Both men and women have responsibilities. The men do the

chores in the stables and the heavy work in the fie10.s. The

girls do the house and garden work; they also sort and sell

eggs and clean the milking equipment. During the harvest they,

too, must help with the field work. Additional tasks are

cleaning the chicken houses (every six months) and continual

maintenance of the automatic chicken-feeding equipment.

This farm which is one of the larger ones in Boll- Bad Boll,

has 35 milk cows and about 60o0 hens and pullets. Of these,
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1200 or so are layers, which produce about 1,000 eggs per

day. The eggs are sold to private parties and to small

businesses. Fifty hogs are being raised for market. Wheat,

barley, oats, and corn are raised. The shortage of workers

has forced this farm family to rely more and more on the

raising of fowl as their chief source of income, for one man

can take care of 4,000 to 5,000 chickens. This year, for the

first time, they are keeping the cattle in the pastures all

summer and also milk them there. This enables them to use

the stables for the chickens. In earlier years, the farm

used to grow potatoes, and onions for market, but these

products do not pay now. Besides, the soil is not good for

the raising of potatoes. During the last war, the present

farmer's father was the only large-scale producer of tomatoes

in this area.

Besides the three-story house with three utility room6,

a kitchen, dining room, office/sitting-room, living room,

bathroom, and seven bedrooms, there is a workshop, machine

shed, stable, and two large barns. Modern conveniences are

present in the house: radio, television, automatic washer,

refrigerator, and a gas-fired central heating system. The

family owns all its own farm machinery -- two tractors, a

hay-rakepand hay wagon-- except for the threshing machine,

which is rented.

The farmer is one of the twelve members of the local council.

Here he represents not only farming interests, but those of

the entire community. He favors government intervention in

problems related to land redistribution.

5. Visits to four families in Boll.

Purpose: observation of typical two-generation families.
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a. Visit to the von Sch. fully in Boll.

This is one of the numerous fatherless families in present-

day Germany. Mr. von Sch. was killed in action in World War

II. Mrs. von Sch. has two grown-up children. The son, Jürgen,

is 23 years old; Gerhild, the daughter, is 22. Both are

students at the Free University of West Berlin. JUrgen is

studying physics, Gerhild intends to be an art teacher or,

perhaps 0 a commercial artist. Mrs. von Sch. is working half

days as secretary in the karaelisple Akademie. We were

very graciously received by her and enjoyed the visit very

much.

The home. The apartment is large and very well laid out.

It is furnished and decorated in very good taste. The built-

in closets, sliding doors, and the floor were built by Mr.

Brenner, the local cabinetmaker, whom we had visited a few

days earlier. Mrs. von Sch. mentioned repeatedly the fact .

that she was very happy to at last have an apartment of her

own, as she had not had one for the last 20 years. From the

great number of books in her bookcase and the many abstract

paintings on the walls, we gathered that this family is

greatly interested in literature and art.

The apartment consists of 2 bedrooms, a large liVingroum

which at one end can be converted to a diningroom , a very

modern kitchen, and a modern bath. The monthly rent

(without heat) is DML250.--

The family's monthly income is composed of the following:

a)State pension DM 1000.-- (her husband was a Government

official employed with the Ministry of Economics), b)basic

pension to which every war widow in Germany is entitled:

DM 160.--; c)Mrs. von Sch's monthly salary at the Exatallsche

Akademie: DM 350.--. The total monthly income is DM 1510.--.

Of this amount, her children receive DM 600.-- monthly,
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DM 300.-- each. Last month, her daughter won a prize at the

International Photography Exhibition in Cologne, and there-

fore did not need her monthly allowance. Perhaps it should be

mentioned at this point that both children work during their

vacations in order to earn some extra money. JUrgen is a

Lieutenant in the Reserves of the Army of the Federal

Republic and earns an extra salary while assisting with

drills and maneuvers during his summer vacation. This summer,

he plans to work for the Siemens Company in Berlin, and after

that will take a trip through Spain. Gerhild works for a

photographer most of the time. By doing so, she not only

earns money but gains experience for her future profession

as well. Last summer, she was given a Government fellowship

. which enabled her to study in France for a month. The family

does not spend vacations together. The children have

different interests and prefer to go South, whereas Mrs. von

Sch. likes the North Sea best of all. She is a native of

Bremen.

The family's original home was Berlin. ( This is why both

children have chosen to study there). After the bombing of

their home in Berlin, they moved to Göppingen. From 1945

to 1950, all three members of the family lived in one roam

at the Kurhaus of Bad Boll. In 1962, they moved to a very

small apartment at the Eyamelische Akademie. In 1962, they

were finally able to rent an apartment of their own, with

their own furniture in it, and that seems to have been a

great event for the entire family. Once again, we became

aware that the housing shortage still is one of the greatest

problems of Germany.

We found our visit with the von Sch. family most interesting

and enjoyable and are glad to have had an opportunity to get

a glimpse of German family life.
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b. Visit with the C. saL42.2 in Boll.

ahe Rev. Crönert, a minister in the Luthern Church, was born

in the Mark Brandenburg region. During World War II, he was

taken prisoner by the Russians and was in a prisoner-of-war

camp in East Prussia for one year. After his release, he went

to the Eastern sector of Berlin where he received his church

assignment. The Rev. and Mrs. Crönert met and were married

there. Mrs. Crdnert has two children from her first marriage,

a daughter and a son. Two more children, Barbara, now 15,

and Matthias, 13, were born to the Crönerts.

They spent eleven years in Berlin, then moved to Wuppertal,

and in December 1962 to Boll because they preferred living

in the country. The move from Berlin to Wuppertal was

extremely complicated. The East German authorities insisted

upon a detailed list and inspection of every item owned by

the family. To move their grand piano, 56 signatures were

required, because even private property is not allowed to

leave the territory without special permission. Even book

titles had to be listed before they were shipped to West

Germany.

The Crönerts' home is the second story of a modern house

located on a beautiful mountain slope at the edge of Boll.

Their apartment has four rooms, a kitchen and bath, all

very tastefully and beautifully furnished. They have a

television set, radio, refrigerator, gas range, and ex-

oelleni illumination. The immaculate condition of everything

testifies to Mrs. O's excelleilt housekeeping. A large book-

case filled with books indicates intellectual interests and

goals. This apartment is furnished at no cost by the

Evangelische Akademie. The C's aspiration is to own their

own home again some day as they did in the past. For this

purpose, they are saving money in a private home-foundation

(Bilauazillus.). This type of plan is described in detail
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on page of this report. Their present home is some-

what too small for the two parents and their two young

children, but they hope that the owner will finish the

third floor to give them more room. Mrs. C's two older

children are no longer at hom.e. The daughter lives in Berlin,

and the son is a sailor.

The Rev. C's hobbies are music (he plays the piano and the

violin) and making his own musical recordings. An activity

in which the entire family participates is camping. They

not only own a car but also a trailer which enables them

to travel more extensively than would be the case if they

had to stay in hotels.

In the C's household, family life plays an important role.

The children, Barbara and Natthias, attend sunpaala in

Göppingen. They leave the house at 6:30 every morning and

return at 12:45. They travel by train because it costs less

than by bus. Barbara wants to be a pediatric nurse, Matthias

an elementary school teacher. Both children would rather

live in a large city than in Boll, but they enjoy the skiing

here in winter. Matthias, an extremely well-mannered young-

ster, was introduced to us. Barbara was not at home. She

had told her parents that she regretted not being able to

-be there during our visit -- she had hoped to practice her

English with us.

The C's have a dog, three birds, and a white mouse. The

dog's name may be changed to Fitzgerald in honor of

President Kennedy, who made a tremendously favorable im-

pression on the C's and on the German people in general.

The C's love for animals is shown by the fact that they de-

dided not to let the pet mouse run free when it proved to

be somewhat of a nuisance, for they were afraid that it

would starve or be eaten by some other animal.
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When we asked the Rev. C. whether, as a former Berliner,

he had hopes for a re-unification of Germany, he expressed

his belief that it was not .Goo late to attain this diffi-

cult goal.

Our visit with this German family was exceedingly enjoyable,

and was made even more enjoyable by the coffee and home-

made fruit tart provided by Mrs. C.

c. Visit with the Sch. family in Boll.

The Sch. family consists of six members. Mx. Sch. works

for a Protestant organization which deals with workers in

their relationship to the Church. Mrs. Sch. has no work

outside the home. There are three sons, 16, 15, and 11,

and a daughter, 13. The oldest boy attends Mittelschule;

the second, a Wirtschaftsq.berschule.;, the youngest goes to

a anyAsjaili.., and the daughter is in elementary school.

The family lives in a home which is slightly more than one

year old. Their monthly rent is DM 250.--, which according

to them is comparatively low for a home of this type. The

lower floor of the building contains an office of the

organization for which Mr. Sch. works. The entire building

is heated by oil, the cost of which is shared by the organi-

zation and the family. Other expenses include DM 45.--

monthly for electricity and about DM 12.-- for the telephone.

Mrs. Sch. spends about 1/4 to 1/3 of the family income for

food. The two older boys receive DM 2.50 weekly as pocket

money, and the two younger ones, DM 1.50. Out of this they

must buy their school supplies.

The home is furnished in modern style, but not elaborately.

The livingroom contains several hundred books, among

them several sets.of reference works, books on labor and

communism, and quite a few mysteries, which Mr. Sch. enjoys

reading for relaxation.
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Mr. Sch's work keeps him away from home during the week

and often on week-ends since he travels to all parts of

West Germany. Because of the nature of Mr. Sch's job, the

family must have an automobile, for which he receives some

financial aid from his employer.

The children have some duties at home. They must make their

beds and prepare their own breakfasts. The daughter helps

with the cleaning and dish-washing. There is no maid and

the mother is quite busy running the household.

The family does not have a wide circle of acquaintances.

One of the reasons for this is that the family is new in

the area, and another is because the mother has little

free tim and the father travels a great deal.

Sometimes on Sunday they take drives in the car, or visit

relatives. Bach summer they have a three-week vacation.

This year they have arranged to exchange homes with a family
in Holland.

The children have a variety of hobbies. The youngest boy

collects stamps, the daughter likes reading and listening

to the radio, the 15-year-old son makes airplane models,

is active in sports, and belongs to a church club. The

oldest boy likes to tinker with radios.

The family has three meals a day. A typical midday meal

consists of soup, a vegetable, potatoes, and sometimes

meat, the latter more often in winter than in summer. A

typical supper consists of potatoes, salad, and eggs or

sausages, sometimes bread and cold cuts.

d. Visit to the T., famila in Boll.

The T. family live in a pleasantly furnished two-family

dwelling of post-war construction. The apartment consists
of livingroom ., a dinette, a kitchen, and two bedrooms.

A garage is also provided.
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Mr. T. is a special pastor in the Evangelical Church. Mrs.

T. is thirty-six years old and came to Germany from Africa
;

with her German parents in 1937. She is not employed outside

the home, although she is trained in bookbinding work.

Their three children are Stephan, 8; Ulrika, 7, and Sabine,

4. Stephan and Ulrike both go to school in Boll; Stephan is

in the second year, Ulrika in the first. Both children have

homework to do for school.

Mr. T. accepted a pastorate in a village near Heidelberg

where they lived for seven years, coming to Boll three

years ago. Mr. T. has a special assignment as an industry

(Industriegarrex)in the fulfillment of which he .visits

10 different factories, trying to build bridges of Under-

standing between individual workers and between employers

and their employees. He is also available when individuals

need material or spiritual help or advice. This is a new

kind of position which the Evangelical Church has established

as an experiment and its counterpart in the Roman Catholic

Church has recently been established. Mr. T. explained that

the church began to realize, after 1945, that in order to

have any valid message at all for modern man, the minister

must be thoroughly familiar with the life people lead from

Monday to Friday. The recently established position of

industry pastor is an attempt by the Evangelical Church

to take the church to the people by coming to them and

serving them where they work in practical as well as spirt.;

tual matters. Mr. T. is often away from home, visiting

factories, arranging conferences at the Evangelical Academy

at Bad Boll, and occasionally preaching.

Such pastors are paid by the church according to their age.

Financial aid is granted for children under eighteen. Mr. T.

receives DM 1000 per month, plus DM 35 for each child. He
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pays no rent for his apartment. At age 65, he will receive

a pension but no housing.

In her role as wife of a pastor, Mrs. T. is expected to

stay at home; it would be considered in poor taste for her

to take a job. If she had no children and were a teacher,

however, it might be possible. She often has guests for

dinner or tea but has no household help. For entertainment,

she attends plays, movies, and events at the Evangelical

Academy.

The T's believe that television is primarily a negative

influence on families. They have a Volkswagon which cost

them DM 5400. Their washing machine cost them DM 1000 and

is not the best mOdel. The,water.heatet iS.operated-by,

tokens which may be obtained from the gas company. She does

not use the washing machine for washing sheets and table-

cloths; she takes those to the laundry. Their refrigerator

cost DM 500 and is a half-size model. Mrs. T. bakes

pastries but buys their bread. She also sews some of their

'clothing.

Their regular expenses are as follows: electricity, DM 30

per month; water, DM 55 per year; fire insurance, DM 50 per

year; income tax, DM 100 per month (10% of this figure is

a tithe to the church); medical and dental insurance, .

DM 100 per year ( this policy pays 2/3 of the medical

costs). Mr. T.'s personal medical-dental insurance is

separate from the above and is an arrangement provided by

the church which costs him DM 55 per year.

The T's have a radio and subscribe to three magazines of

which one is a pictorial cultural magazine and two are

theological magazines. They also subscribe to "Der Spiegel"

and to the "Stuttgarter Zeitung".
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It is interesting to note in this German pastor the absence

of the puritanical attitude so often encountered in England

and AmericWhe smokes cigarettes, and his favorite bever-

'age is wine.

The T's are disappointed with the educational system in

WUrttemberg, believing it to be ultraconservative and

the worst in Germany, in that in some areas both Catholic

and Protestant schools are provided ( at extra cost) whereas

one good public school would serve best.

The children have construction toys, are allowed to paint

and play with dolls for their entertainment in the home.

Before going out to play, each child was required to shake

hands with the guests and say a friendly greeting of

farewell.

6. Visit to a Yosag .12.9.22121s_ Home (Digendwohnheim) of the

Christlicher Verein anus. Mnner ( C.V.J.M ) in Gapjama

Interview with the Director, Mr. Wagner.

Purpose: To observe conditions in a home for young

people living away from home.

First of all, we should perhaps define the term C.V . J M

In the U.S.A., it is known as Y.M.C.A. Both the German

and the American association belong to the World Y.M.C.A.

which has its headquarters in Geneva, Switzerland. The

C.V.J.M. is primarily interested in all religious aspects

of life, whereas in the Y.M.C.A., there is heavy emphasis

on recreational programs. Despite some differences, the

Y.M./Y.W.C.A.s in all countries have in common the desire

to meet the most urgent need in their communities, and in

this way are very flexible in their programs. In Germany,

the care for young people without stable home situations

and the housing shortage have been among the most urgent

post-war problems, and this is where the C.V.J.M. Home in

Göppingen plays a great role.
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In 1955/56, the cluatwilaumikeial was built in cooperation

with the Göppingen Labor Office, with federal and state

aid, as well as help from the Evangelical Church and

private donations. The cost of the building was DM 350,000.

It was named for Dietrich Bonhoeffer, a Luthern minister

who was killed in a concentration camp during World War II.

Today the jusanlaggagt12 provides, for 77 boys and young

men who live there, not only living quarters, but a home

most of all.

These young men are between the ages of 14 and 25 and come

from all walks of life. Some are homeless, others were

neglected by their parents. During the last 7 years, there

was also an unusually great influx from the Soviet Zone of

Germany. That flow, however, has unfortunately been cut

off since the erection of the Van". Lately, many visiting

foreign students have come to Göppingen. They also have

found friendship, guidance, understanding, and shelter.

Accomodations: Everybody is accepted here, regardless of

religion or color. The young men have comfortable and

attractive rooms. Most of the bedrooms are designed for

two persons, but a few are large enough for three or four.

These rooms are weil-furnished, and som of the boys have

their own radios. Clippings, pictures, books, and other

materials which they have in their roonw show their varied

interests. There are a reading room, several club rooms,

an attractive dining room, and a well-equipped and very

clean kitchen. The walls of the reading room, halls, and

dining room were decorated by the young men themselves.

Several paintings, art models, a ship model and a stained

glass window show what the boys like to do during their

leisure time.
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The length of time the young people remain in the Home

depends on what work they plan to be trained for. For

instance, they may remain up to seven years or longer,

if necessary. The price for room and board per day is

DM 5.-- to 7.60. In the event that someone is unable 410

pay that amount, ways and means are always found to cover

the expense. All residents go to work or are apprentices,

or they go to school.

Breakfast is served from 5 to 8 A.M. Some come home at

noon when the principal meal is served in Germany. Others

prefer to eat at the NKantine", a cafeteria in a factory,

where good meals are served at a very nominal fee. Evening

meals are served in the Home's dining hall at 6:30 P.M.,

and this is the only gathering of the entire "family"

during the day. The director emphasized several times

the word"family". He and his wife are trying to give these

young people what they need most: the feeling that they

belong to a "family" and that Mr. and Mrs. Wagner are

"parents" to them.

Staff: Three full-time professional Jurrendsozialarbeiter

( social workers for young people) are in charge. The

director also mentioned that they considered themselves

"a1leightit112jilmoilen", people who occasionally,and

when needed, have to do the work of educators, although

they are not formally trained for this. At other times,

they are guidance counselors , parents and, perhaps most

of all, understanding and encouraging friends.

Projam. In general, all residents are encouraged to

participate in outside activities and meet with other

people of their community, just as they would if they

were living in their own homes. For instance, they do

not belong to a YMCA soccer team, but are members of the
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Goppingen team. On Sundays "Open House" is held. At that

time, the residents and guests from town are invited to

discuss various current topics and problems. Quite often

visitors from similar Homes come to visit. Together, they

participate in different recreational activities or en-

gage in discussions on such topics as " What is our re-

sponsibility toward our society or toward the world?",

or religious questions.

We would like to say that this 11.114.11,m , in our estima-

tion, serves its purpose very well, and through its

physic-1 set-up and its objectives, of all the institutions

we visited, seemed the least foreign to us.

7. Visit to a Home_for the Aatl

Interview with the director, Mr. Graf, and with

people living in the home.

Purpose: To see where and how old people in Germany

live.

Germany is confronted with the fact that the number of old

people increases constantly. There are now approximately

5,700,000 Germans age 65 and older, and one-half of this

number, or 670 do not live with their families. They are

alone; their daily routine is one of loneliness.

Old people are sometimes in the way; if they can remain

useful to their families, they are tolerated. It is true

that sometimes they are unwanted, especially when they

become ill, bed-ridden, or require care; but in many cases

economic reasons play an important part. World War II and

increasing prosperity have created a housing shortage,

and often there isn't room for the entire family in a

typical German apartment. Often the family cannot take

adequate care of its aged member because both parents

and the older children work.
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There are many small homes, commercially ooerated, that care

for the aged. Here they are often miles from the family and

have to do without their familiar furnishings. They are

alone to end their days in loneliness and in the knowledge

that they are no longer needed.

Germany has taken long strides in her attempts to care for

the aged. In Baden - WUrttemberg9 there are 400 Old

Peoples' BLomies. Many were founded by religious groups;

others are state- maintained. The need is so great that

169000 new places are needed each year. The waiting list

is long; it is only upon the death of a member or in the

infrequent cases in which relatives bring the old person

back into the family that space becomes available. Most

applicants have to wait three or four years for a place

in a Home.

Five of our group were privileged to visit the Dr.

Vdhringer Heim at NUrtingen-Oberensingen. Here, in a

natural and beautiful setting, stands an attractive,

modern edifice, built to acconml 110 persons. The

grounds are lovely with trees, flowers, shrubs, walks,

pazk benches, and lawns. The building is so constructed

that each room has either the morning or the afternoon sun.

Our first impression as we entered the building was one

of cleanliness, pleasantness, good taste, Rnd contentment.

The kitchen was efficiently furnished and the dining hall

was most attractive - both of modern design. An elevator

with an upholstered seat for the passengers was centrally

located.

The rooms are of one size and may be furnished by the

occupants according to their individual tastes, with

furniture, pictures, and valued articles to make them
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homelike and attractive, and to give the occupants a

feeling of individuality and personal ownership. Married

couples have double rooms with and adjoining door.

To maintain a feeling of-baillguseful-aad needed, small

chores are given to the occupants. They make their beds

and clean and tidy their rooms. Once a week a maid gives ,

the room a thorough cleaning. Breakfast is served in their

rooms, so they may take their time dressing or eating as

they wish. The evening meal also is served in this manner.

On Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays everyone is required

to dress for dinner which is served promptly at 12 noon'

in the dining hall. In this way they gather as a group

and enjoy these meals as special events.

The members of the Home enjoy visiting with each other.

They may watch TV, stroll through the premises, read,

write their memoirs, do handwork, and use the typewriters.

Daily visiting hours from 3-6 P.M. accommodate those who

may wish to visit loved ones.

If a member is unable to care for himself, trained maids

are present to assist. When the member becomes permanently

ill or bedridden, he is moved to the hospital which is a

part of the home. A competent doctor is close to care for

the patients, and nurses are on duty at all times.

Operations. when needed,are performed in the county hos-

pital.

Forty percent of the 110 occupants of the Home are of

Evangelical faith, 30 perceLt Catholic, and 30 percent

of other denominations. On Saturday evenings and Sunday

mornings services are held in a church adjoining the grounds

for those of the Protestant faith, and on Sunday mornings

in the village church for those of Catholic faith.
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The personnel consists of the director, Mr. Graf, his

wife, the caretaker, six kitchen workers, seven regular

maids, three or four replacements for Sundays, and vol-

unteers from the Red Cross.

Near the Old Peoples' Horne is a Home for wayward girls.

These girls are given another chance in life and are

trained to help care for the aged. In general, they have

proved themselves, and'a warm bond of friendship sometimes

grows between them and their charges.

Anyone is admitted to this home as space is available.

Political affiliation, social standing, wealth, or poverty

are not made a consideration. The menus, the rooms, the

treatment, the care, the rent are equal for all. They

pay once a month, in person. If a person has np income,

the state pays for him. If, when he dies, he has property

or an estate, this reverts to the heirs of his choice.

It is interesting to note that the average age in the Home

is 78; there were even several who boasted 95 and 96. A

woman of 96 successfully underwent a gall-bladder operation.

The Homehas a crank-operated apparatus with a seat into

which a bed-ridden patient can eaily be placed to allow

him to get into the bathtub with minimum effort.

We visited many of the aged. They were all happy and

contented and enjoyed showing us their personal belongings

brought from their former homes. Some were busy with

crocheting and sewing. A new home is being built and much

of the needed furnishings will be made by hand by the old

people within the limits of their abilities. To keep them

useful and busy is to keep them happy.

Our visit was a pleasant and satisfying one. As we left

the building with the " Aufwiedersehn" of its members

ringing in our ears, we realized how very much an elderly
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person needs his own home to be happy. He needs under-

standing, a feeling of usefulness, love, and tender care.

This he receives in his Home for the Aged. Germany's

great nead was stressed often by 15.r. Graf, the director,

wNe need more room! We need more help! Our old people

need a home:"

What a challenging need!

8. A Visit to the County_liOspital ( Kreiskrankehhaust_of

Gbuinaen.

Interview,s Prof. Dr. Fuchs, Head Surgeon, the Head

Nurse, the nurse in charge of nurses' training, and the

Assistant Head of hospital administration.

Purpose: To study the operation of a German hospital.

We were greatly impressed by the co'idial reception that

was extended to us dpon our arrival at the Kreiskrankenhaus

of Gbppingen. We arrived at the time of the traditional

"NachmittaEskagee" ( afternoon brenk for cake and coffee),

and we were offered coffee, ice cream, and the most delicious

fruit-covered cakes. In spite of the personnel shortage, =.

the four ladies and gentlem.en mentioned above took time

out for almost two hours, to talk to us about their hos-

pital and to answer our many questions. They gave us de,

tailed information about the operation of the-hospital,

as well as explanations of the training programs for all

staff members.

Hospital_s_in_gen_eral. There are several kinds of hos-

pitals in Germany. The University Hospitals are devoted

mostly to research. City Hospitals are under the juris-

diction of city governments. County Hospitals, of which

the one in Gbppingen is an example, are supported by the

tax-payers of the county. The fourth type, perhaps the

smallest number, is the private hospital which is owned

and Rdministrated by private physicians.
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The Göppingen Hospital has 900 beds and offers care in

all medical fields, such as Internal Medicine,Gynaecology,

which includes Obstetrics, Oto-Rhino- Laryngology, and

Pediatrics. The only field of medicine for which they do

not provide is that of Psychiatry. However, there is a 50u

bed hospital in Göppingen exclusively for psychiatric

patients.

Accomodations_. A patient may be admitted in two ways,

either through referral by his personal physician, or he

may come in on his own and ask for care. There are three

different categories of accomodations that he may choose..,

Most patients are in the third, for which the socialized

health insurance pays 25 DM per day. This amount does not

cover all the expenses incurred by the hospital in pro-

viding care for the patient. The difference has to be paid

from tax funds. Whoever prefers to be in the second cate-

gory will have to pay DM 30.--. That amount covers only

room and board. Such a patient stays in a 2-bed room and

enjoys better meals. A patient id the first category pays

DM 39.-- per day for room and board and has the advantage of

a single room and a special menu. For these two classes,

all expenses other than for room and board must be paid

separately. Charges are made according to the patient's

economic status and may vary considerably.

Staff. The Göppingen County Hospital has a total staff of

580 persons, a chief surgeon, 45 other doctors, 200

registered nurses, and 64 student nurses, of whom 20 are

performing their post-training internship. To become a

physician, a student mast graduate from a Gyang_siam with

an Abitur diploma and then take twelve semesters of

Medical School. The State and Doctors' Examinations are,

succeeded by a two-year hospital internship. For speciag-

zation, four, five or six additional years are necessary,
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depending upon the field involved.

Nurses are also well trained. The minimum age for a student

nurse is eighteen. The majority of applicants are Mittel-

schule graduates, but a few Volksschule graduates who show

special aptitude for the work are also accepted. The

training period lasts three years. At the end of two years,

a State Board Examination is given, after which one more

year of practical experience is required. A registered nurse

can always be recognized by a large pin and a band on her

cap.

Doctors' salaries range from DH 18,000 per annum earned

by assistants to DM 369000 earned by specialists. A chief

surgeon's salary is somewhat higher. Doctors are required

to be members of the Medical Association ( Arztekammer).

General Observations. Payments to the socialized health

insurance are required of all employed persons whose income

is under a certain minimum. About 10% insure themselves

voluntarily, only a very small number are not covered at

all by an insurance plan.

The average stay of a hospital patient in Germany is longer

than in America. The chief surgeon in Göppingen expressed

the opinion that the total recovery of a patient can be

better assured by a longer period of supervised conva- -

lescence.

Before we left the hospital, we toured the grounds and

were impressed by the amount of care and thought given

to the beauty of its surroundings. Sunlight and air had

carefully been considered. Flowers were everywhere - in

the patients' rooms and the adjoining balconies, in the

doctors' and nurses' quarters as well as in the park out-

side. This trip proved to be one of the most informative

of all the field trips we have undertaken during our study.
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D. Conclusion. Our observations revealed to us that the

German social structure is undergoing rapid and far-

reaching changes. These changes start in the smallest

unit of society, the family.

While the average family of three or four decades ago

consisted of three or four generations, such typical

Grossfamilien (large families) practically no longer

exist. The typical German family is the Kleinfamilie

consisting of the parents and their unmarried children.

64 per cent of all old people now live alone or in

Old People's Homes; they are no longer truly a part

of the family. The average number of children per

family has decreased: the statistics give the figure

of 1.9 child per family. The time is approaching

when there will not be enough young people to take

care of the increasing population of old people.

In her talk to the entire Institute, Frau Springe

pointed out that more marriages end in divorce now

than ever before, and this is partly due to the

physical separation of place of residence and place

of employment. Husband and wife know and understand

very little about one another's work and daily life .

Marriages like these are more prone to fail in a

crisis than the old-type family where the husband

practiced his craft in a shop in his own house where

he was close to the family. His wife took over many

duties in her husband!s business. The family of the

Boll cabinetmaker whom we visited is one of the few

that are left of this kind.

More married women hold jobs than ever before. The

aspired standard of living is high, and not many hus-

bands earn enough to reach this goal. Since industry

desperately needs female labor to make up for the lack

of male help, women have no difficulty in finding jobs.
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In 1962, 35 per cent of all persons employed were women.

32 per cent of all married women were holding jobs (in

Stuttgart, even 38 per cent). Of these, 45 per cent

have children up to 18 years of age, the children of

11 per cent of them are taken care of outside the home.

Of the 45 per cent mentioned above, 41.6 per cent work

full-time. German industry does not offer many part-time

jobs.

It is interesting to see what social strata are affected

most by this development. 64.2 per cent of the working

women are married to blue-collar workers, 20.3 per cent

to white-collar workers, the rest to Government officials,

retired men, or owners of businesses.

Increasing female labor naturally contributes to the rapid

change of the social structure of Germany and causes many

problems. On the other hand, it is just one of many as-

pects or, Germany's astounding economic growth.

The higher standard of living as a result of this economic

growth is reflected in the comparative figures of the

income and expenditures of a typical household of six

(parents and four children) in 1950 and 1960:
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1950 1960
Total Income

DM-342.82 DM 759.12

earnings of the breadwinner,
resulting from his primary (DM 303.58 DM 658.06)
occupation

taxes and obligatory DM 37.74 DM 88.67
insurance

income after taxes, etc. DM 305.08 DM 670.45

of this net income, DM 294.09 DM 641.94
the family spends 11. lin41MilimAlme~

balance ( savings) DM '10.99 DM

We have, in these past weeks, talked to many Germans,

visited them in their homes and on their jobs, and seen

institutions which play important roles in their lives.

In recording our observations in this report, we are

fully aware that they are very fragmentary and that we

must be careful not to draw definite and generalizing

conclusions. The economic and social change that Germany

is now undergoing and the problems tnat this creates were,

however, obvious to us. Having seen much evidence of the

forward-looking and enterprising attitude of the people of

Boll and other villages in this area, there is, however,

no doubt in our minds that they will solve the problems

and will enjoy living in a modern society and in the

modern communities that they a/9 building for themselves.
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1. Introduction

The study of the efforts in post Nar Germany to provide ade-

quate housing for its inhabitants has had unique and fasci-

nating aspecte. These efforts are typified by the planning

of housing developments in NUrtingen, and also in the area

surrounding Göppingen. Our roport covers several aspects

of these efforts: housing pruvided for industrial workers,

both native and non-German; the problems involved in home

construction, financing, and meeting the building regulations;

the furnishing and interior design, not only in the middle-

class development home, but also on the farm; finally, the

problem of the farm itself, whether it be a self-contained

unit in the country or an old style village farm.

Throughout NUrtingen's long and interesting history many

upheavals such as wars, pestilences, fire, famine and na-

tionalization have left their mark. Through all these

changing social, economic and political conditions, the

problem of adequate shelter has always been in the foreground

-- whether the community lived within the walled towns of

the Middle Ages or away from the big city in today's well-

planned housing developments.
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2. The Settlement History of WUrtinEen

The settlement history of NUrtingen is very closely tied to

the general history of anabia. The city lies in the Neckar

Valley, which cuts across the Swabian plateau.

The territory of the present Swabia has had human inhabi-

tants since prehistoric times. The archaeological exca-

vations in the area around NUrtingen prove the existence of

farming settlements around 300 - 800 B.C. Sometime between

12 and 9 B.C. the Roman Empire conquered the Swabian (Alle-

mannian)-Bavarian territories. By 150 A.D. the general

boundaries were established, and homan fortifications, set-

tlements, and villas appeared behind the boundary lines called

the limes. The limes was a wall built of stone and wood,

fortified at regular intervals with watch towers. The limes

served as a barrier to the mass migration of the Germanic

tribes southward. However, the presence of the Romans af-

forded the opportunity for gradual assimilation of the

higher Roman culture by the Germanic peoples and resulted in

an elevation of the Germanic cultural standard.

The pressures of eastern Europe were too great for the limes

to withstand. Seeking new agricultural territory and fleeing

before pursuing tribes, the Allemanian peoples wrested

control of Swabia from the Romans. By 260 A.D. the conquest

was fairly complete. The Celtic and Gallic tribes in the

area were forced to the West, and such minority groups as

were left were assimilated by the invaders. The Allema--

niame organized themselves into a loose federation of Sippen

(family organizations), each consisting of 5 to 8 families.
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The name of the chief in each Sippe is still to be found in

tho names of the many Swabian cities and towns. Detingen was

"Dietrich's farm", Tailfingen "Tagiloff's farm", and NUrting-

an "Nurto's farm". The original village (called Nuitritingen)

must have been founded around 300 A.D.

In 496 the territory of the Allemanians was conquered by the

Frankh king Clovis of Merovingia. Frankish nobility was

placed in the country to rule over the tribes, and it was

during this Frankish rule that the population of NUrtingen

was christianized.

Apart from general Swabian history (the Hungarian invasions

in the 9th and 10th centuries, the reign of King Otto I,

the foundation of the Holy Roman Empire and the Wars of

Investiture), little is known of the history of NUrtingen

until 1046, when it is mentioned in a document wherein Em-

peror Henry III gives a manor in NUrtingen to the Bishop of

Speyer.

When Ntirtingen was elevated to the status of a city is dif-

ficult to determine. Most probably it was done in the

first half of the 14th century by the counts of WUrttemberg,

since documents pertaining to the city wall are extant,

dating from 1354.

In the 13th and 14th centuries the king permitted the gov-

erning nobility to collect the various trades and workers

of a particular township into one location. The resulting

larger communities around the castle (221E) were the pre-
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decessors of the present-day Swabian cities. The six cities

founded in the above manner are NUrtingen, Kirchheim, Neuf-

fen, Owen, Vleilheim, and Grötzingen.

In the fourteenth century the center of NUrtingen grew up

around the church and the castle. The latter is dated at

around 1327. The city was surrounded by a triple stone wall

and a double moat. Four fortifiJd city gates gave access

from all directions. As in all of Europe, medieval life in

NUrtingen was predominantly agricultural. The early impor-

tant industries in NUrtingen were outgrowths of agricultur-

al needs, namely the grain mill, built in 1284, and the win-

eries, existing since the fifteenth cenlury.

The Reformation came to NUrtingen under the rule of Duke

Ulrich in 1534. At that time the churches became Lutheran

and the monasteries were disbanded and their possessions

secularized.

The city suffered great losses in the plague of 1585, which

claimed the lives of one-third of its inhabitants. A very

severe blow was dealt by the Thirty Years' War (1618 - 1648).

Vestiges of the Croatian and Swedish family names are still

found in the area, reflecting the intermarriage of Germans

with the invaders. The Croatian troops, after defeating

Nördlingen, plundered NUrtingen in 1634, killing 114 in-

habitants and burning down 49 houses. In the following

year the plague took the lives of more than one half of

the population. In 1750 a fire broke out, destroying the

city almost completely, levelling a number of valuable

architectural monuments.
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Prom 1751 to 1756 the city was reconstructed. The former

wooden half-timbered type of dwelling was replaced by build-

ings incorporating: both stone and half-timbered construction.

The houses of thiu period are still to be seen, recognizable

by the gabled ends on the street side.

Since the time of the Thirty Years' War the recuperation and

growth of the city has been retarded by numerous wars, the

most importanA, of which were the Wars of Spanish Succession,

the Napoleonic Wars, the Wars of Liberation, and the Franco-

Prussian War. Many citizens lost their lives in these wars,

and the city had to carry great financial burdens. Many

emigrated to other lands for political, religious or eco-

nomic reasons. About half of these emigrants went to the

United States (Pennsylvania).

The city suffered considerable losses in human lives and

property in the two major wars of the 20th century. In

World War I NUrtingen supplied 1500 soldiers, of whom 283

were killed. In World War II 2123 men and women of Mixt-

ingen were killed, and 148 are reported missing. In 1944

many houses were destroyed by bombs, and in 1945 the city

was strafed by airplanes, causing further loss of life.

The first industry to develop in NUrtingen was the textile

industry, founded by helchior & Co. around 1812. Other

mills followed, and from that time to 1950 numerous non-

agricultural enterpriaes developed. There are 100 indust-

rial concerns, 374 handicraft shops, 175 retail shops, 43

wholesale businesses, etc.
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Industry in lartingen falls today into the categories of

of textile, metals, lumber and concrete.

NUrtingen boasts one of the most important machinery-build-

ing plants in Germany, the firm of the Heller brothers,

founded in 1867. The firm manufactures principally machine

tools, automobile parts and electrical appliances.

Most of the industrial and trade enterprises came to NUrt-

ingen around 1900, but nevertheless the face of the city

began to chanE;e markedly around 1850, when large numbers

of craftsmen settled there. Lack of space for building

caused a number of changes: the city wall was razed and

the city moat was filled in 1837. The inclusion of rtoreo

on the first floor of residential structures -r.:%sofl con-

siderable deformation of the Baroque facades erected after

the Great Fire. Protection of architecturally valuable

buildings has begun in the 20th century7 along with a ten-

dency to plan more consistently for the future.

Recent city planning serves three purposes: the building

of government-sponscxed housing, public welfare, and trans-

portation facilities.

The first government housing was erected in 1919, and another

development was built by the Heller firm in 1939. Other

such settlements are the Jettenhvtsiedlung, Im Kiklina,

and Neue Halde (1936 - 1942)

Some old and historically interesting strucc -5. that have

remained are the Stqdtkirche (city church), built in the

11th century, the Holy CTOSS Church (15th century), a

patrician house on the city square (1578), the Latin
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School, and the blacksmith shop. There are still many wells,

that in previous centuries supplied the housewives with water

and an pportunity to gossip.

NUrtingen's present population is 21,000. It has absorbed

6,500 refugees from Communist-dominated areas, but must still

import workers from foreign countries, because of the con-

tinuing lack of labor.

60% of NUrtingen's inhabitants are Protestant (aanatliaan).

30% are Catholic, and 10% belong to various independant

churches.

In 1938 NUrtingen was made a county seat, and within ite dis-

trict are 48 townships. The actiye role which NUrtingeri is

taking in city planning within the county will control the

settlement picture of the future NUrtingen to a large ex-

tent, and write another chapter in the long history of the

area..
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3. Industrial housing of non-German workers.

Because of a shortage of native factory workers, Germany

has been forced to import men and women from neighboring

countries. The 802,000 foreign workers, of which 20% are

women, are principally from Italy, Greece, Spain, Turkey and

Yugoslavia. This influx of laborers is steadily on the in-

crease, with at least 72i; of the immigrants under 35 years

of age.

What is being done to provide for these new residents, many

of whom cannot even read or write their native tongue, and

whose former living conditions have been so different from

the conditions of their nel!. home? This problem has had to

be faced largely by the individual firms and manufacturers,

sirice the German government itself provides no financial sup-

port for these immigrants.

In investigating the arrani.ements of three firms, we ob-

served three different solutions to the problem. One firm

chose to leave the problem of adjustment completely in the

hands of a Protestant social-work group, with the employer

contributing only a percenta,i,e of the Tinancial support for

housing.

The second employer, by contrast, not only rented homes for

new employees, but also provided a staff to supervise their

living conditions.

The third factory contributed nothing at all in the way of

special housing for its foreign emp]qms, as this proved un-

necessary.
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One of the moot interestinr and carefully planned enter-

prises to accommodate foreign labor io the Albblick youth-

village, supoorted by teLe Haefele Spinninc nills of Ebers-

bach. The Christliehes :J endorwerk, which sponsors the

peoject for the faetory, has delegated full authority of

adminietration to three proteeltant social-workers who have

been especially trained in Christian and democratic educ-

ation and who sorve as "mothers" to the girls.

Albblick consists of 3 butildinL:s. In the first are the ad-

ministrative offices, the dining halls and the club room,

where L-elests may be entertained. Tne other two house the

75 girls (aged 15 to 25). One of these buildinLs has single

rooms for the older age Lroup, while the other is occupied

by younf3er Lirls, who live in double rooms. It is inter?

estine to note that the honor system prevailsland that

no room is ever looted.

Albbli*, situated hich on a hill overlooking the beautiful

Fils Valley, has heen carefully planned to bive the girls

the utmost in personal direction, contentment, and comfort

able living conditions. Because these optimum conditions

tend to retain workers for longer periods of time, therby

cuttin down the turnover, no expense seems to be spared in

achieving this functional [oal.

The course of events in a typical foreign laborer's life

upon arrival at Aryb1ie.k may be as follows: For three

months, under the direction of a German teacher from the

Goethe Institute, the girls study German and wor7c part-time

as apprentices. For this, they receive their room and board

and DM60 per month. It takes three years to complete the

apprenticeship. Thereafter the firm pays them what is con-
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sidered by German standards to be an excellent wage. From

this wage, N120 a:re paid to Albblick for room and board.

The factory coutributes an additional 060 for each girl.

Accordingly, after living expenses and taxes, a girl can

earn as much as V1400 net per month. Because the company

assumes an initially high capital investment, the girls are

encouraged to work for the firm for a minimum of two to three

years after their apprenticeship.

The personal adjustment of a newly arrived girl is frequent-

ly difficult. We discovered that some had notknown plumb-

ing in their homeland. Others had never undressed or bathed

for the night, and knew nothing about decorating and arrang-

ing their quarters. We were shown rooms of recently arrived

workers as well as of soffie older residents. One Italian

girl clung desperately to the security of the Old Country.

She treasured a t,igantic home-made cheese of strong odor,

and planned to consume it gradually. This vas the only evi-

dence of her individuality present in her room at the time!

The other girls, as well as the "mothers", showed an amazing

amount of tolerance for the situation. This tolerance

seemed to transcend all else in the Albblick.

There is a strok, feeling of unity of purpose and strong

pride in the home. The girls take turns washing dishes,

planning the menus and washing the dishes. Because there

are three shifts of workers in the factories, Albblick

mast function eighteen hours a day.

Since the girls are yount!,, in a strange country, and rarely

mature enough to rely on their own powers of decision, the

"house" has a complete set of rules, which have been formur.

luted by the girls. All adhere religiously to them.

Since the mores, background and environment have been so
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still new habits and values. Nevertheless, with time and

patience this seems to be accomplished surprisingly well.

Not only does there seem to be no overt conflict or evidence

of individual nationalism, but all make a concerted effort

to get along well with others. No distinction according to

nationality is made in room assignments or delegation of jobs.

rihe textile machinery demands strong nerves. From the health

standpoint this requires a balanced diet.to which some of

the girls arc not accustomed. Cleanliness of body and sur.

roundings likewise have to be encouraged. There is one

shower for every three girls, and a tub bath for every nine.

There is a laundry service for the girls, but they must do

their own ironing.

Finally, after discussing the girls' work experience in the

factory, and their home duties in the cluEenddorf, we should

mention leisure time activities. A gymnastic class, a crafts

club, and a dancing and singinf.; club meet weekly at Albblick.

Moreover, the local churches welcome these girls iato their

religious and social activities. It may thus be concluded

that the Haefole Spinning Mills have taken an important

step in achieving high morale, and have had great success

in assimilating tho much-needed foreibm labor in its fac-

tory.

While visiting another firm, the Stollwerk Chocolate Fac-

tory in Cologne, we questioned our guide about the situ-

ation of non-German workers as the Stollwerk company faces

it. The factory currently employs between 500 and 600 non-

Germans, which represents roughly 20% of tha firm's work

force. Unfortunately the time available for visits pre-

vented us from visiting the quarters provided by the firm,
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hence we cannot report any personal impressions concerning

the quarters. However, the following details do indicate

the extent to which the factory is involved in providing

suitable living quarters for non-German workers. For the

100 to 125 non-German male workers, the factory itself does

not find it necessary to supply quarters. However, the firm

directs its attention to the adjustment of the raral non-

German female workers to city life. For these women the

firm has rented entire living quarters, and it is a con-

dition of employtent that they reside in these quarters.

German employees are specifically hired by the firm to super-

vise these homes. some very strict house regulations are

kept in force. There are regulations concerning mainte-

nance and cleanliness of the house, and an evening curfew

hour of 10 p.m. is stipulated. Since the general goal of

non-German workers is to earn the good salaries available,

and to use as much of this money as possible in their na-

tive land to improve the economic lot of their family, the

factory tries to make it possible for the worker to save

one-half of his salary. Accordingly, the rent in the quar-

ters provided is W 1 per day. For this nominal charge the

worker is provided with a completely furnished room, heat

and light, and hot and cold running water. There are pro-

visions for the workers to prepare their own breakfast and

evening meal. The main meal of the day is the noon meal,

which can be purchased for 40 Pfennig in the factory cafe-

teria. Non-skilled workers earn D11 2 per hour, and as the

worker develops the necessary skills required, the pay rate

increases to a maximum of DA 3.50 per hour.

A majority of non-German workers begin very soon to attend

evening classes in the German language. Within a few months

many are able to achieve enough proficiency in using
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the language to ease the strangeness of having been trans-

ported into a different culture. The Heller machinery firm

in NUrtingen reported no specific measure to provide living

quarters for the non-German'workers employed. For Heller

this activity does not seem to be necessary, because the

workers who are hiredfor the technical types of job required

are not usually available from the immigrant population.

The contrast in the extent of involvement of the three firms

serves to underline the uniqueness of this European worker

problem. The foreign worker in Germany is obvious through-

out the country. He brings along countless problems stem-

mingtromlangu.age differences, as well as from the lon-

liness Df a new life in a strange land. The one theme

that we have discovered in investigating this modern prob-

lem is that Germany as a country is.aware of it, and is

handling it on the local level with apparent competence.
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4. Home financing,.

I. Background information:

Since the Cecond World War the West German housing situa-

tion has been characteri-cd by scarcity. The existing short/.

age of about 1.5 milliondwellings before the war was com-

plicated by the war and its aftermath, and further by the

large number of exiles and refugees that came into the con-

fines of West Germany since the war. Approximately 2.3

million homes were destroyed through the effects of the war

and a large number were badly damaged. In view of the sit-

uation the occupational powers introduced a housing control

program to work through the laws of the states and exercise

control over the existing dwellings. The first post-war

German government, too, saw itself faced with the task of

constructing new dwellings. Although 300,000 dwellings were

built during the years 1946 - 1948, no real contribution to

alleviating the housing situation was effected. Rental of

pre-1948 dwellings was held in governmental control with

the distribution of these dwellings directed from an organ-

ization of %public dwelling offices".

Seeking a program that would gradually place the housing

situation in the hands of market investors, the government

produced a program that advocated three types of dwellings;

the publicly financed dwelling (above all the Sozialwoh-

nuaolau ) was considered as one being from public means

in the form of interest-free (or minimal-interest) loans

and subsidies. The first mortgage was to be procured from

market capital with subsidy then entering the picture. The

conditions for receipt of such interest-free loans were

1) that the dwelling meet certain minimal specifications

regarding size and outfitting, and 2) that the owner (build-

er-owner) personally produce some fund of money. These
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ably priced and could be rented only to those Those "fm:Lly"

income did not exceed Ti 750 per month. Moreover, for rent-

ers of limited incomes a!lital assistance up to 15% of the

rent cost was available, and was figured in proportion to

the income. Rent cost was determined by the area of the

dwelling in square meters until 1956, when the second hous-

ing construction law repealed this in favor of a formula

which took into account the rising costs and their rela-

tionship to rental returns4

The tay-promoted and free-financed dwellings were not so

restricted as the publicly.. financed dwellings. The free_

financed dwellings were also not subjected to rental control,

thus enabling the rental to be determined by free business

principles. In contrast, however, the tax constructed dwell-

ing could be considered as price related living space. Here

the lessor and the lessee could bargain, but should the rent

return not offset expenses, the agreed rental rate could not

be altered within the contract year. The tax constructed

dwellings also were to be accepted as released from the land

tax burden for a period of ten'years after construction.

In addition to these three basic lines of housing construe.-

tion, such neccessary housing as follows was also to come

from public means: housing for refugees and exiles; hous-

ing for miners; and housing for such persons as had yield-

ed their properties for defense purposes. In addition, in

the case of agrarians, housing for farm hands and field

workers also fell into this category.

To progress from a position of subsidizing rental dwellings,

the government, with the second housing authority law, aimed

at a 1;Jlicy that would encourage private ownership of homes



and family involvement in home construction. This caused

many to procure loss expensive lots outside city limits,

which,in turn,incited the argument that "money was being

sucked out of the cities and piped into the country."

In line with promotion of family-owned dwellings, certain

lines of policy were followed. Construction of private

homes and ownership dwellings received precedence. Pub-

lic funds for such purposes were distributed in proportion

to the size of the family and its income, with subsidies

for the private home,in general,set at a rate 10% higher

than that for rentals. The owner-builder of the private

home receives an additional family loan in proportion to

the number of children in the family (up to five). When

multiple-family dwellings are constructed, the owner or the

Bauqenossenschaft is legally bound to a promise that the

dwellings be sold. The construction of such multiple-fam-

ily houses is intended to provide ownership dwellings for

more persons at a much faster rate. To further encourage

lenders and aarkassen to provide loans, 25% of the contri:-

tutioncomes from federal funds and may increase in relation-

ship to the size of the family which procures the loan.

The Federal Government has then intended a gradual trans-

ition from the crash hQabing program to a point at which

house financing will be absorbed by common market econom-

ics and the principles thereof. The success of such a pro-

gram of transition is exemplified by the fact that by 1960

federal housing control offices in ninety-four districts of

the Federal Republic were abandoned, because housing in

those areas was provided to a point at which 3% or less de-

mand for housing existed. It is anticipated that a balance

in housing supply and demand will be struck in about 1965.

Rent restrictions will be removed in January of 1966 or
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1967 at the latest, and encouragements will be made to bring

all housing into the realm of the common economic market.

Yet the provision of 15% rental cost subsidy will be main-

tained as a family income stress adjustment until means come

into accord with costs. This will be maintained as long

as costs continue to rise. As the crash housing program

nears an end, gradual restoraUon and modernization of the

older construction will be encouraged to eliminate unhealthy

conditions.

As a supplement to the construction laws and the Dicke plan,

certain other objectives were to be stressed. Among them

the following items were dealt with: the removal of price

stops on undeveloped lots; the bringing of the building lot

market into the general market economy; and the creation

of a land market that would provide building land at favor-

able and just prices. To bring about these objectives,

certain measures were to be applied. Land hoarding and

profiteering were to be turned against one another so that

a balance could be gained; price stops were to be lifted

on undeveloped land; federal constributions were to be a-

vailable only after the completion of a development includ-

in the streets; the ground tax was to be placed at a rate

four to six times normal tn "construction-ripe" lots to

encou2age their sale; communities were to be charged with

the task of identifying suitable construction sites and

making them available; assessorships were to be estab-

lished to evaluate the price of land for consumers.Commo_

aitieswill have the right of land pre-emption (imminent do-

maih)to bring suitable land into the total pattern of city

planning. In such cases as the land is pre-empted, just

compensation will be provided in proportion to the market

value of such land. With these measures a land market with

favorable price structure is hoped for. To encourage this

land market for construction purposes, the governtent has
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aonated 8000 hectares of its land.

To sum up the total accomplishments of the housing

construction program, the following facts stand out:

between the years 1951 - 1956, two million dwellings

were constructed under the first housing development

law, under the second housing construction law another

1.8 million were provided by the end of 1962. These figures,

however, represent only the efforts of the Sozialwohnuna-

baul and not private efforts. In total from 1949 to 1960,

approximately 5.8 million dwellings were constructed in

West Germany ( excluding West Berlin and the Saarland).

In West Berlin about 148,000 dwellings were constructed

during the same period. These figures, of course,

represent a very high investment, which approximates

more than ninety-one billion marks.

To grasp the picture from the viewpoint of one desiring

to own a house, such information on financing as follows

is provided.

II. Specific information regarding horn filanoing.

A. Individuals building homes through the facilities

of a Bausparkasserrenos.senschaft_IBMG), receive

lots from this organization. The h(Nmes usually

follow the pattern of row-houses or duplexes.In

rare instances one-family homes are built. This is

due to the high cost of lots and building construc-

tion. These homes are provided ready for occupancy ) 4

by the contractor who is usually affiliated with

the BSPG.

B. Normal finance procedure.

Financing of desired constructions is realized

by means of private capital and borrowed funds.
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Without some personal private capital it is impossible to

build a house. This is a matter of law. The gathering of

these funds is best realized by means of a construction

savings agreement with the BSPG. The funds which are saved

in this manner receive a special consideration from the

state. The depositor has two alternatives with respect to

the use of his deposits: can elect to receive construction

premiumsfrom the state of up to 400 DM yearly, according

to his deposits, or he can have them rendered tax exempt.

According to the agreement with the BS:2G, 40% of the

agreed sum (BSPG monies to be put into the house) must

be saved by the depositor within a specified number of

years. His savings receive 3'/0 interest. The remaining 60;:o

of the agreed sum is yielded by the BSPG at the time of

the purchase of the house as a loan bearing 5% interest

and is usually considered the second mortgage. The

amortization rate of this loan is 7% per anmunwhich calls

for the last principal payment within an approximate

period of twelve years.

Some German industrial companies give their employees a

year-end bonus which is a normal month's salary. In order

to encourage the purchase of private properties,the state

offers the future house buyer the opportunity to deposit

this entire check and receive a 3% intere3t annuity over

the years of his savings agreement, or have the entire

amount exempted from his personal income tax.

The purchaser's savings and the money from the BSPG do not

constitute the total funds needed and must, therefore, be

supplemented from other sources. These funds can come

from the BSPG itself, private capital, banks, state funds,

or insurance companies. The portion of the capital outlay

is secured by means of a first mortgage and bears an
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interest "ote of 6 - 61/2% and must be amortized at the rate

of lA per annum over approximately 35 years. The first

mortgage will cover up to 40% of the cost of the lot and

construction. ( The BSPG can elect in cases of one and two-

family homes to invest an amount up to 800 of the total

costs. In this case the government clearing house takes

over the provision and security of the other 20% and the

cost of the yearly amortization at 1% of this amount.) In

addition to the normal 60% loan limitations there are other

loan classes. Thus low,.rincome families receive state loans

and family subsidy loans ( based on family size and income

capabilities). As personal contributions to the BSPG savings

funds the following items can serve as capital: income from

rental units which may be built into the planned house,

compensation for exiles and refugees from the east zones who

can de=nstrate 1) that they held properties that were bombed

out, or 2) personal ability to make on-site construction

contributions.

C. Supplementary loans to the family from the government.

If the yearly income of the family, inclusive of all

wage earners, falls into the pg 9,000= 10,800 bracket

the following is applicable: The family can borrow

pm 12,000 from the BSPG at an interest rate of 1%

(35 - 50 year maximum). In addition, a sum of DM 2000

beginning with the second and for each suceeding

child, to a maximum of five children, can be borrowed.

This money is interest free and must be amottized at

the rate of 2% yearly. Another type of assistance is

an interest-free loan in the approximate sum of DM 5000

which is available to people who are displaced persons

and those fleeing from Soviet zones who are living

under sub-ltandard living conditions. However, these

people do not have the right to demand such a loan.
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This type loan must also be amortized at the rate of 2%

yearly.

Loans to young families are available up to DM 4000.

Such loans demand 20 interest and are amortized at 10%

yearly. People who fit this category are engaged couples,

newlyweds, and couples not married more than five years.

The age limit has been placed at 35 years.

Loans to officials of the federal government and the states

are available up to DM 15,000 depending upon the family

circumstances. These loans demand a 2% interest rate and

an amortization rate of 2%.

D. Tax benefits available to those who procure their

own homes.

A person who purchases a parcel of land for the

purpose of building a house is exempted from the

yearly land tax on the property provided he begins

to build within a five-year period. ('Norwally the

land tax is 7% of the purchase price of the property.)

In addition there are tax benefits over a tea-year

period. The benefit lies in the fact that the tax on

this property can only be raised according to the

tax schedule which existed at the time the property

was purchased. This means that the land will only be

taxed according to its original purchase price and

not according to a new property appreciation

evaluation.

A special tax depreciation schedule is available to

the new home buyer or builder when calculating his

income taxes during the first ten years. He may deduct

47% of the total completion costs minus the purchase

price of the land at the rate of 7.5% over each of
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the first two years and 4% per year thereafter for the

next eight years. Should the builder desire to take

advantage of this special ten-year write-off schedule, he

must construct his building so that a minimum of 66 2/30

of its total area is used as living space.

III. Specific examples of committee findings.

A. Homes visited in NUrtingen which were

purchased through the help of the Heller Bros. Co.

1. We visited one unit of a duplex. The cost

of this unit was DM 32,000 in 1935, and Heller

sold the land to the buyer for DM 4.-- per

square meter. It had an entrance hall, moderate

sizeilivingroom, dinette-kitchen, and bath on

the main floor. Upstairs were two bedrooms and

a hall. The husband works for Heller Bros. as

a locksmith and earns approximately DM 1200

per month. The house will be paid up by 1975.

2. The second house which we visited was a two-

over two-under four-plex. The house is twelve

years old. Its original construction cost was

DM 22,000 per half ( a one over, one under

unit.) The present occupants purchased the

unit seven years ago. Although house values

had appreciated greatly in the intervening

five years, the Heller Co. sold this half of

the house to the present occupants for the

original construction price of DM 22,000 due

TO its badly damaged condition. The buyers

were a couple, and the wife's parents, both

husbands of which were employed by Heller

Bros. at the time of purchase and had personal

savings accounts at the NUrtingen BSPG
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totaling DM 12,000. They were immediately forced to

spend approximately DM 12000 for repairs and remodeling.

This home will be paid off in seven more years.

3. Single one-family house: This house has a large

well-appointed living room, a large dinette-kitchen,

dining.roomand a bath on the main floor, There are

three large bedrooms, a sewing room, hall and a

half-bath upstairs. It also has a 3/4 basement with

a combination coal and oil-fired furnace, laundry

room 9 and a large wine cellar. The cost of this

home was DM 44,000 nine years ago. The land was

purchased from Heller Bros. at DM 4.-- per square

meter. The husband had DM 7000 in savings at the

time of the purchase. He started as an ordinary

employee of the company after the war and has worked

his way up to the position of purchasing agent in

charge of tools, and now earns approximately

DM 1200 per month. The house payments are DM 125

per month and the home will be paid for in twelve

momyears. Note: the approximate building costs

in the Göppingen area are DIL120 to 150 per souare

meter. A multiple dwelling unit of approximately

100 sq. meters would cost DM 80,000. Building lots

in the same area cost approximately DM 30 per

sq. meter. A multiple-dwelling unit of the above

description built on a 300 sq. meter parcel of

land would require an outlay of DM 170,000.

Construction costs themselves are rather moderate,

but building lot prices are exorbitant, especially

in the larger cities. This second item forces the

total cost of building in Germany to a very high

point. To alleviate this problem and encourage its

people to become owners of an apartment or a
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single dwelling, the Federal Government has generally

arranged the various assistant measures described above,

for which the population is both grateful and responsive.

Most families feel the desire to save toward the ultimate

goal of home ownership -- be it for an apartment or for a

private home. One has only to check on the billions of DM

which pass through the BSPGs yearly to attest to this fact.

5. Buildi Oode and A!...Ell_atiops

To understand German building regulations, one must

first investigate the rocess involved in bringing a

building project into being. First there must exist

a need for a building project to be undertaken. This

need can be easily established when one recognizes the

fact that large numbers of refugees and visiting

workers are present in Germany today. Once a community

has established a need to provide additional housing

for its citizens, it may contact a consulting firm

for the purpose of drawing up suitable plans forthe

local city planner. This planner, together with the

mayor and the city council, either approves or rejects

the plan. If the plan is approved, it is turned over

to the municipal surveyor's office. This office then

surveys the land and lays out plots. The plan then

becomes public information and is published for a

period of thirty days. During this thittyday. period

the public may register any complaints against the

plan and meet with building authorities to discuss

differences. Once an area plan has been accepted by

the community, represented by the town council and

the mayor, this area plan and the stipulations which

are a part of it, have the effect of a local law
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regulating building in the area concerned. The building

authorities then call for bids to begin actual construction

and provide utilities. The building contractors must adhere

to building regulations as outlined by the uilding

authorities on the local level and also those set forth by

the Federal Government on June 23, 1960. A building plan

must include space for playgrounds in the case of resi-

dential areas and also include parking space in industrial

areas. Not more than 700 of an industrial area may be

occupied by buildings. In the case of private homes most

building plans include garages for the family car, thus

avoiding the presence of parked cars on the streets.

Any type of new building must fit into a plan for the

whole community, at least in theory. In applying for a

building permit the plans must be clear and detailed in

regard to the external appearance of the projected build-

ing. A house plan may be su'cmitted by an individual, but

most often an architect will submit the plans, because he

is in a better position to know the technical requirements

which must be mat. In the original application for a

building permit, the immediate neighbors concerned must

sign the application and indicate what, if any, reser-

vations they may have concerning the proposed dwelling.

The style of the building is controlled so that the flat

and peaked roofs are generally not mixed, and even the

pitch of the roof may be dependent on those of older houses

nearby. The distance between houses is also now required

to be greater than was form,:rly the case. Access to light,

fresh air and garden or lawn space, as well as to parks,

are always a part of the community plan. The maxim=

number of floors a building may have is also included in

the community or area plans of towns and cities.
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The building laws are administered and interpreted by

the building department ( Baubehörde ) of the county

( Kreis ). This department may make certain justifiable

exceptions to building regulations and may also decide

on the validity of any objections or reservations on the

part of neighbors next to the proposed building. Except

for farms, building outside the boundaries of a proposed

area or community plan is definitely discouraged and

special permission from higher authorities must first be

obtained.

The Federal Building Law of 1960 provides the guide-lines

for local building codes and area plans. Locally there may

be some flexibility in regard to the law, but in some

cases, on the other hand, there may be strict enforcement

of the law with no exceptions made for anyone. There is

still a tendancy in some communities toward vomantic

conservatism, to the dismay of some up-to-date (but not

necessarily avantr71rde)architects and planners whose

ideas may be considered too modern -- even when comfort,

economy and functional practicability have to be sac-

rificed for the sake of conservatism.

Progress is certainly being made on a local level, as for

example, in tne projected Rossdorf housing development

in NUrtingen. Plans are constantly being made and revised

to continue the new and the old harmoniously and to pro-

vide for future population growth and traific problems.

Parking facilities, access to other parts of town,

industrial development, well-coordinated residential

districts with easy access to parks, playgrounds and

shopping have all been provided for in the future area

plans of this community. The modern community center

includes provision for assembly halls, food preparation

and church services.
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In view of the limited space in Germany, the need for

regulation is obvious. At least as important in the eyes

of community leaders is that the outward appearance of

the whole community must constantly be kept in mind and

must be provided for in planning new additions to the

community.

Behind every effort at urban and suburban planning is the

general principle that planning is essential in order to

retain the amount of individual freedom of movement which

the Germans enjoy so much today. Although the tradition of

democracy is relatively young in Germany, it definitely

has taken root, and the citizens of this progressive

country are deter9ined to retain and expand their present

individual rights and control over their future. It is

with this objective that the Germans place so much value

on concern and planning for the space in which they wish

to live. Their homes and cities must be built in such a

way that they will remain comfortable and aesthetically

pleasing for future decades.

The total population of West Germany, 54 million, is

living on an area of 96,000 square miles. This population

density perhaps can best be understood if one visualizes

one-third of the total population of the United States

living in the state of Oregon.

Immediately after the war, construction took the form

of a "roof over one's head". The housing shortage was so

pressing that aesthetic considerations were neglected in

the need to provide shelter. This emergency housing did

not often provide electricity, water and sewer facilities

and was abolished by law in 1948. National public build-

ing began in full scale in 1947 with simple, small

apartments for large families with low income. Large
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refugee camps and youth homes were also built. In many

cases, a 4-5 person family shared one room together and

a kitchen with two other families. After 1955, the refugees

were offered a stimulus to build, if they built at that

time, they would receive full compensation for their loss

in the Soviet Sectors. If the refugee did not build, he

received only the interest on the value of the sum lost.

Through such legislation, interest in private building

was stimulated by the government. In the years 1960-1963

federal legislation has been exacted to insure building

planning with the over-all objective of keeping the

landscape beautiful, i.e. "planned beauty".

6. Home Furnishings_and_Interior Decorating...

To study the variations in furnishing and interior design

in the German home, our group visited four homes in the

Heller housing development in NUrtingen, an old-style

farm home in the village of Neckartailfingen, near Mir-

tingen, and a self-contained farm outside the village.

The planning of a housing development encompasses not

only the practical, but also the social and aesthetic

The architect plans for the privacy of each family through

the arrangement of dwellings and landscaping, and also

provides an opportunity for social interchange. Thus

people will meet and understand one another and broaden

their social horizons .-a trend away from complete immer-

sion in the family circle.

With the help of the landscape orchitect, a basic horti-

cultural scheme is plannetl which will ensure this seclu-

sionthrough the grouping of shrubs and trees. Further

planting reflects the taste and desire of the individual

owner--whether it be fruit treeF!, a vegetable garden, or

flowers.
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When two generations live under the same roof, the desired

privacy is planned carefully. The parents usually live in

the somewhat smaller but completely furnished upstairs

apartment, which includes kitchen and bathroom. In the

new farm home outside Neckartailfingen, the one-story

home was divided so that the older couple lived in the

smaller quarters in the rear, and the younger, growing

family in the larger area in the front. We found most

children had comfortable, individual rooms or shared the

room with one brother or sister. A place for quiet study

was also provided.

These homes were tastefully and.recently furnished in every

case, and reflected the wave of refurnishing and re-decora-

ting presently sweepingithe country. When a young bride

moves into her home, whether it be the lower floor of the

family home or a small apartment, she will have furnished

it completely down to the last dishcloth. She will have

bought and paid for the furniture, bedding, linens, dishes,

and appliances before she and her husband move in. This

practice replaces the dowry to some extent. Sometimes,

however, both young people will save together until they

can buy and furnish their home according to their tastes.

The typical one-family private home has two stories and a

cellar. The roofs are steeply gabled, although the younger

arohitects prefer, and are attempting to construct, flat-

roofed dwellings. Cement, stucco, and red brick are the

most popular construction materials. The younger people,

along with architects, prefer a more contemporary approach.

Buildings similar to our split-level homes are beginning

to appear. Post-war homes are generally smaller. They

average three or four rooms plus kitchen and bath. Each

new home now constructed is planned to contain either a

garage or parking facilities for one car. Lack of parking
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facilities bacame evident with the post-war increasein

automobile purchases.

Row houses have maintained their popularity since the

post-war construction phase. These are also two-storied

homes,side by side. Six to eight buildings are contained

within one black and are identical in appearance. Most

new homes are similar in appearance, as the use of construe-

tion materials is limited. The German family generally

maintains its individuality within the home, with exception

of the doorway and the abundance of flowers growing in

window boxes and on the terraces.

Many Germ,...1 families live in apartment buildings. The

construction of apartments has risen rapidly in relation

to the cost of building a private home. Such buildings

are much lower than ours, usually less than ten stories.

They, too, are usually ot. aement and stucco. The-amerage'

one-family apartment consists of three rooms, kitchen and

bath.

German homes have similar interior construction. 3uilding

plans often differ only in measurements, although there is

a shift toward the unconventional and contemporary design.

Formerly, the kitchen was the focal point for family life,

but today's family centers itself in the living room. The

influence of television and the family remaining in the

home are factors for the change. Today's kitchens contain

benches, which are used for dining facilities and a work

area. Many German homes have no dining rooms, and the

guest dining area is -ften a section of the living room.

The master bedroom is moderately large, but the ahildren's

rooms tend to be rather small. Wash basins are rarely found

in the bedrooms of newer homes. Bathrooms are popularly

divided into two sections. The toilet -4.nd the Wash basim are

separated from the bathing and washing facilities. Private
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homes which contain a full bathroom upstairs will also have

a toilet and wash basin in the lower half of the house.

At the entry, there is a vestibule for hanging coats, and

storing shoes, boots and umbrellas. Most German homes also

have a terrace and/or balcony, which is decorated with

flowers. Older homes lack the garage facilities, which are

provided with the newer buildings. The cellar is unique.

Here the German housewife stores her preserves, potatoes,

wine and other foodstuffs. Apartment houses also provide

similar storage facilities for tenants..

The Germans are presently enjoying modernizing their

homes and purchasing home furnishings. This is particularly

evident in their kitchens, bathrooms and appliances. Cen-

tral heating, particularly in apartment houses, appears to

be increasingly popular. The ugly radiators have been

cleverly covered with a marble'slab--imitation or real--

on top of which there are usually many potted plants.

Wooden lattice work hides the sides of the radiator.

Thermostatically controlled oil heaters, which are rapidly

replacing the coal and wood stoves, are similarly dis-

guised. Because of the heat, however, the sides are covered

with a metal grill. Thus the heating units serve a deco-

rative as well as a functional purpose.

Particularly decorative are the stoves which many NUrtingen

families favor, reflecting their lcve for the traditional.

This stove is made of oast iroa, covered with tile, and is

built into the wall between the living room and another

roof*, usually the kitchen or the entrance hall. It is fed
i

from the hall side either with coal, briquettes or wood, so

as to avoid cluttering the living room. In addition to
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heating the two rooms downstairs, such a stove also heats
the upstairs rooms through ducts.

Where there is central heating, there is both hot and cold
running water. Nevertheless, hot running water at all
timesib, still a luxury. Most homes do have an electric,
coal and/or wood, or oil heater for water, but they are
used only when 1.c!rge quantities of hot water are needed--

for washing clothes or taking baths. Hot water necessary

for smaller household chores is heated in a kettle on the
kitchen stove.

The kitchen stove, which in some homes serves both for

heating and for cooking, is a combination coal-wood and
electric stove. Otherwise the stove most commonly foand
is the small electric apartment-sige type with no work or
storage space. The electric refrigerator is also small,

usually countertop height, as the housewife still prefers

to shop daily for fresh fruits and vegetables.

Perhaps eighty percent of the homes have electic washing

machinestand almost all of them have an electriC iron.

There are, however, few steam irons and few automatic

washing machines. They do have a separate spin-dryer for
wringing out the clothes to the point where they require
little or no drying.

There are several reasons why a German housewife does not

have an automatic machine: 1) the cycle r,quires too much
time--75 minutes instead of our 45; 2) thexe machines con-

sum large volumes of water, and 3) there exists the tra-

ditional preference to boil clothes instead of using

bleaches. Furthermore, the machines are more expensive

than,in America, and since the average income is lower,

the cost alone makes the purchase of such a convenience

prohibitive. The same ie true of the electric dishwasher.
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Electricity is found in every home, even in rural areas.

Thus the German housewife is apt to have more electrical

appliances than other European housewives. Regardless of

the income bracket, one sees an electric coffee mill, as

a fine coffee powder is used to brew their drip coffee.

Many a housewife enjoys a "kitchen machine", an amazing

gadget combining the features of a mix-master and of a

blener. Additional attachments such as food chopper and

meat grinder may also be purchased. Electric skillets,

toasters, coffee pots, waffle irons and garbage disposal

units are seen only in store windows and, presumably, in

the homes of the upper classes.

The German kitchen is a small compact unit designed for

efficiency much as those in the United States were ten or

twelve years ago. Occasionally there is enough space to

provide an eating nook with table and benches. Although

"home magazines" feature built-in cupboards, they are

rarely to be found. Mix-and-match component units with

sliding pastel-colored doors, as well as large units, which

reach from the ceiling to the floor and with a formica-like

finish, seem to be the popular trend. The new cupboards .

offer very little.work or counter space. The newer or re-

modeled homes which we visited contained double sinks of

stainless steel or of porcelain. Those homes which were

built immediately after the war contain sinks made of stone

with a stone drainboard. Near the sink hangs a small medi-

cine cabinet which has a rack for towels below. The German

housewife hides the-regular towels behind a long linen

towel with beautiful embroidery.

In the living room one immediately notices the great array

of color and pattern without emphasis on one predominant

color. Floral Persian rugs of a deep wine-red hue cover

the floor. Floral drapes, which often do not accent another

color within the room, are hung over lace curtains. These
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drapes are hung from the ceiling or the window with a series

of metal clips or rings which mu:r3t be pulled to be closed.

The curt72ins behind the drapes do not reach to the bottom

of the windows, but leave space for plants.

Walls are usually wallpapered with still another design

which is not as "busy" as the drapes or the rugs, and are

of a subdued color. Again little effort is made to empha-

size one of the colors already used. Sometimes two or three

walls are .papered with a very plain wallpaper, while

the remaining wall or walls have paper with a small design.

Colorful "throw" pillows covered with coarsely-woven wool

with colorful yarn designs embroidered or drawn through

them abound on the sofa. The sofa and the ahairs are usually

of the same or of harmonizing style and color--green, gray
or rust-red. The sofa and chairs are a modified form of

"Danish modern", that is, they are set on wooden frames

and have wooden instead of upholstered arms. For practical

purposes they are covered with a heavy, finely woven wool

or frieze-type of material. Very often the sofa is of the

type that may be opened to make a bed. In front of the

sofa and surrounded by chairs, so as to form a conversa-

tional grouping, is a table. This table is higher and

wider than our cocktailor coffee tiab1es1 yet not as large

as our dining tables. This table, which has extensions

at each end, is used for company and Sunday dining as few

families have separate dining rooms. In some instances,

there is also a dining table in the center of one end of

the dining-living room.

Over the table hangs a modern chandelier of which there

are many interesting variations. At the side of the sofa

there may be a standing lamp with a long, tall, conical

lampshade bearing a floral pattern.
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At the opposite wall from the sofa may be the television

and radio, either separately or in combination. One seldom

notices a telephone, as the postal departmient cannot keep

up with the growing demand for service.

Against another wall stands a type of chest or closet to

hold the china or linens. This may be a type of long teak

sideboard as was seen in a young couple's home, a small

chest with two doors, or a massive dark wooden hutch as

seen in older people's homes. For the most part, this

describes the living room of the middle-aged, middle-class

laborer. Younger and professional people tend to have con-

temporary furniture of teak or walnut against a white wall.

Beautiful wooden cabinets and shelves, which may be pur-

chased one piece at a time, can be combined to suit the

individual's tastes.

During the spring and summer, cut flowers are found in

crystal or pottery vases. Large bouquets atand in huge

vases on the floor. The housewife has typically selected

a brown or green vase, so as not to distract from the flowers.

The mailly potted plants, which are kept in the garden in

the summer, are seen in the house during the winter.

The parents' or master bedroom in a two-story house is

Eolcietimes downstairs, while the childrens' bedrooms are

upstairs. Only in one remodeled home was there a built-

in closet. In another, the grandparents, who. live upstairs

have built-in closets in the hall leading off from the

stairs. In place of the closet there is usually a massive

cabinet which has both shelves and hanging space. The

matched bedroom furniture consists of this large wardrobe

cabinet, a vanity with a large mirror, twin beds side by

side, usually with one head board, and one or two night

stands. The woods used vary from a very light blonde to

a dark brown. The beds have mattresses made of three parts
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for easier handling; they are turned around and often

placed on the window sill for airing.

Only in contemporary homes are bedspreads found. The middle-

class housewife prides herself on her Federbett, which is a

type of quilt three to six inches thick, filled with soft

down. This is folded in half and placed on the lower half

of the bed. On the upper half are found two large, square

pillows. One is used for sleeping; th top one is strictly

to "show off" the fine embroidery work of the pillow case.

The Federbett are likewise covered with gleaming white cases

with exquisite hand-crocheted lace or cut-out embroidery.

The first cover may be a deep rose or vivid blue. In such

cases there is a cut-out design in the middle of the white

cover so as to expose the rose or blue for contrast.

Blankets are often used under the feather beds and have the

sheets buttoned to.them at the top and bottom.

Shades and screens are not to be found. Instead, shutters

or an out-door slatshade similar to the old roll-top desks,

and operated from within, shut off the out-of-doors, but

not insect life. In both these instances, these shades may

be manipulated so as to let in air. These are found on all

windows and not just in the bedrooms.

The children's ialler bedrooms are simply furnished. Beds

are often built into the corner. During the day they are

covered and arranged to look like daybeds. There may be

a small toy box or chest for the children's toys and a smail

wardrobe for their clothing. A few bedrooms had one or two

shelves for toys and books. Furnishings on the wholb .were

according to the age of a child. The teenager is apt to

have a small table and chair in his room. The pictures on

the walls also reflect the child's age, while the wallpaper

and curtains are similar to those in the parent'F' bedroom.
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The home of the German middleclass worker is comfortable,

liveable, and cokr. Although they are all similar, there

is that individual touch through flowers, pictures and

family heirlooms which make the home the family's private

domain. It reflects the traditional heritage of their part

of Germany much more that the homes of the professional and

the wealthier.families.

The present day housewife appears to be content with her

homeland:its furnishings. She has obtained many new appli-

ances and household necessities in recent years. A few con-

veniences are still very much in demand: central heating,

running hot water and teley. _nes. Any old houses are pre-

sently being reconstructed with theSe additions. Electrical

installations in the kitchen, are also desired. Telephones

are sought, but are not easily obtainable due to technical

difficulties. Many families must wait two or more years.

Noticeable is the absence of slums in the country. This

can be attributed to the government's offer to assist finan-

cially any family who is willing to move to better living

quarters.

The younger families have increasing demands. The contem-

porary American influence is evident in advertisements, and

in the homes of some of the younger people. Simpler lines

and the use of teak in home furnishings, built-in closets

in the vestibule and bedrooms, and built-in kitchen ovens

exemplify the newly-emerging tastes. American attitudes

and tastes are reflected in the German home of today, and

appear to have increasing importance in the German home of

the future.
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7. Fuming in Western Gemara

Farming in Germany today is very similar in many aspects

to farming in America. For instance, there are too many

small farmers (over one million'Out of 1,709,000) who

cannot compete within the present farm economy. At pres-ent

there are only 1.5 to 2.0 persons per farm who are fully

employed on the farm. A German farmer must therefore depend

on a high degree of mechanization to plant, cultivate and

harvest his crops. This mechanization is so expensive that)

unless he is a large scale farmer, he operates at a loss.

He has tried to alleviate this condition by specializing

in just one or two crops, or livestock which may require

less outlay for machines. For example, instead of raising

all crops, one farmer may plant only potatoes and sugar

beets in his particular fields. Another will raise only

grain crops and hay, while still another will specialize

in livestock and hay with some grain crops for use only as

feed.

The younger persons who have been raised on farms and know

fa*ming with its long hours of hard work and little pay are

leaving the farm and are going into industry to work,

leaving a shortage of farm labor. This situation has an

exact parallel in America. Production per man-hour is in-

creasing, but it must increase still more if the small

farmer is to be spared.

The size of a German farm today is between twenty-five and

thirty acres. The various fields cultivated consist of an

average of only two acres each, and may be scattered over

a four-mile radius. It is very obvious that the German

farmer wastes a lot of time traveling from one tiny plot

of ground to the next. Hovement of equipment is trouble-

some and uneconomical. In contrast, the American farmer

wastes very little time in such a way as this.



Many crops receive support from the Federal Government

just as in the United States. The difference is that the

German farmer receives a support in the form of a discount

when buying feed, seeds, etc. for his operation. Besides

:this, a direct support up to about 75% of the market price

of his produce is supplied, whereas in America, farmers

receive between 50 and 90% of parity.

The marketing procedures of crops' and produce show the

biggest difference in comparison with America. In Germany

a farmer joins a cooperative which furnishes him with

expense money for the year and gaarantees him an outlet

for his produce when it is delivered. This expense money

bears a very low interest rate -- 3/0 compared to 8% in

America. These huge cooperatives take the produce, process

it, and deliver it to brokers, wholesalers, chain stores,

etc.

Machinery and new buildings are heavily subsidized by the

Federal Government at a very low interest rate, namely 10.

With such subsidization farmers can move closer to their

fields, erect new homes and farm buildings, and the

government will subsidize up to 330 of this cost.

Of the available land in Germany, approximately 58.3% is

tillable, and, of that, roughly 87'7'0 is under continuous

cultivation. According to a survey which was made in 1949,

there are approximately 2 million farms in operation.

Their sizes varied from five to 400 acres with a grand

total of 50 million acres. The latter figure does not

include nearly 6 million additional acres of family

vegetable gardens.

The purpose of the government-sponsored land-use survey of

1949 was to determine whether the crop land in Germany was

being used efficiently, or if some type of land reform
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program should be instituted. The general conclusion was

that the small farms, in spite of their high food pro-

duction per acre, were simpnly too inefficient to be

practical with regard to the critically short labor supply.

A voluntary program of land reform Der Aytine Y!lan (The

Green Plan), was set in motion under which the farmers in-

a given community could arrange to combine smaller tracts

of land into larger ones. This was to be achieved by one

or more methods: the outright purchase of land from any

farmer who would be willing to sell, or the recombination

of separate smaller pieces through trading with neighboring

farmers ( the end result of which would be an integrated,

self-containd farmstead), and the encouragement'of farmers

to move from their village residences and establish their

homesites on the farm land itself. The overall success of

plan has been limited. Farmers have remained apathetic in

spite of the advantages of the change.

During the process of obtaining material for this report,

we visited two farms in the vicinity of Neckartailfingen,

a village in WUrttemberg. The generalizations drawn from the

visits apply to large areas of Southern Germany, but the

situation in Northern Germany is reportedly different in

many respects. The first farm was typically oldIrstyle

The farmer lived within the village in a house with an

adjoining barn and livestock stalls. His land lay on the

outskirts of the town. This particular farmer owned 30

acres of land in ten separate parcels which were spread over

an inconveniently wide area. In order to cultivate his crops

he had to spend at least 30 minutes each day driving out to

a particular piece of land. This was a daily problem, since

the cattle had to be fed in the barn in the village. Fresh

hay was cut and hauled in each day, since none of the land

that this farmer owned was used for pasture purposes. Manure
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was stored in open concrete tanks in front of the residences

and hauled out and spread only when the tank was full. A

common variation on this technique is to let rain water run

through the manure, and spread the resulting solution on

the fields from tank carts. Naturally, this procedure also

involves an inordinate amount of driving to and from the

farm.

The variety of crops for the typical farmer includes wheat,

potatoes, rye, barley, sugar beets, and hay. Cash crops are

not in evidence since most of the harvest is used for live-

stock feed. An important by-product of the feed is milk,

which is mostly used in manufactured food products. Germans

do not ,ccnsume great quantities of milk in beverage form -

household storage of this is difficult in communities where

refrigeration is lacking. Raw milk is used as feed for

veal calves and swine. Dairy cattle perform the dual

functions of milk and meat producing animals on the one

hand, and sources of power ( pulling wagons) on the other.

Milking is done either by hand or machine, depending upon

the size of the herd and other economic considerations.

nearly all herds are on continuous oservation for

brucellosis and tuberculosis. Artificial breeding is

generally unknown.

Hay-making seems to be one of the farmer's greatest problemz.

Germany's cool, moist clii tends to retard the drying

of crops and greatly incz i the handling of it prior

to curing. In order to get the hay dry enough to store, it

must be left in the field sometimes as long as four days

or more during which tim it is raked and tedded at least

once each day. The handling process results in the loss of

leaves-- the part of the plant with the greatest nutri-

tional value. After the curing process is completed, the
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hay is hung on a wooden tripod framework or put up in

cocks. It is left in the field until thc) time comes when

it will be fed.

In contrast to the village farmer, the Aussiedler resides

on the farmstead outside the village. His land is one

integrated plot, and he can invest in machinery and use it

much more efficiently. His labor load is considerably

reduced as a direct result of the land arrangement. The

self-contained farm tends to be larger than the non-

integrated type.

Farm labor is usually drawn from resources within the

family. Often more than one family, usually the owner's

parents, reside in the farmhouse, and they are frequently

in a position-to look after household chores and free

other family members for farm work outside the home. It is

becoming increasingly common to find younger male members

of the farm family employed full-time in a nearby town

and part time -- weekends and evenings-- on the farm. This

type of dual employment is made possible largely as a result

of farm mechanization which enables one man to do the work

of three.


